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Teacher Hopes To
Be Heard B~ B~!!!A~)
Teen Science Scholar Honored
(SEE STORY ON PAGE 1-B)

MEMBERS OF BEULAH BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH CELEBRATE .120TH ANNIVERSARY
The 11:00 A.M. service at Beulah Baptist Institutional Church August 11,
was in observance of the 120th church anniversary. In 1969, the church edifice
was relocated from the corner of Tyler and Pierce Streets to a handsome new
structure in West Tampa on the comer of Delaware and Cypress Street. The
well documented church history printed in the souvenir pro_graiJI is an im-

pressive record of the church's progress in the past 120 years. The pastor, Rev.
A. Leon Lowry, Sr., center, is shown with one of the deacons, Dr. Caleb E.
Wright, who chaired the Steering and Program Committee, and Clarence M.
Nathan, left; and the speaker, Rev. Louis Carr, Pastor of New Mount Zion
Baptist Church, Daytona Beach, and Dr. George Sadler, Jr., right.
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Young
Man A-d
d T 0 Bec 0 me .sev.eral
According to Shabazz,
..
· . ·· - · . •• . .. . • _. va nee.
fqr,rpey. ,employees are
Coordinator ·of····.'stiiDiiier·.'Prograiii . . .. ~i~~~f~~t~~l~~;s. ~.~~;e~~~:

..

stated. "They pa.v.e. .th~:ir foot
in the:! dOOr,. and they have a

:~~k a~:c~~~ af~~c;::~:~~~
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Today (Friday) marks the
end of Robert Bradley's summers spent working with the
~ Tampa Urban League. The
Q
2I-year-old senior at Troy
; State University in Alabama
'-- will now be looking forward to
either becoming a professional
football player, or working in
law enforcement.
For the past four summers,
Bradley has been involved in
the Weatherization and
Operation Brightside Projects.
This summer, he served as
coordinator of Operation
Brightside.
According to Wali Shabazz
- coordjnator of the Crime
Preventiol} Program for the
Tampa Urban League - both
programs hire young people
ages I6 to 20 from low income/black communities, to
paint and beautify homes
owned by the elderly and handicapped. Bradley added that
in the Weatherization Program, "we try to prevent
energy from escaping.
"I liked it a lot," he said
about working in both programs. "It expands you into
being able to do your own
work in your own house. We
I have professionals teaching
·c you how, so now I have the
~
background."

~

.

BY PATrY ALLEN

Sentinel Staff Writer

ROBERT BRADLEY
The ·. record-breaking
linebacker for Troy State
University explained that
working as a program coor.
dinator has "made me a better
person. I learned how to cope
with people both young and
old, and I gained experience in
leadership."
Shabazz added that Operation Brightside ''is helping to
bridge the generation gap between senior citizens and
youth, which has existed."
1
As a crew leader of Operation Brightside in I983,
Bradley not only assumed the

this is their . first job/ ' he
responsibility of teaching the
others how to paint, but also
"teaching them the right way
to handle themselves around
elderly people. I mainly told
them how to handle
themselves to a point of keeping a job."
Bradley was born in North
Carolina, and moved to Tampa with his family when he was
'lO or II. He graduated from
Brandon High School in I982
with All-County, All Western
Conference, and Brandon
Hall of ,Fame football honors.
In college, he has a double
major in Criminal Justice and
Art. Bradley's dre.am,
hopefully after a successful
football career, is to join the
FBI. _ or anoHreT -- pooHc:e
organization.
Shabazz explained that
'Operation Brightside has been
in existence for three years,
and it is sponsore-d by
Anheuser Busch.
"Operation Brightside takes
place in all cities · where
Anheuser Busch has a
brewery," he stated. "But the
uniqueness in Tampa is that
we do more than just clean up
around the house." Shabazz
added that in three years, 150
homes have been serviced.
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1908 S. MacDill Ave .
3100 Gandy Blvd .
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Miller Lite
5.19 ~ Stroh's
9.99
ABC Beer, Ale ~~l~~~~~s 6.29-Konl·gsL-cher
118
3- e99
Christian Bros. Brandy 6.69 ~to
Kahlua CoHee Liqueur 10.79 ~to
J&B Scotch
M~~s~~T
8.99 ~~
Black Velvet Can. M~~SR~T 5.99 ~to
Old Thompson Blend
5.69
Fleischmann's Gin
6.39
SmirnoH Vodka
5.69 750
Lord Calvert Canadian 7.49
8acardi Rum
7.69
Heaven·Hill Brb.
6.29
Laud,r's Scotch
~l 10.99 1.75
Gilbey's Vodka
~~~$~8~0 9.99 1.75
Seagram's 7 Blend :~~sRfr 12.39
BurneH's Gin
p~~~ ~k~o 10. 99 1.75
Gordon's Vodka
~l 10.49
Old Crow Bourbon ~z 11.29 1.75
1.75
R&R Canadian
~z 11.49
Bl~e Diamond Almonds 1.49 6oz.
4 e69 3
Gold Peak
Inglenook Chablis
3.99
83' Gorgen Liebraumilch
4.99 LTR.
6 e 79
Almaden
Seagram's Cooler ~6~~l. 3.79
Pepsi REG. 01 11n
1. 19
Milk
1 99
12-120Z. CANS

24-120Z. CANS

2
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GERMANY'S FINEST BEER
6-t2. OZ. BTLS.
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LTR.

LTR.
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LTR.
LTR.

LTR.

LTR.

1.75
LTR.

LTR.
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LTR.
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LTR.

CAN

Chablis • Rhine
Vin Rose • Burgundy

LTR.
1.5
LTR.
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3
LTR.
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The crew of Operation Brightside painters included Ronnie Bolden on the ladder; and from right
to left Robert Bradley, James Adkins, Greg Hawkins, and George Smith pose with Mayor Bob
Martinez, the Tampa Urban League's Executive Director Joanna Tokley, and Fred Tareza from
Anheuser Busch.
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Teacher ·uopes To Be ~

--~~------~~----~

Newcomer Wants To Impact
Community With Her Business
BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Managing Editor

In 1979, Mrs. Wanda
Center graduated from
Benedict College. However,
because of an illness three
months prior to graduation,
she was thrown off schedule as
filling job applications.
, when she did fill out aplications, the Columbia,
Carolina native sent apications everywhere but
her home state.
Therefore, she had to settled
for jobs out of her field.
were jobs that afforded a
deal of experience for
and jobs that may have a
on st~ps she has taken
enter the business world as
independent.
Prior to moving to Tampa
past January with her husband, Robert, whose job with
Federal Express transferred
him here, Mrs. Center was in
· ewelry management and
clothing management, both in
the retail area. "I really enjoy
the retail field and that's
something I feel comfortable
with," the 28-year-old woman
stated.
Mrs. Center recently joined
an established business as an
Independent
Accessory
Designer, one of more than 50
in the bay area who have been
with the company for more
than two years. "I like setting
my own hours, being my own
boss and direct selling. I just
enjoy talking to people about
it," she says with excitement
in her voice.
Her concept is to take an art
gallery ·and gift shop directly
to the consumer, whether it's
in the home or office. She can
assist in the selection of · fine
art prints, antique · engravings, custom designed art
reproductions, art posters,
decorator mirrors; porcelain,
wood shelves, signature plates,
custom designed area rugs,
table linens, monogrammed
placemats, accent rPillows,

Heard By School Board

Tampa resident, · Greg
Downing, is among several
persons who are hoping to be
heard by the Hillsborough
County School Board . on
Tuesday evening and it won't
just be a personal matter.
Downing learned Tuesday that
a position for him with the
Hillsborough County School
System as an instructor is no
longer open, because he has
not taken the teacher certification
examination required of
WANDA CENTER
all teachers in the State of
custom color clocks. One of Florida. However, Downing
and others had inquired of bethe unique features of her
ing placed on the School
business venture is there is no
Board agenda prior to his becharge for consultation, unli}<e
ing
terminated and they intend
most interior decorators. ·
to
go
ahead.
To familiarize the comHis
main concern is the
munity with what she does and
dropout problem among hi'gh
what she has to offer, the acschool blacks, and the number
tive young woman will host an
of black irlstructors that are
Art Open House on Sunday,
being lost from school systems
August 18, entitled "Color
throughout
the state. "There
Your Imagination." The event
are
statistics
to show that in
will be held at the Village ·
Apartments Clubhouse, 14009 excess of 6,000 positions in instructional and administrative
Clubhouse Circle in Carpersonnel are missing
rolwood Village, 2-6 p. m.
throughout
the state," he said.
Refreshments will be served.
"And that i,spne of the factors
Please call 962-7577 for more
that contriU6utes to dropouts
information.
among blacks - there is no
Having obtained her degree
one concerned about their proin physical education, for a
blems;" he said. "The
brief peri"od Mrs . Center
dropout problem is related to
taught aerobic exercise at
Lady Athena Health Spa here
in Tampa. However, this opportunity to venture into a
business of her own has added
· Today
Partly
more excitement to 'her life.
cloudy with a 40 perShe is a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, a
cept chance of rain.
member of the Baptist faith
High 90s, low 70s.
and enjoys swimming and ocSaturday - Partly
casionally playing tennis.

Weather Report

79

Reserve Life
Insurance Company
ALFREDIA BROWN
- Representati ve

•Specializing In Retirement , life.
Medicare Supplement & Basic
Health.
-:621-9462
...... Central Office IItie. Ste. 405
410Warellwcl •• ra...,... fL 33619

cloudy with a chance
of afternoon showers.
High 93, low 75. .
Sunday
Continued partly . cloudy
with a 40 percent
chance of rain. High
low 74.

BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Managing Editor
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coincide with the student
population throughout the """l
state. According to statistics ...
he has gathered, approximate- !"
ly 23% of the black students
enrolled within the state are u.
black . However, only about
160Jo of the teachers are black.
"When you compute that in
dollars, we're losing more
than $1.2 million dollars."
- He quickly adds that it's not
only blacks who are being
hurt, Hispanics are also faced
with the same problem. "The
examination has eliminate
blacks and Hispanics. There
are in excess of 10,000 white
teachers" in the system, he
said. He explained that 70%
of black teachers have failed
the test and sooio of the whites
have passed it. But "the whites
who have failed are just like
the majority of tne blacks who .~
have failed.
!II
''The overall scope is that
·there is a systematic effort ff
from Washington down to ; ·
local government to keep us in fD
low class positions that will I
eliminate our being assertive
enough to bring us out of the ;ghetto. They are keeping us ; ·
with frustrations and it's
working. However, we have ""=
become complacent and allow- r:r
ed them to do this to us," fll
::r
Downing stated.
fD
Q,
"I cannot change the system
alone. We don't have to fight
a physical war, but we do need
to wake up and realize we have
to fight the mental and vertical
law."

i

GREG DOWNING
being able to relate to those
who are depressed ."
Downing went on to explain
that some of the reasons the
students are depressed include
their having to maintain a 1.5
grade point average to
graduate, and beft>re the
school board in this county,
earlier this summer, decided to
have seven class periods,
students were faced with having to get 24 credits before
graduation with only six
periods. "That meant that the
student had to," he emphasized, "pass every subject every
year. That's impossible for
some kids."
He is inviting members of
the black community to join
him and other on Tuesday
evening at the school board
meeting at 901 E. Kennedy
Blvd. at 7 p. m. He has beep
visiting churches inviting congregations to support his effort.
He believes that the black
teacher population should
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Black English Good ··
For Some, Bad For Most
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Some people are beginning to_make noises again
about teaching Black English to Black children in
high schools across the nation. We strongly oppose
such rec()mmendations for most Black children.
Black people must compete with other Americans
for jobs and other opportimities through life.
Learning how to speak Black slang, colloquialisms
and idioms can be an enriching experience for some
people, such as those studying Black history or
lifestyles, historians, Black theater participants and
a small group of various others.
But it can be a big detriment to the average Black
child who must compete with whites and others for
employment, education, and other things that make
life in our country worth living. If white children are
being taught standard English, the type which
employers use to communicate, while Blacks are
not, the whites will be given unfair advantage in surviving as adults. The advantage is even more horrifying when one considers the fact that Black businesses
constitute less than one percent of all busines~.es in
this country and have so very few jobs to give their
own people.
Black children will be drastically handicapped if
they are not permitted to become proficient in standard English. A Black child who is a genius on computers may never be given a chance to prove his or
herself on a job if a job interviewer is told .something
like "Man, I can get down on a terminal." ·
We are not suggesting here that we as a people
should forget our heritage and history of being probably the most proficient ethnic group ever in communication. In Africa, we developed the talking
drums. In America's slavery times, we developed the
double message spiritual: The song 'Steal A tt 1i't.l' to
Jesus' was actually . a code that slaves used to tell
others that it was safe to escape to_freedom.
But until Blacks can develop at least 15 percent of
businesses in our country instead of less than one
percent, and thus be able to provide jobs where slang
won't really matter- we should put an end to any
more talk about teaching Black English in schools.

Judge Arrested . In South Africa
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KING
WILLIAM'S
TOWN, South Africa - A
U.S. federal appeals court
judge, visiting South Africa to
observe the country's judicial
system, was arrested over the
weekend for visiting a black
township closed under the
3-week-old state of emergency.

Black-Economics: Distributing Wealth Through Labor
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BY RUDOLPH HARRIS

:

Judge Nathaniel R. Jones,
58, of the 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati, and
three South African companions, two of them members
of Cape province legislature,
were visiting a black suburb of
Fort Beaufort in eastern Cape
province Saturday when they
were taken into custody for

Wart \Ill'

Fundamental to American
Capitalism is a not too simple
concept, nor is 1t onl;! 1hat i~
often talked about. It j, 1he
fact that the ma~ sc~. the
workers, will distribuk their
share of the wealth or thi ~ na. tion through income !'rom
· their labor. Such a prt· mi~c
helps us understand the <,~rug
gle and rise of the labor movement in thi s nal ion . It also
helps us understand lht· integral blending uf IJOiitkal opportunit~· and t•runomil' opportunil~, as lht·~ are one~ and
inseparabl(•. l'here can be no
economic pro~ress without
political progress. This is true
because law is the thread
which runs through the total
fabric ot' American life. Law
govern ~ C\erything that we do,
especially where . l'Conomk,
politkal, and ~<h.: ial in , titutions arc e!>.tabfishcd .
Laws are ncede~1 protel·t
the worker from the 1..-apitalisl
and vice versa. taws an· needed to guarantee l'ertain bask

rights and opportunity
especially when• political
freedom is conccrnt•d. ·sm:h
political freNiom,, a~ fotftid in
the First A••lendment cii· the
United :-.lak' . ( uthlilution.
haH· llh·ir l'~·1.1nmnit mknl and
ramifkaliuti~. a' w'ell. The
right to 'lrikt•. ho~~· ott, picket
for el·oncunit· n;asono; an• all
embeddl'd in the lt•lh•r ot' the
f'irst Amendment. If a people
do not uw these rights t9 fight
for their "han• of the eronomil'
wealth, allt'sled to h)' their
labor, it is their own undoing.
This i!> the wa~ ot' American
Capitalism and the !>Oont•r
Blat·ks, poor whitt•s, and utht•r
disadvantaged Americans_
understand this aspet·t of tht•
sysh!m, the ht~ller lht·ir lot will

become.

So it ha~ bl·en through the
struggle ol Ltb,n union), , the
.strug}!k !A·t ·~te l employment
-Opf1orn•n•r\ . ~;t," in ( ongre's
and ),tall· llot~sc~. thtll'ptogrcss
for · till· An1er!.'an \\Orl.er has

-------~------------~

William
Raspberry

'

-

Immigration Law Needs Repair?

WASHINGTON .,..- There migrant family (as of 1975)
may be arguments over 'putting some $1,500 more into
whether a particular approach the public coffers each year
to immigration reform is more than it takes out.
or less effective, more or less
Nor, · he argues, are the ilburdensome . to
non- legals about to crowd
Europeans, or more or less un- Americans out of house and
fair to such easily identified job. "What gets overlooked is
legal immigrants as Hispanics. the fact that a large proportion
But there seems to be a con- of the illegals are temporaries. .
sensus that something needs to They come here, work for a
be done to repair America's brief time and then go home.
immigration law.
When you take into account
Julian L. Simon has another both that coming and going,
view: It ain't broke.
· you are talking about a very
The University of Maryland small net increase. In fact, the
professor of business and . National Research Council
social science won't put it that says the net gain is close to
inelegantly, or course. But he zero, with just as many going
does believe that attempts to as coming."
fix immigration law are based
But since immigrants, legal
on faulty premises: that the and otherwise, tend to come to
total number of immigrants il- America to find work, and
legally in this country is huge since the illegals tend to seek
and growing; that these im- entry-level work (the legals are
migrants, and especially the il- disproportionately skilled prolegals, take jobs that otherwise fessionals) , wouldn't Simon
would go to jobless agree that they must take jobs
Americans, and that they are a away from Americans who
drain on U.S. revenues .
need them?
The last premise is easiest to
He would not. It is a
debunk, he says, citing studies mistake, he 'says, to think of

been nwdc . It •~ wishful thinking and ~elf-deception to even
entertain the notion that entreprcnucr-. and capitalists,
out of the goodness of tl'!ei
hefi rls, an: going ~o giw you a
fa~r wage, fair fringe hl·nd'ih,
or he likes of a good pemion,
1
vacation time, sick days, etc.'
Through your collective efforts as workers, such opportunities must be demanded, if
such is the case. Such, my
friends, is the way · of
American Capitalism.
This is not to 'uggest that all
capitalists and entrepreneurs
are had and t•,·il men. Right
herl' in onr midst, there
good hu,int•o;smen and
busillt'"-''' umt•n and there
those who selfishly exploit
peoplt• h•r t'' er~ thin~ that the~·
can gel . \ uu \\'ill know
best h~ ~ unr know lt•dgl' of
them and ~ uur t•,pt•rit'lll't' with
them.
A people .: an
heir
themsclve~ bc~t 1rom dcpriva. tion and ~xploitalion h
organizing. Ju~• "' Bla(k
came togc.thcr during I he Ci' il
Right~ 1\10\\.'meill an'J gained
many · politi~· al and 'ocial
portunltic-.,
the
,am
togethcrncv·. --.:an he u\ed f
economi, g<ailb and oppor~
tunitil'' \ .; .:1• ;1. ·-n·ond n ·' olution mu · l "·: ~; n nnw, today at
thi~ 'l'r\ IIIOmt·nl . /\ny 'ocall~
ed lcadl·r "ho .:omc' to you
prea~.hinJ! . onl~· the right ·to
vote i-. only a pa~'ing cc
without 'i'iorr of where
ought he tryjng to go. If h_e
not _br.inging a mc,,age of
ecoriomk 'ub't .an~.·e, h•~ i~ bu
hot air frotl'll in the distan
pa~t.

In thi~ regard, let u!>
for new lcalkr,hip . Lei us fi
those who cari ~peak from t
per'>pc~.:tiw of the worker
labor, and thl· unlfaction
such: By the ~amc token:. let us
examim· our. major _iristitutions, c're(ially liUI ch,urch .
The Rial'!., ( 'hun·h, our most
respt•t·kd institution, t·an do a
lot hi bruaden our vision in
et:onomit· mailers. It is no
grealt•r sin t'or our ministers to
stand in their pulpits and
preat·h political t'reedom than
it is to preach economic
frel•dom and progress. A
polilit·al vult• and an economic
vote t•arr~ lht· same grace. By
the same token, it is no more
immoral for a minister to endorse _a undidate running
political t)t'fice, than it is
that same minister to endorse
th~t you spend your
(vote) where your bes
economic interests are served.

~ ...a~..........~.........no•t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .tt.'a•t
. . .s•h•o•w. .a•n. .a•v•e•r•ag•e. . im•. . . . . .(Cijoiniti•n•ue•d. O•n•P•a•g•e•2•3•-A
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Is South Africa Headed B
Toward A Bloodbath? ....~
~

We Can Instill Community Prfde
He that tilleth his land shall business college ... Kenilworthhave plenty of bread: but he Parkside's improvements have.
that followeth after ~ain per- come from all the tenants who
sons shall have poverty have been willing to work for
. changes."
enough, Proverbs 28:19.
"As a blue Mercedes drives
"Pride, to a Jot of people
by, she says, 'Drug buyers. may mean something difAny time you see two white ferent. But, what it all boils
guys driving through here in a down to is loving thvself.''
Mercedes, you know they're Commentary, Florida Sentinel
lookin to buy drugs .. .' But she Bulletin. There should be no
still remains Kimi Gray, a shame in poverty. Unforpoor black woman who has tunately, I didn't learn that
managed against the odds to until I was old enough to learn
scrape a decent life for it. Even though my sister~,
herself.. .she had five children brother, uncle and Mama
to feed, no job and no hus- didn't have much, much, we
band ... she graduated from a didn't have a lot, we still

A few key nations around
the world, with America being
foremost, can head off the impending bloodbath which
could befall the nation of
South Africa in the eminent
future .
African Blacks may well
suffer with millions in death
and casualties, but there is 'no
doubt that they are willing to
pay the ultimate p~_ce to be
free in their own land.
The world has learned
something about South
African Blacks they hardly
knew. They are more
sophisticated about gaining
their freedom than previously
known. Today we see a more
Westernized Black African
marching in protest across our
television screens. Yesterday,
we saw the village African in
grass skirts looking too docile
to even begin a political
posture suggesting freedom
and human dignity.
In many ways the protesting
South African is far more
sophisticated than the
American Negro in his
political perspective. They are
not blind with the racial loyalty oath. That is, somehow excuse fellow Blacks for their
behavior even if its
treacherous and treasonable.
Such explains why protesting
Africans are willing to kill
Black South African police
and alleged Black traitors
whose interests are intertwined

managed to keep a somewhat
clean and hearty apartment in
public housing in College Hill
Homes. Then, everybody pitched in. For the record, the
"old sisters" saw to that. I did
.my best to try and escape
poverty, but · no matter how
hard I tried, I would always
(have to) come back . Again, I
didn't learn that until I was
old enough to know that I
could run, but, I could never
hide. Some kind of way,
poverty followed me until I accepted poverty for what it was
and what it is.
I learned that poverty was
something that any decent
··parent would not want for
his/her child. I learned that
poverty is something that any
decent parent can see to it tqat
For all our lives upon the
his/her child comes out of if
shores of North America,
with no scars, no hurts and no
black people have had to
bruises. Thank you, Mama, I
Jove you so much.
worry about and combat racial
discrimination. I speak of
"Tears .· For Fears" is the
racial discrimination in the
name of a current pop-rock
group. Tears for fears is also
forms of inequality, denied
opportunities, injustice,
something that I do when I cry is still one of the only coonsegregation and abuse at the
because some of our plights · tries left where a person can
and that
are made so hard to determine determine what he/she can
hands of white America.
Civil rights leaders and peo- regardless
how much of by ourselves. And, it doesn't become. Sometimes we take
have to be that way: America our lives so foolishly, not to
ple in general that believe in what we had, we were all
freedom, equality and justice black.
speak of suicide, either. Some
for all have all continuously
The establishment has a lot
bu.,: .•t!ss for less money than of us are truly just "in the
waged a war to bring ·about of us thinking today that if we
th ... ; do at busines~es owned by world." Not living, not survivfreedom, justice and equality. diassociate ourselves from
non-blacks.
ing, just here. And, for what?
Then there is that group that Vanity? Vanity is worthless
Grudgingly, the system has what is black, work hard, get
doesn't come at all. They shun such as the way some of us live
'yielded ground and allowed - an education, move into an inblacks some · measures of tegrated neighborhood that is
the restaurants, sandwich our lives.
freedom and equality. The predominantly white - that
shops, barber shops, and other
Congratulations to the comsuch businesses in black areas
munities of West Tampa and
change isn't complete yet, and we can escape our blackness.
much work still remains to be The shame of it all is that so · because they say that they are Robles Park for bein~ able to
done.
.
many intelligent blacks b~lieve
afraid of the things and keep and obtain their
While blacks are in the that and try to do just that.
hoodlums that hang in the Headstart facilities.
I recently · had lunch with
neighborhoods. That's the
It is ours to do. Who wants
midst of fighting discrimination, a new form of some affluent blacks and
same thing non-blacks say poverty, anyway? Certainly
discrimination has crept almost fell out of my chair about our neighborhoods.
not any Communist countries
As blacks, we know what that I know of. Before anyone
among us. That is an obvious, when the question was asked
blacks discrimination against "but where can we find a our ·problems are and have accuses me of being problacks.
.
qu~ black person." I
been. We know that so many Communism, let me offer
these immortal words: "As
Integration has been good say to you that is white of our problems still remain.
for blacks in so many ways, enough. That is learning the
But we cannot afford to wash long as I am living and
but in about as many ways it language and the thinking of our hand~ of each other. We breathing in America, I shall
has set us back. Blacks, for an the Man.
cannot afford to have black speak up and speak out about
people trying to defect to the truth, (you can quote
example, are moving away
Black folks have star-ted
fromeachotherallovertheci- looking
at
black anotherrace-.
me)."
ty and county and as a result neighborhoods out of the.
We must subscribe to the
Let us witness a little community pride in our own,
the common bonds that once same eyes the white man views philosophy that there is
bound all blacks together have it from. They see a nasty, strength in unity · and that
Dwight Gooden and the Mets'
been · lost. We are slowly filthy community infested with together we stand. If we are
victory over Chicago. It was a
finding ourselves victims of a bunch of poor blacks, who going to discriminate against
super ball game. Not to forget
Darryl Strawberry--he's a part
others' thinking, attitudes and are either worthless or each other, then we give white
language.
.
criminal in nature. The at- America the opportunity to
of our team, too. At this time,
Blacks have started to think titUI;les are the same.
feel justified in do so, too. Our
I would like to mention and
of each other in terms of how
The thinking is those people problem has compounded, we
pay tribute to two Delta
Sorors who lost their lives in
much money one has, how down there don't want to help once faced discrimination
much education one has, how themselves and I don't want to from the outside. Now we face
the Delta Airlines flight:
Zohniffer Gilliard and
much prestige one has, where be around them. We no longer it from within our own ranks.
one lives and what one does patronize black businesses.
Until race stops being a
Darlene
D.
Brown,
for a living. At onetime, these For some reason, blacks tend determining factor, then black
T.T.B.O.D. Peace Be Unto
things didn't matter. We all to expect more out of a black people need a united front.
You.

~NOT HER

VIEW·

Black On Black
Discrimination

~

with their enemies. .The
American Negro can not seem
to comprehend or deal with
such an issue. Such is why it is
believed today, that the
greatest obstacle standing
before American Blacks today
is the counterpart here at
home of those same Black
African traitors being
eliminated by their own struggling people.
Equally committed to maintaining a white rule South
Africa are the white African
descendants of British and
Dutch stock. These descendants of 1652 and the First and
Second Boer '.Wars feel as
strongly about their African
roots as the native Africans in
the South, themselves. Two
groups fighting for naturalracial pride and tribal
homeland · will fashion one lf
vicious and committed bat- ; ·
tleground.
~
America could head this I
human tragedy off through
economic and political ~
diplomacy. It is not an overnight fix, but ~iplomacy is still
within reach of the situation in
c::r
South Africa.
There are white Africans fl}
whose outlook is far from in- ~
sanity. However, under the Q.
leadership of those presently ~
in control headed by President ~
P. W. Botha, there seems to be ~
the committment of white rule ·__,
under apartheid or perish . The ;
ultra-conservative National ~
Party reigning Pretoria must
be brought down and replaced
with a more liberal group. Q.
Such could set in motion new ~
::::!.
policies designed to bring
about a democratic arrangeI
ment in South Africa under C')
~
new racial guidelines. Here,
the situation could be
monitored leading eventually 0
to an open and free society
with the rights of all, Black
and White, protected. The ~
desired end, mind you, will
not happen overnight, but it fl}
must happen!
The tactic employed by the
Botha reigning government
now is to divide and conquer.
Already there is hostility between Asians in Africa and
Black Africans. Over the week
there has been riots and bloodshed involving those races.
Botha will continue such tactics hoping to create bloodthirsty insanity among such
people.
The
Greek
orator,
Demosthenes, once said: "He
who the God would destroy
must first make mad." We
saw such an omen befall
humanity during Hitler's reign
of terror. Hopefully, America
will not stand by and let the
world witness such another
human catastrophe.
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PROPHET BENE' DIVINE

"People Will Ask, 'Is He
The Real Prophet?', Yes!"
Prophet Bene', Divine
Rt. 6 ,aox 36c

:

Sylacauga, AL 35150
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CHARMETTES HAVE CHRISTMAS IN JULY

Another successful event became a re~ity, July 28, when the
Charmettes, Inc., Hillsborough County Chapter, presented the
black. community of the city with it's first "Christmas In July
Ball". The ball was a tremendous success, thanks to over five
hundred sparkling Tampans and their out-of-town guests.
They filled the beautifully decorated main ballroom at The
West Tampa Convention Center.
The ballroom was decorated in all of the splendor of the
season in the theme represented. In the center of the stage
stood a beautiful eight foot white Christmas tree, a glow with
beautiful red and white ornaments and ribbons (the organization's colors). Other ornaments of the same colors were
displayed on the walls surrounding the ballroom. The rear wall
of the building held a huge Christmas wreath, which shimmered with red and silver Christmas foil. Each table was
draped with red linen tableclothes, which held a lovely centerpiece of red poinsetta and white candles in crystal
candleholders.
The decoration was done by Mr. and Mrs. Buddy (Birdie)
I'll
e Simpson, proprietors of Kreative Krafts, located on Lincoln
Ave. Music was provided by the Soul Operators Band, Mr •
Fred Edwards, Manager. During intermission, The Charmettes
presented their selected charities with cash awards: The
;! · Lighthouse For The Blind, $300; The Belmont Little League,
~ $275; The Youth Drug Prevention Program, $100; and The
Cancer Research Center, Howard University, Washington,
~ D.C., $2,000.
A book scholarship fund was presented to Miss Millie
I Presley, a student from the bay area, studying Fashion Design
• in Ft. Lauderdale. The scholarship was in the amount of $125.
~ Miss Presley is the daughter of Mrs. Gussie Livingston.
~
The Chapter sponsored two special projects during .this
calender year: the adoption of a needy family, for which they
< provided food, clothing, and gifts with during the year; and the

NOW IN PROGRESS
Join Us For A Tour Of The
School. Including Refreshments. StaH Will Be Present To
Answer Your Questions.
FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
AUGUST 19th
Mon.-Thurs., 8:30 To 3:00P.M.
Friday 8:30 To 2:00P.M.
MRS. ELISA YOUNG
... Principal

BUS SERVICE
AVAILABLE
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$1,000 to Mr. Les Miller, the presi~ent of the local chapter,
towards the purchase. The entire cost of the computer is
~
$1,600.
~
Pledge envelopes were distributed to the audience attending
~
the ball to assist the Charmettes in raising the balance needed.
J The public response has been tremendous, and the chapter is
.~
asking that people continue to help support this effort.
:iS
In addition to the above mentioned charities, The United
Negro College Fund received $300 from the Charmettes,
Charmettes are life time members of the N.A.A.C.P. and The
;: Tampa Urban :u;ague. Charmette Arthenia Joyner made
::! presentations and Tom Hankerson of radio station WTMP was
::1 the master of ceremonies. The dance chairmen were; Charmet~ tes Bettye Griffin and Jackie Davis.
~
Other members are Charmettes Doris Scott, Juanita Cannon, Gwen .Miller, Ella Cusseaux, Irene Peoples, Audrey
~
Dawson, Phyllis Lee, Carroll Dawson, Dee Williams, Rowena
Brady, Lillie Cooper, Betty Kinsey, Betty Simmons, Martha
si Lara, Julia Barnes and Fifi Glymph, president 84-85.
j;
The chapter's next affair will be Dec. 27, their annual
·
Christmas Ball, "Puttin On The Ritz".
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MIDDLETON CLASS OF 1955
The 1955 ·class of Middleton Sr. High School will hold a
special after reunion meeting Sunday, August 18, at Rowlett
Park at 4 p.m. All class members are asked to please attend this
very important meeting. For additional information call
626-1447 after 5 p.m.

UNIQUE SOCIAL CLUB
The Unique Social Club will be meeting Saturday, August 17
at 8 p.m. at the home of Ms. Ovita Bass, 2010 E. Lake Ave.
Apt. 545. Mrs. Theresa Allen is president.

LAYMEN ORGANIZATION
The Tampa District Layman Organization will hold its monthly meeting on Sunday, Aug. 18, at Allen Temple A.M .E.
Church. The meeting will begin promptly at 3:30p.m. Robert
J. Wright, President, Joyce E. Felton, P.R .

SICK BENEFIT CLUB
<
~
:

Sick Benefit Membership Club will hold its monthly meeting
Sunday at 2 p.m., at Beulah Baptist Activity Bldg.

ALLEN TEMPLE MALE CHORUS
Members of Allen Temple Male Chorus will meet Tuesday

\.!l' night Aug. 20, for rehearsal. This will be for Men's Day at Mt.

~! Sinai Methodist Church on Aug. 25.

Recruitment Dlscoun' ·
OHered.
MT.CALVARY ·.
SEVENTH-DAY
·•ADVENTIST
JR. ACADEMY
FOR GRADES K-8

The School That Believes In The
Education Of The Head. The
Hands and The Heart.
3 ·1.1 E. WILDER (5 blks. South of Hillsborough)
238-0433
.

. ·· .

TRAVEL WITH MT. CALVAR
.. .
TO THE COLORS OF KNOWLEDGE ·
. .

~-

MT. CALVARY SEVENTH-DAY ·
ADVENTIST PRE-SCHOOL
PRE-SCHOOL HOURS 7 A.M.-6 P.M.

•YEAR-ROUND PROGRAM
•HOT ~UTRITIOUS MEALS:
LUNCH AND BREAKFAST
•AFTER SCHOOL CARE
~FORMAL GRADUATION
•PLANN·ED SUMMER PROGRAM
•LARGE PLAYGROUND
, FOR 2's, 3's & 4's
•KINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM INCLUDES:
ALPHA TIME {READING READINESS)
PALMER
HANDWRITING READINESS, MATHEMATICS
AROUND US (MATH READINESS)

TERRY STRONG
...Coordinator

PH. 237-2940
3111 E. WILDER

(5 blks. S. of HILLSBOROUGH)

The Speaker Will Be:
REV.EUGENESANDERS
Tampa Bay Buccaneer Player

NEW MT. ZION M.S. CHURCH

2511 E. Columbus Drive
REV. LESTER CART'iR, Pastor
The Public Is lnviteJ

ST. JAMES
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1819 No. Boulevard
Invites You To
The Third Annual EPISCOPAL
CHURCHMEN OBSERVANCE

Sunday, Aug. 18, 1985, 10 A.M.
Guest Speaker:
DR.
FREDERICK A. REDDY

REV.
GEORGE LaBRUCE
Vicar

If You've Alwoy•

MRS. CURTISS WILSON
Curtiss Wilson observed
another birthday on Tuesday,
August 13. The "celebrating"
will take place next week
during the Wilson Family
Reunion, along with a sister,
Muriel Manning, a niece,
Kimberly McDonald,
a
nephew, Shawn Menendez,
and a brpther-in-law, Tommy
Wilson, all of whom have
August 13th birthdates.
Sharing in the fun will be
eleven other August birthday
celebrants.

J:

It We May Hove It!

Church Bazaar
Tyer Te'mple United Meth. Church
Corner (Central & Ross)
\

\
Tomorrow
\
Saturday, August 17,

;·
1

8:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M.

Live Entertainment!!
Guest D.J. Tom Hankerson
Will Be Playing Gospel Music
tor Your Entertainment.
The Spirit Filled Voices Of
Elder Adrian Shaw & Family
' & You

SHAWN MENENDEZ
Shawn, who turned 15 on
Tuesday, will be a lOth grader
at Tampa Bay Tech next
school term. His parents are
Carlos and Betty Wilson
Menendez.
Willie Lee George, Jr. will
be celebrating his 7th birthday
on August · 19. Willie is a
second grade student of Forest
Hills Elementary School. He
has one sister, Chinua George.
Willie is the son of Deborah
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Of COLLEGE HILl

3SJ8 - 29th Street

Come On Down And Share Your Talent .

Bargains
New& Used

Your Items To Sell At
A Small Donation.
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LATRICIA CANNEDY
Among those who will be
celebrating their . birthdays
August 15 is Latricia Cannedy. She attends Kenly
Elementary School and is in
the third grade. Latricia is the
daughter of Mr. Allen Cannedy and Mrs. Corazon
Mosley. Also celebrating a
.birthday August 15 is
Latricia's grandmother Mrs.
Mary L. Johnson.
Annie Mae Shaw celebrated
her 56th birthday, August 13.
She is a member and mother
of Zion Temple Holiness
Church, Bishop McCray,
pastor. She is 'the daughter of
Alberta Green, and the late
York Green, and the mother
of Diann, Theresa, Michael,
Charlie, Margaret and Otis.
She celebrated with her
mother Thursday at Red Lobster along with her best friend,
PLEASANT CHA
A.M.E. CHURCH

Sponsored By
The Dept. Of
Evangelism
Olivia
Carmichael-Brown
Chairperson

MRS. ALBERTA GREEN
Alberta Green celebrated
her 76th birthday, August 15.
She is a\ member and mother
of Proverb M.B. Church, Rev.
Thomas, pastor. She is the
mother of York, Herman
James, Edward, Jerry, Annie
Mae, Vera and Margaret. She
will celebrate at Red Lobster
Inn Thursday along with her
dear friend Ben Bludsaw and
family members.
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MRS. ROSIE DANIELS
Mrs. Rosie Lee Daniels
be celebrating her · 69th natal
day August 17, at her home
with her three children,
Roosevelt Daniels, Annie
Doris Brown and Louise
Bryant, twelve grands, ten
greatgrands, other relatives
and friends.
Mrs. Daniels is a member of
New Bethel M.B. Church.

will

261SCHIPCO
Rev. S.C. Lawson Pastor
Sunday Schoo1,.9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship, 11 A.M.
Class Meetintt 7:30P.M.
EXPERIENCE
CLERK WANTED
... Must Be Able To Type, Operate
• Mimeograph
Machine
And
Copier.
For Information Call:
223-3J.S8

Tapes, Records, Wigs, Jewelry
(New Or Old- Beautiful & Odd)
Clothes Bake Good, Etc.
Meet
Our
New
Pastor&
Evangelist
Elder
Oliver Gordon, Sr.

and Willie .Lee George, Sr. A
birthday party is being given in
his honor at his residence on
Saturday, August 17.

lsslonary Baptist

I
I,

2002 North Rome Avenue

Pastor Young Glover

REVIVALl REVIVALl

Bring Your Items To Sell

Sunday School- 9:30A.M.

At A Small Donation.

Morning Service -11:00 A.M.
BTU-5:00P.M.
Evening Service-6:30P.M.
--

-- - - - - -- - -

REV. C. T. KIRKLAND
... Pastor

WE INVITE YOU TO WORSHIP
WITH US
August 19-23- 7 P.M. Nightly
EVANGELIST OF THE WEEK
REV. JOSEPH GORDON
Pleasant Grove M.B. Church
St. Petersburg
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Some 150 family members
and friends of the TillmanMacon-Miller family had their
sixth annual family reunion in.
Tampa July 26-28. _The __!_eunion included a moonli~ht

~

~
~

~

Sunday dinner at the home of
cruise on the Spirit of Tam_p a,
Mrs. Grace Tillman. Relatives
a picnic at Lowry Park, a banquet at Regan Park, Sunday · from San Francisco, Calif.,
Detroit, Mich., New York,
morning services at J>leasant
N.Y .,\ New Jersey, Baltimore,
Chapel A.M.E. Church, and

The gathering included, from Tampa: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tillman, rvtr. and
Mrs. John Clark, Israel Tillman, Mrs . Liz Moten, Mrs. Fredye Junious, Mrs.
Grace Tillman, Vicki Grooms and Jaban, Fred Hearns and Ricky, Mrs. Benita
Gray and Josh, Mrs. Alberta Macon, Roosevelt Macon, Mrs. Naomi Perry, and
Mrs. Alberta Jackson and chiidren.
Winter Haven- Mr. and MrS'. Council Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burton, and Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Davis . .
Daytona Beach and Orlando - Mrs. Johnnie Wiley, .Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Terrell, Mrs. Katherine Wrath and Mrs. Mary Edith Evans.
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Intra-City Civic And Social Club
Presents

"A Summer Rainbow Splash Dance"
Saturday, August 17, 1985

Letter Carriers Hall
3003 Cypress Street Tampa, Florida

Md., Jacksonville, Daytona
Beach, Orlando, Winter
Haven, West Palm Beach, St.
Petersburg, Tampa and other
cities gathered for the

Jacksonville ,- Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Toms.
San Bruno, Calif. -Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Seagraves.
Detroit- Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Davis.
Ne,w York- Mrs. Dianne Manigo and son.
New Jersey- Vernon Ford, Albert Grant, Mrs. Ann Gary, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald ~vis.
.
Baltimore - Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Richardson, and Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Richardson.

MT. VERNON PRIMITIVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

1719 Green Street
Sunday School, 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship, 11 AM
Bible Study, Tues., 7 P.M.

I.IL Y WHITE JR~ LODGE NO. J
Sponsors A SKA TE-A-RAMA
TUESDAY EVENING, AUGUST 20, 1985
At STARDUST SKATING CENTER
5107 North 22nd Street

Everyone Is Welcome

The Generai _Public Is Invited
DONATION: $2.00

Bro. Larry B. Horde, Sr., Deacon
Sis. P.atricia Horde, Sec.

MRS. DOROTHY DANIELS, JR., Conductor
MRS. ANGELINA ROBINSON, Asst. Conductor
NICOLE TAYLOR, Business Manager
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Music By: "The Unlimited Power"
Cocktail Hour: 9:00-10:00 P.M. Donation: $6.00 Adv.
Dance: 10:00 P .M.-2:00 A.M.
$6.50 At Door
Free Hors d'oeuvres/ BYOB
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WMNF 88.5-FM Presents •••

THE TAMPA BAY SOUL STIRRERS
Will Celebrate Their

4TH SINGING ANNIVERSARY
At GRACE MARY M~ 8. CHURCH

37TH & LINDELL
ELDER T. J. REED, Pastor

<

SUNDAY, AUGUST 18, At 3:00P.M.

f-4 ,
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memorable occasion.
1986 family reunion will
held in Daytona Beach .
Robert Tillman served as
Tampa Family Reunion chairman .

"TRAMP''
WEST
TAMPA

*

"BABY, BABY"

CONVENTION CENTER

3005 W. COLUMBUS DRIVE-TAMPA,. FLORIDA

FRI., AUG. 16

D~~~s

9:00P.M.

ADVANCE ADMISSION $9. -DAY OF SHOW $11

Ti~kets on sale In Tampa at: WMNF • VINYl FEVER RECORDS •

On Program Will Be: THE GOSPEL WARRIORS, TRAVELING
STARS, _!fEAVENLY TRUMPETS, SPIRITUAL WONDERS, HARMONY WINDS, HOLY PROPHETEERS, THE GORDON AIRES,
SOliTHERN TONES, And SWEET ANGELS.
Special Guests: TOOTSIE And The SPIRITUAL HIGHLIGHTS

COllEGE Hill PHARMACY; In Sarasota: ROBBINS RECORDS .. . In .St.
Petersburg: DOCTOR'S PHARMACY; In Palmetto: CORNER SANDWHICH SHOP .. . In lakeland : SPEC'S MUSIC.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CAll : 226-3003

As Always, This Is An Open Door Program.

ALLPROCEEDS TO BENEFIT NON-COMMERCIAL COMMUNITY RADIO
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IT'S ALL ABOUT

YOU

ST. PfTfR'S APOSTOLIC
CHURCH

ROSE CRUTCHFIEL D

3303 E. Ellicott Street

AN EXCITING CRUISE TO THE BAHAMAS

ELDER HENRY HILL, Pastor
fLDfR YOUNG And
fVANGfLISTM. BRADLEY
Will Start A Meeting
AUGUST 19, At 8 P.M.

Healing Senice Each Night.
Bring The Sick.
Everyone Is Welcome To Come
And Feast On The Word Of God.

TO PREACH
IN MIAMI

THE REV. A. L. BRINSON
And His Bride, J essi• Ma<, Whom H• Married
Auausl 10, Will Lean For Miami Whert He
Will Deliver The Sermon Al

MT. CALVARY M.S. CHURCH

At 7:00A.M. Sunday
And At MT. ZION M.S. CHURCH
At 11:00 A.M.

The Beck Group cruised to Nassau , Bahamas July 19 on the S.S. Emerald Seas. The Group enjoyed sightseeing. One of
the sight~eeing tours was on a motor scooter. They shopped on Bay Street and played many games. First prize winner on the
Gong Show was Donald Beck, who won many prizes. This picture was taken at the Captain's Cocktail Party.
Seated from left, Lillian Prichett, and Carolyn Jones of Hartford, Connecticut; Coleta Henry, Tampa; Mildred Blocker,
St. Petersburg; Lula Parker, Thelma Sweet, and Lillie Thomas, Tampa; Mary Streeter, Akron, Ohio; Zannie Thomas, and
Hattie Butler, Tampa.
·
.
Standing from left are: Lucille Beck, Tampa; Viola Palmer, Miami; Donald Beck, Tampa; Charlie Hill and William
Jones, Hartford, Conn.; Joe Beck III, Tampa; Jack Streeter, Akron, Ohio; Eugene Thomas, Tampa; Gladys Russ, Chattachoochee; Willie Miller of Tampa; and not shown, James Miller and Moses Russ, Chattachoochee.
CHOIR

Y

ST. JOHN M.B. CHURCH

Fronk Odom Of Pleasant Chapel AME Church, 2615

3407 25th Avenue

Chipco Avenue, Cordially Invites All Of His Friends To

-
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HYMN·O·RAMA '85

Rose J. Hunter reports that the Wiley, Wylie, and Hutchins
Family held their first family reunion in Blakely, Georgia during the July_4th holiday weekend. Family members attending
from the Bay area are descendants of the late William G. and
Emma Golston Wylie.
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Hymns, History And
The Holy Spirit - That 's
What You Will Get

Sunday, August J8, 3 P.M. ·

ELDER EDDIE NEWKIRK
... Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45A.M.
Morning Senice, 11 A.M.
Bible Study, Wed., 7P.M.
At 3 P.M., Sunday
ELDER MICHAEL LEWIS And
His Congregation From Alachua
Will Be On The Choir Anniversary
Program.
You Are Always Welcome

Soloists Are: Bettye Green, Henry Montgomery, Lucy Futch, Aluster
Morgan , Jean Andrews , Sondra Thomas , Rev. Lauch/and Oliver, Patricio
Lockett, April Barnhill. Ernestine C. Odom, Goy L Keaton And Julio Griffin .
Essie Moe Johnson, Pianist

Thelma Collins, Organist
Special Invited Choir Will Be Pleasant Chapel AME Church Young
Adults Singing A Special Arrangement Of "Come Ye Disconsolate."

FREE Admission

The King's Kids

Learning & Development Center
Of
THE 34TH STREET CHURCH OF GOD
Announces

Fall Registration for
Its Child Care facility

* August J9, 1985 *

Days Of Operation .
, Monday Thru Friday (6:00A.M. -6:00P.M.

"FOR PARENTS WHO CARE"
*INFANTS

*PRE-SCHOOL
*AFTER SCHOOL CARE
*BREAKFAST
*HOT LUNCH
*SNACK
*SUMMER PROGRAM
• CARE-DEVELOPMENT-EDUCATION •

PHONE 248-6548
NEWLY BUlL T FACILITIES
3000 NORTH 34TH STREET

WILEY-WYLIE-HUTCHINS REUNION

.-

TAMPA, 33605

REV. THOMAS SCOTT, PASTOR

. ~orne members of the family arrived on the 3rd of July to
register and get acquainted. On the 4th over 150 family
members assembled at the Wiley Plantation for a barbecue ~
~
east. On the 5th a business meeting was held at Oak Grove ~
Jt: ~.E. Church. Lunch was served later at the plantation . .A
~
fashion & talent show was held during the evening at Oak
~
{ll
Grove.
The highlight of the reunion was a banquet held July 6th at
the Heritage House in Albany, Ga. The speaker was Charlene
Hutchins White of Columbus Ohio, music by the Spiritual · c.
~
Harmonettes from the bay area. Worship was held at Oak
:I.
Grove A.M.E. Church on Sundav morning.

.=
>

=
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Bettye Hooks of New Jersey the reunion founder was pleased with the reunion first effort. Her father, Mr. William Kincy
Wiley was the oldest relative attending the reunion. He lives in
Blakely. Some family members attending from the Tampa Bay
area, Hugh Wylie Jr. and family, Toynetta Wylie Williams and
family, are descendants of the late Hugh Wylie Sr. and
(Leona). Emma Thomas Hendry and family, Ellamae Thomas
Hayes and family, Julia ThomllS Anderson and family ,
William (Billy) Thomas and family, Shirley Thomas and family; all are descendants of the late Estella Wylie Thomas and the
late Sam Thomas. Most of these members are from Mango and
Seffner.

.
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This event brought other families from California, Florida,
Georgia, Iowa, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, South Carolina and Texas.

SERVICEMAN HOME FOR REUNION
Sgt. Thomas Brown, son of
Mr. tom Brown and Mrs.
Ruth Brown Anderson is
home for a family reunion .
Sgt. Brown is in the U.S. Army and stationed in Pirmasens, West Germany. His
plans are to receive an
Associate's Degree in Liberal
Arts while in Germany, and
upon return to the U.S. in
December 1986, to attend the
U.S. Army Drills Sargeants
school located at Ft. Jacskon,

sc.

SGT. THOMAS BROWN
Sgt. Brown's other duty stations are Ft. Jackson, SC, Ft. Gordon, GA, Ft. Hood, TX,
Flensburg, W. Germany.
The Brown's family reunion is to be held on the 17th and
- r8th of August at the home of his mother in Progress Village.
He will return to Germany on the 19th of Aug.

z
z

~

IN THE SPOTLIGHT ·

NEW PHILADELPHIA

M.S. CHURCH

1002 E. Buffalo Avenue

.. . Pastor
Sunday School , 9:30A.M.
Morning Worship, 11:00 A.M .
Evening Worship
(1st Sun.), 5:30P.M.
Prayer & Bible Class,
· Tues., 7:30P.M.

NEW SALEM MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

EBENEZER

M.S. Church

405 North Oregon

1212 Scott Street

... Pastor
Suaday School, 9:45A.M.
Monliaa Worship, 11 A.M.
EveniD& Worship, 6:30P.M.
Bible Study /Pnyer,
Tues., 7:30P.M.

CHRIST

24th AVENUE
CHURCH OF GOD
IN CHRIST

1312 W. Nassau Street
Tampa, Fla. 33607

1703 24th Avenue

DAVID ATKISON, Minister
SUNDAY:
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*BARBARA LOVE*
This is Barbara Love, daughter of Mrs. Louvella Love
. and member of Poplur Springs M.B. Church. Barbara is
currently pursuing a career in the travel industry as a travel
agent, and in the medical profession with future plans to
study nuclear medicine. Born under the sign of Aries, Barbara is 24-years-old, stand 6 feet, and enjoys dancing,
painting, drawing, and modeling.
Her philosophy of life is: "If you can believe it, after
having conceived it, then you can achieve it. ''
Barbara is attracted to a man who not only can wear the
label as a man, but one who can play the role in all aspects.
He must be classy, articulate, sauve, and trustworthy. Her
favorite star is Lionel Richie.

Our Faith Overcomes The World • Part 6
1JOHN5:4-5

....-=

BLESSED BE THE NAME OF OUR LORD AND SA VI OR JESUS CHRIST.
THE CHRISTIAN HAS RECEIVED THE GOD KIND OF FAITH
THAT CREATED THE UNIVERSE .

=....=

I. BECAUSE OF LACK OF KNOWLEDGE, MANY CHRISTIANS ARE STILL
PRAYING TO GOD FOR MORE FAITH, WHEN GOD HAS ALREADY
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DEALT TO THEM THE MEASURE OF FAITH. ROMANS 12:3.
FAITH COMES BY HEARING THE WORD OF GOD, NOT BY
PRAYING FOR MORE FAITH. ROMANS 10:17. IN LUKE 17:56"AND THE APOSTLES SAID UNTO THE LORD, INCREASE OUR
FAITH. AND THE LORD SAID, IF YE HAD FAITH AS A GRAIN OF
MUSTARD SEED, YE MIGHT SAY UNTO THIS SYCAMINE TREE :
BE THOU PLUCKED UP BY THE ROOT, AND BE THOU PLANTED
IN THE SEA: AND IT SHALL OBEY YOU" . NOTICE, THE
. . APOSTLES WANTED THEIR FAITH TO INCREASE MORE THAN
IT ALREADY WAS. NOTICE, JESUS SPOKE OF FAITH AS A
. MUSTARD SEED. LIKE A MUSTARD SEED, IT TAKES THE KIND
OF FAITH THAT HAS THE SAME NATURE AS A MUSTARD SEED
TO PLUCK A TREE UP AND CAST IT INTO THE OCEAN.
.
II. IN MARK 4:30-32 -

Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45A.M.
Worship Service, U:OO A.M.
• Evenlna Service, 7:30P.M.
Bible Study, Wed., 7:30P.M.
Y.P.W.W., Fri., 7:30P.M.
Wanted: CHURCH MUSICIAN
Pho. 689-3023 Or 247-1037

Bible Study, 10 A.M . & 5 P.M.
Worship, II A.M. &6 P.M.

FIRST BORN HOUSE
Of Prayer (Pentecostal}
805 E. Henderson

LIVING WORD
CHRISTIAN CENTER

TUESDAY:

LadiesStudy, IOA.M.
Reaular Study, 7:30P.M.
.

THURSDAY:

Song Service & Prayer Meeting
7:30P.M.

.

•

ELDER BERNARD MCCRAY
... Pastor
Sunday School, 10:00 A.M.
Mornign Worship, 12:00 P.M.
Evenign Worship, 7:30P.M.
7:30P.M., Tues., Bible Study
7:30P.M., Thurs.,
Prayer & Tarrying

THE 29th STREET

CHURCH OF CHRIST

3310 29th Street

GREATER FRIENDSHIP
M. B. CHURCH
4413 35th Street

REV. M. MURRAY
.. llastor
Sunday School, 9:45A.M.
Morning Worship, 11 A.M.
Evening Worship, 5 P.M.
Prayer Meeting,
Tuesday, 7:30P.M.
Visitors Are Welcome
. PEACE BAPTIST CHURCH

Palm River Recreation Center
58th St. And Palm River Rd.

y·

REV. JASP£R p , SAUNDERS
... Pastor .,
Sunday School, 9:30A.M .
Morning Worship, 11 A.M.
·BTU, 5:30P.M.
Evenina Worship, 7 P.M .
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Thursday, 7 P.M.

Praise & Worship, l1 AM & 6 PM
Come And Be A Part Of Our
Worship Experience.
Prayer For The Sick And Needy
At Each Service.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF LINCOLN GARDENS

~

2607 - 24th Avenue

REV. W. F. LEONARD
... Pastor
Suaday School, 9:30A.M. ,
Mornina Worship, 11 A.M.
Goins t -lio.rus And
•
No. 3 Usher Board Serving.
BTU, 5:00P.M.
Evening Worship, 6:00P.M.
Mid-Week Service & Prayer
Meeting, Wednesday, 7:30P.M.
NEW CANNAN

4202

WE HAVE THE NA TURf OF A MUSTARD SEED • .

A MUSTARD SEED STARTS OUT AS VERY SMALL. THE
SMALLEST OF ALL SEEDS. BUT IT'S NATURE IS: ONCE IT IS PUT
IN TO THE GROUND, IT WILL GROW AND GROW AND WILL
BECOME THE GREATEST OF ALL HERBS. VERSE 32. IN OTHER
WORDS, THE NATURE OF A MUSTARD SEED IS, IT STARTS OUT
ON ONE MEASURE, BUT IT'S NATURE IS THAT IT SHOULD
GROW. ALL SEEDS ARE LIKE THAT. A SEED IS PROGRAMMED
TOGROW.
/
Ill. THE NATURE OF FAITH IS JUST LIKE A SEED. THE FIRST THING
YOU'VE GOT TO DO IN ORDER FOR SEED TO GROW, IS TO PUT
IT IN THE GROUND SO THAT IT WILL GROW AND PRODUCE
FRUIT, IN MARK 4:20- JESUS REMINDS US THAT THE HEART
OF A MAN IS THE GROUND. THE SEED OF FAITH MUST BE
' PROTECTED FROM THE RELIGIOUS BUGS AND INSECTS THAT
WILL DESTROY IT. PROVERBS 4:20-23- THE SEED OF FAITH
MUST BE PROTECTED FROM THE BAD WEEDS OF DOUBT, UNBELIEF, HATE, BITTERNESS, JEALOUSY, DISCORD AND
UNHOLINESS THAT WILL BRING SICKNESS AND DISEASE TO
, THE FAITH SEED. PSALMS 1:1-3.

ALLAN D. CROSS
... Minister
Bible School, 9:45A.M.
Worship, II AM & 6 PM
Bible Classes:
Sunday, 5 P.M.
Monday, 7P.M.
Prayer And Song Service,
Wednesday, 7P.M.
GRACE MARY M.S. CHURCH

390 I 37th Street

ELDER J . A STEPHENS
. .. Pastor
Sunday School . 9 :30A.M .
Each Sunday
Morning Service , I I A.M .
Evening Service , 6 P.M .
First And Third Sundays
B. T.U. , 5 P.M .- Each Sunday
Prayer & Bible Study
Tuesday At 7 P.M .

MORNING GLORY M.B.
CHURCH

7510 N. 40th Street

REV. JAMES SHEPPARD
Pastor
Sunday Prayer Services-9:45A.M.
Sunday School - 10 AM
Sunday Praise Worship- II AM
lsi & 3rd Sunday B.T.U. 5 PM
Evening Worship 1st Sunday
Only: At6PM
Visitors Are Always Welcome,
EVENING STAR TABERNACLE

BAPTIST CHURCH

3716 E. Paris

REMIMBIR, STONY GROUND WILL NOT RICEIVE THE WORD OF
FAITH. MARK. 4:16-17. JEREMIAH 4:3-4, REMINDS US TO BREAK

UP YOUR FALLOW GROUND AND SOW NOT AMONG THE
THORNS. EZEKIEL 36:26-30, 2 CORINTHIANS 10:13-17, WHEN
YOUR FAITH IS INCREASED ...
OPEN DOOR CHRISTIAN CENTER
1221 E. Ollumbus Dr.

<
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SundaySchooi, IOA.M.
Morning Service, II A.M .
Evening Service, 7 P .M .
Bible Study, Thurs., 7 P.M.
Prayer Meeting, Tues. , 7 P .M.
... The Public Is Invited .. .

. .. Pastor
Sunday School, 9:30A.M.
Morning Service, II A.M.
Evening Service, 5:30P.M.
Bible Study, Wed., 7 P.M ,
The Public Is Invited.

. .. Pastor
Sunday School, 9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship, 11 A.M.
The Public Is Invited

. .. Pasior
Sunday School, 10 A.M.
Morning Service, II A.M.
Night Service, 6 P.M.
Prayer Meeting, Thurs. 7 P.M.
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Progress Village S.D.A. Observance Of Deacons And Deaconesses Day Triu
August 3rd was a triumphant day for Deacons and
Deaconesses of the Progress
Village Seventh Day Adventist
Church . It was their first annual · observance of . Deacons
and Deaconesses Day. The
of the observance was
St. James A.M.E. Church,
ning 9:15 with church
school. Alveta Brown, Tampa, was the guest superintendent; Stella Williams, Tampa,
Mt. Calvary, guest teacher
study); and Deadra
lol1m<.:cm, Mt. Calvary, guest

Director; and local soloists,
Deadra Johnson.
The guest speaker, Dr. Fred
Parker, from Atlanta, Ga.,
selected the subject of his
dynamic message from the
celebration theme: "Pillar•

For The Master. ''

The St. James Church was
filled to capacity. [)\nner was
served to all guests at the ftiogress Village Civic Center. At
the service, Pastor ·T . Young
gave welcome and introduced
the speaker . .
A one-and-a-half-hour concert was presented by the
Guest participants for the . Miami Cl)oir in the evening at
eleven o'clock service included
Mt. Calvary . The group of 20
ucoLI,;Ull~ and deaconesses from ' members and chaperons made
Mt. Calvary, Tampa; Shiola
the trip by chartered bus.
S.D.A., Ocala; Miami's
Following the concert, they
Northside S.D.A. Youth
were given a reception by the
Choir, Vemo-n Morrison,
Progress Village A.Y.S.,
Pianist, Coffas Washington,
Patricia Smith, director.

.

Dr. Fred Parker, Atlanta, with Pastor Theus Young.

Morehouse College .Alumni
Donates 5 100,000 To Alma Mater

Dr. Samuel M. Nabrit, one
of the most distinguished
alumni of Morehouse College
and a member of the outstanding class of 1~25, has
contributed $100,000 to the
endowment of his Alma
Mater , according to an announcement by Dr. Hugh M.
Gloster, President of the
Atlanta institution.
In making the donation, Dr.
Nabrit stated that he was
providing financial assistance
for the school that had given
him a first-class education at

low cost and had launched his
career by giving him a faculty
position.
In making his contribution,
Dr. Nabrit gave $100,000 in
secunt1es to Morehouse
College for its unrestricted endowment. Morehouse officials
stated that · this charitable
remainder trust was the largest
alumni contribution of its kind
that has been created for the
benefit of the College.

248-1921]

Lugenia Arthur, Mary Howard and Dorothy Munnerlyn.

THE LATE

You · Are Cordially · lnv'ited
To Be Our Guests At A

''NIGHT WITH THE WILSONS''
During Our

>
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Filth .Tri-Annual =
Reunion
~

LILLIAN BOSA WILSON

~·

. rll

Descendants:
Sumner J. (S.J.)
Rudolph
Wilhelmena (Little Sister)
Clarence
Edward
Walter
Betty
Tommy
Juanita
Miriam
Howard
Norma Jean

Music By AI . Downing
Hors d'oeuvres .
Door Prizes

Tuesday, August 20, 1985 8:00P.M.
Holiday Inn Airport (4.$00 Cypress}
Grand Ballroom

And

JoeBosa
AmadaBosa
Lorene Carrington Cann, Along With
The Families Of Ben And Minnie, (Deceased)
And The Wilson Descendants Of Baconton, Ga.
Will Be Looking Forward To Seeing All
Of Their Bay Area Friends, Former Schoolmates,
Teachers, Neighbors And Youl

~
os Co~paner~s' Hawaiian Bali~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~----------~---------------------------------------------.
Felder, Mitch Felder, Harold
sang, "We Are The World " .
·On the following Sunday Hickey, Lloyd Stark, George
set", ~'This music is the best I afternoon, the club entertain- Timmons, Herbert Wallace
have heard". These were some ed the Blue Notes and guests at and Gaylord Williams extend
of the comments made during . a buffet dinner, swimming thanks to the many friends
the Lo·s · Campaneros' and playing pool at the subur- who joined them at the ball
Hawaiian Ball on June 29th.
ban home of member George and look forward to seeing
Even the manager of the West Timmons. Los Companeros them for the second Hawaiian
Tampa Convention Center Richard David, Edward_ Ball on July 4, 1986.
said he had never seen the!
center
so
beautifully
decorated.
About 500 ladies in colorful ·
A«:Jgust 16-23 7:30P.M. Nightly
sarongs and men in Hawaiian
shirts delighted to the southseai
atmosphere. The hula
dances of a dozen members of
the American-Philippine
Association of Tampa, and:
the beautiful music of Bobby
2607 - 24th A ~enue
Felder and his Blue Notes
. from Washington, D.C. BobPrayer Meeting· Aug. J2-J6th
by's music kept the oversized:
Preaching Week· Aug. l9-23rd
dance floor full and the toes'
tapping at the tables. The
Speaker Of The Week:
evening ended as the guests
held hands around the balloon
REV. CARL BROOKS
bedecked cabin cruiser and
. . . Pastor Of Macedonia Baptist
"I feel as if I'm dreaming",

!'It looks like a Hollywood

REVIVAI. SERVICES
PEACE BAPTIST
CHURCH

CITY·WIDif MISSION
Meets Tueldar, J 2:00 N-n .·
In Fhe Home 01
SISTifR lfARMA MCDANIIfL
.
38041. Lambright Str-t
Sis. lfmma 1 - Carpenter, l're1.
Sis. M. P. Williams, Reporter
lfvenlng Light Chapter No. 2
34TH ANNIVERSARY

SUNDAY, AUG. 18, At 4 P.M.
INTERNATIONAL MASON'S
HALL

4303 34th Street
' '

Church, Punta Gorda.

We Invite The Saved And The Unsaved To
Come Out And Worship With Us.
REV. FRANK LEONARD, Pastor

REVIVAI. SERVICES
FRIENDSHIP M. B. CHURCH
4125 Nassau Street
REV. QVOD DEXTER, Pastor
EvangeUst For The Week
REV. HAROLD THOMAS
Of ST. JOHN M.B.
CHURCH Of .
DADE CITY

REV. LARRY WHITE
... Speaker
SIS. MARY NEAl., J>roa. Chm.
SIS. RUBY WEAVER, W.M.
You Are All Cordially Jnvlted.
MISSIONARY DAY

He Is The District Supervisor Of The No. l Union
Foreign Missionary Baptist
Association, And He Is
Also A Seven-Year Student
At Florida Seminary In
Lakeland.

At The fiRST 80RN HOUSif
01 HA YlfR • PlfNTifCOST~L

·'

805 E. Henderson
FJder Bernard McCray, Pastor
SUNDAY, AUGUST 18, 1985

PREACHING SfRVICfS, AUGUST 19-23, At 7 P.M.

THE PULPIT AID BOARD
Of
ST. LU.KE A.M.E. CHURCH
Dorothy and Richard David.

ZION TEMPLE GOSPEL SINGERS
8TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
SUNDAY, AUGUST 18, At 3:00P.M.
At The ARMITTIA 8&8 TfMPLf, 2717 18th Avenue
Special Guests: The Voice Of The South, Ft. Pierce; Gospel Supremes,
Jacksonville; Holy Prophetcers, Bartow; Trumpets Of Joy, Traveling
Stars, PUgrim Jubilees, And All Of The Bay Area Groups.

Will Observe It's
OOVIE M. TUCKER
Morning Service Speaker
MISSIONARY NIGHT
SERVICES, Also.
Everyone Is Invited
Missionary Inez Rucker, Pres.

IIRST UNION M8 CHURCH

3lt7

With
. A MUSICAl. EXTRAVAGANZA
MRS. 'GWENDOLYN TUCKER , Mistress Of Ceremonies
Others Appearing Will Be: Lorenzo Hayes, Sis.
Maude JocfCson, The New Jubilation, Mrs. Nettle
'M orris, Mrs. ldlth Collins, Mrs. Rela -Stroud, Mrs.

Rev. S. C. Waterford--is Broadcasting Over Radio
Station WTIS J JJO AM On Your Radio Dial from JJ l:3C) a~iii; fach Saturday Morning • .

'·

SUNDAY. AUGUST lB, From 4 P.M. To 6 P.M.

At The Church, 2709 25th Street
You Are Cordially Invited To Attend.

DONATION: $5.00; Children f6-l2J, $1.00
All Tickets At The Door

This Radio Ministry is Designed To Give Comfort To The Sick And Shut In And Enlightenment To Those Who Labor Under The
Hypothesis Of Warped Theories, Twisted Concepts And Confused Doctrines. The Word Of
Christ Must Be Rightly Divided. 2nd Timothy
2:15.
.

41ST ANNIVERSARY

C.J.LONG
... Pastor

Sunday School, 10 A;M.
Morning Worship, II A.M.
Evening Worship, 6 P.M.
Prayer-Bible Study~ Wed.,;
7P.M.
.

fllzabeth C. Harris, Mrs. Mary Watson, Valarle Sell,
CIIHord Williams, Jr., Mrs. Mary C. Dixon, Mrs.
Althea Beatrice 8ynnom, Mrs. Authorlne Clarlc, Mrs.
Dorothy Welcome, Rosa GriHin, Chloe Anthony,
Sherell Mitchell, Mrs. Barbara Randolph, Wanda
Wormaclc, Barbara Ann Wormaclc, Charlton Mcfadden, Mrs. frnestlne Davis, Mrs. Mildred Clorlce, Mrs •
Shirley Thomas, Mrs. fva Livingston, Mrs. fstelle
Green, Mrs. Juanita Anthony, And Many Others Of
The City.
MRS. fi.ORfTTA JACKSON, President
REV. C. D. DIXON, Pastor

..................................................................................

~~~

ATLANTA - James W.
Reed, M.D., F.A.C.P., has
been named chairman and
professor, the Department of
Medicine at the Morehouse
School of Medicine.
"Dr. Reed is a highlyqualified board certified internist and endocrinologist, who
formerly served · as chief of
medicine at the Eisenhower
Army Medical Center at Fort
Gordon in Augusta, Ga., and
is a former member of the
faculty of Southwestern
Medical School at Dallas,"
said Dr. Louis D. Sullivan,
MSM President.
Dr. Reed is a retired colonel
USHIR BOARD NO. J Of

HOLSEY TIMPU C.M.f. CHURCH
Will Celebrate

6

Harbour Island Salad Bar Owners
Pride Themselves On Top Quality

St. Pete Native
Heads Medicine Dept.

;...

:
~
~
~
CIJ

from the U.S. Army Medical
Corps. He received his medical
degree from Howard University College of Medicine, completed his residency in internal
medicine at the Madigan Army Medical Center, Tacoma,
Wash., and w~ research
fellow in endocrinologyr and
metabolism at the University
of California Medical Center
at San Francisco. He served on
the faculty at the Medical College of Georgia while he was at
Fort Gordon in Augusta.
A native of St. Petersburg,
Fla., Dr. Reed and his wife,
Edna, are the parents of David
Michael, 18, Robert Anthony,
17, Mary Idella, 15, and
Katherine Elizabeth, II.

""'l

73RD ANNIVERSARY

SUNDAY, AUGUST 18, 3 P.M.

Mrs. Nelita G. Terry, a partner in the Harbour Island Fruit & Produce Market, st~nds in front
of the 'fresh fruit' cart that is delicious just to look at. Fruit on the cart, which is available for purchase, is changed daily.
BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Managing Editor

REV. J. L. OVERSTREET
And Tho Conaroaotion Or
Victory Tobornack Wllllo IN
Cha'llo or Tho S.nlcos

REV. H. C. WILKES, Pastor
BRO. FREENEY CLAYTON
Presideat

IT'S VERY WISE
TO ADVERTISE!
[248 .. 1921

SAINT MARK BAPTIST CHURCH
7221 Sherrill Street, Port Tampa
'

BROTHERHOOD 4TH ANNIVERSARY
REV. YOUNG GLOVER And Congregation In Charge
Of Evening Worship At 3:30P.M.

REV. C. L. 1-:DW AROS
... Pastor

.•• Pastor, First Baptist
Church Of College Hill

BRO. J. L. MUNNS, Welcome Address
BRO. JAMES SMITH, Solo
DEA. JOHN A. GREEN, Response
The Public Is Welcome
DEACON NOAH HUNTER, President

IN CONCER.T
THE PROGRESS VILLAGE .
COMMUNITY YOUTH CHOIR
"Christian · Youth Uniting As A Community"
AUGUST 17, 1985 At 7:30P.M.
At FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF
PROGRESS VILLAGE

8616 Progress Boulevard
REV. ROOSEVELT ROBINSON, JR.
Pastor

t

Today's health conscious
and weight conscious society is
concerned with eating more
fruits and salads than ever
before.
That is one of the reasons
the Harbour Island Fruit and
Salad Company has opened on
the island. "This is very
similar to the Inner Harbor in
Baltimore, Maryland," Mrs:
Nelita G. Terry, one of the
owners of the business said of
her business that compares to
one in her hometown.
. The reception the market
has received from island
visitors and other entrepreneurs there has been so
overwhelming until plans are
already in operation to do
some structural changes.
For the past year, Mrs.
Terry, a former employee with
lmpact/TCS, has been
devoting all of her time to this
project. "When we learned
There Will Be An

APPRECIATION
PROGRAM
For
SIS. JOSEPHINE EADY
SAT., AUGUST 17
At 7:30P.M.

about the kinds of shops planned for this .area, · we jumped
right on the idea. I knew that it
would be just as exciting, if
not more th"an, as the harbor
in Maryland." She adds that
Lincoln Properties, developers
of the island, have also gir en
· them it grea~ deal of assisr<J:nce
"and have worked wid'i us
since we approached them
with the idea.''
1
As far as is known, this is
the only minority-owned
&u._siness on the island,
however, Mrs. Terry said as
minorities, they have not encountered any problems. The
company, Harbour Island ·
Fruit and Produce Company,
Inc., is composed of a board
of diJectors and investors
whicli include: Mrs. Terry,
Charles Terry as consultant,
Mrs. Claudia Silas, Rev. A.
Leon Lowry, H. Mike Garrick, and Mr. and .Mrs. John
H. Griner, Sr., Baltimore,
parents of Mrs. Terry .
Features of the fruit and
salad bar are natural fruit
juices, non-alcoholic beers and
wines, high grade mineral
water, natural sodas, tropical

At SPRING HILL M.B.
CHURCH

REV. WILLIE BROOKS
..• Pastor ·
EMMANUEL
M.S. CHURCH~
2204 Highland Avenue

COLLEGE HILL CHURCH OF
GOD I CHRIST

fruit · cups (sampled by this
reporter and are so delicious
they're undescribable), natural
fruits and nuts and mixed dry
fruits and nuts frpm pineapple
wedges to sunflower seeds.
The 17 foot fruit and salad bar
is very unique in that it is sold
by the pound. "We pride
ourselves on high, top quality_
fruits ... and we intend to keep
that high grade," she stated.
Although Mrs . T~rry s~s
the past year has not · been
easy, she does hJve
background in operating a
business. She was employed
with the family owned insurance agency, Premi urn
Finance Co., in Baltimore (the
only black insurance agency in
Maryland). At Impact TCS
Communications she worked
in the capacity of consulting,
marketing and business
development. She was also
employed with Prudential Insurance Co. as a pension consultant in New Jersey and with
the Labor Association Program in Washington, D. C. in
the area of training and
recruitment of minorities.
Right now, seven employees
are employed with the fruit
and salad bar.
Mrs. Terry said . that the
fruit and salad bar is suitable
to tourists and the downtown
lunch crowd. Salads are made
daily and fresh fruit, of which
the~e's a large variety, is placed on the fruit cart daily. They
also ship fruit for those who
are interested.
"This has not been a selfish
venture," Mrs. Terry stated.
"Hopefully, this will open the
doors for others who can take
this example and move
ahead," she said.
"Fruits, salads and natural
foods are sweeping the coun!_rv right now and they will be
a;ound for "' !0!1~ .!ime to
come," she said. The Harbour
Island Fruit and Produce
Market expects to make ~ure
that the do as their business
expands to specialty -;alads
and delivery to isiand patrons,
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Director: DWAYNE SANDERS
Musicians: PRECEIDA HARRIS, GARY
BERRIEN
DEW A YNE BERRIEN
... Pastor
Sunday&~=~~;30 ,~.M.
'
'
s.unday Schaal. 9:30AM .
Morning Wonhip. 11:00 A.M .
:::c
HENRY
NEAL
And
JOE
Morning Warship . 11 OOA.M .
\'.P.W.W .• !>:30P.M.
-;
Prayer Meeting & B1ble Study.
Ev~ning Wonhip, 7:00P.M .
~
wASHINGTON.
Thursday. 7 00 p M
Tun. & fri.. Smicea. 7:00P.M.
~
~....ii..........~........iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~................iiiiiiL.~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-.-...~.~s~h~e~s:a~id~o~l~·a~fu~t~u~re~p;ro~j~e~~·t~io~r~l.JI~
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Fla. Sentinel-Bulletin Published Eve

E

Tues. And Fri. -Get Both Edil!QnS_ . - •

Al'l Stores Open Mon. thru Sat., 7 A.M. to 11 P.M. Open San., 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

"'.

U.S. CHOICE
ROUND BONE

W-DBRAND

SHOULDER
ROAST

LB~~
GREAT FOR BBQ!

$}OO

U.S. CHOICE-

W-DBRAND

CENTER CUT 7-BONE

CHUCK
ROAST

LB~~
Lbs.

Lb

$} 59

U.S . CHOICE W-D BRAND BONELESS

~~:~:~s~~-~~-Lb.

W-D BRAND WHOLE

. .
69 Smoked
P ICDICS .. ...... ..... .

$2 59

Beef .
Sparertbs .... ... .

Lb.

PORK NECKBONES OR

... . •.• . •. ••...

$}

Lb.

YOU
SAY£
AT W·D

'1 00

70t
'1.00

'1.25

-:

FRIDAY, AUGUST 16, 1985

TOSA\IE!
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MANUF.ACTURERS
CDlJPDN

COUPON
COUPON
COUPON
COUPON

' 125

Coupons up to 50¢ value will be
doubled. Those valued from 50¢
to '1 .00 will have a maximum
redemption value of '1 .00.
Coupons over . '1 .00 w ill be
redeemable only for face value.
Double coupon offer excludes
retailer or free coupons, cigarettes or tobacco -coupons or refund
certificates. Coupon value cannot
exceed the value of the item.

A GREAT WAY

BAR-T BRAND

. .... . . . ~- $3

$400

99

Sliced
-0z. $} 00
Bacon ................ 12Pkg. -

BARON'S

. . . ..~

PAPER TOWELS
---·.

BOUNIY

DESIGNER, ASSORTED,
OR MICROWAVE

SAVE9~

:~~:...............3 $}00 ::~~es
·79·¢ ~~~g~~=

U.S. CHOICE W-D BRAND BONE-IN

~~~;~:

U.S. CHOICE WHOLE FRESH

Lb.

PINKY PIG BRAND

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S COUPON VALUE CANNOT EXCEED •1.00 (See Chart)

For every SJO.OO you spend, we'll double three manufacturer's
COUpOn offers! EXAMPLE: SIO Purchase- 3 Coupons, •20 Purchase- 6 C~upons, etc.

PRICE!S EFFECTIVE AUGUST 15-17. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1985, WINN-DIXIESTORES
INC., TJ\MPA. This ad applies to the followin_g Florida counties only: Desoto, Hardee, Hillsborough, Highlands, Hernando,
Manatee '• Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, Sarasota, Lee, Collier, Charlotte, and the city of LaBelle. Check your l()Cal paper for specials in
your are.a.

\

· '• t=~~~··· · · · · · · · ·

tl;r;r•m;;•;;1 i 1 =ii Ul

CHEK
DRINKS

V · N:I3.1.U.i

:I~Vd

SAVE

33~!

LIMIT 4 PLEASE, THRIFTY MAID

:~:~:. . . . . .4 ~~~: $]_ 00
SAVE 194! LIMIT 1 PLEASE, THRIFTY MAID

3

PRICE BREAKER BRAND

Canned .
Tomatoes...

16-0z.
Cans

$} 0 0

SAVE 9¢! LIMIT 3 PLEASE, THRIFlY MAID
WHOLE KERNEL OR CREAM STYLE

g~!~e~ . . . . .3 1&~: $} 00
LIMIT 3, LARGE OR MEDIUM

SAVE

32~!

SAVE •s.OO! KENDALL B.I.A. APPROVED

Corned .
$} 0·0
Beef .................... 12-0z.
can

3 1~~~=· $} OO

SAVE 24¢! ALL VARIETIES, PILLSBURY

ICE
MILK

SUPERBRAND

SAVE39~
ALL FLAVORS

Outboar~ · ot $}S96 Thrifty Maid
Peas ..............
Motor Otl <;,:eear.24

HARVEST FRESH FIRM

$}00

¢

'

. . . . . . ~~~~ $}19
~~:~:r..
For

99

Ripe
2
Avocados ...

COLE'S

SAVE 30¢! ALL VARIETIES, BIRDSEYE

"!J.f puy ·san.t ·

. ·~

GIANT
ROLL

SAVE 13~! LIMIT 2, All COLORS, CHARMIN

18~!

16-0z.
Cans

$.}OO

79¢

$}.OO

LIMIT 3, THRIFlY MAID SLICED OR

3

SAVE 194! LIMIT 3, THRIFlY MAID CUT

~t:::~.~········ ~· $}19

SAVE

Green
Beans...........

Whole White ·

Potatoes ........ 3 1t~:·

LIMIT2
'10.00

MERICO

Hot n' Fresh
Breadsticks ....... 1 ~k~~-

SAVE 20¢! SUPERBRAND IMITATION

~i~:7::. ~.~.~~. ~~~~-- $}29

BUY ONE,·GET ONE FREEl

16-0Z. SIZE, CHOCOLATE,
PEANUT BUTTER, OR SUGAR

SUPERBRAND COOKIE'S

STAR (*) PRECEDING ADDRESS INDICATES DELl-BAKERY LOCATION .

paqsnqnd U!J<llfilU-I<lU!JU<lS "BI.f

S861

TAMPA- *•Fletcher Plaza. 130 W Fletcher Ave . *•East Gate Plaza. 2221 E Hillsborough Ave . *elnterbay Pl az a. 3910 S Manhattan
Ave .. *•Carolyn Lane Shop Ctr . 11605 Nebraska Ave . e4015 E. Hillsborough Ave ; *ePalm River Plaza. 7440 Palm River Road;
·*•H orizon Park Shop. Ctr . 3916 W Hillsborough Ave .. *eSkipper-P·alms Shop Ctr. 2540 Skipper Rd.; *•Wood Lake Plaza. 8402
Sheldon Rd . *•8430 N Armen1a Ave . *•Palms of Carrollwood. 13123 N. Dale Mabry; TEMPLE TERRACE- *•Temple Terrace *'Temple Terrace Shop . Ctr . 9225 56th St . LUTZ- *•18451 Sunset Plaza: BRANDON- *eKmgs Row Shop Ctr . 843 Bloomingdale
Ave . SEFFNER- *eNorth Grove Shop Ctr . 702 S R 5 74. SUN CITY- *e1625 Sun City Center; APOLLO BEACH - *eApollo Beach Shop
Plaza. US 41 & Apollo Bch Blvd . RIVERVIEW- *eRiverbay Shop Ctr . US 301 & Gibsonton Rd . PLANT CITY- *eWalden Woods Village.
2502 Jim Redman Pkwy

~::!:~.r~.~~······ ~:. 75¢

24~!

HARVEST FRESH U.S . NO. I ALL PURPOSE

J<l~J-

sAvE

Vegetables in
Cheese Sauce ~~~~-

qJOU

Winn Dixie is an Equal Opportunity Employer ror both men and
women. Contact the Tampa Urban
League or our Human Resource ·
Dept. , P.O. Box 440, Tampa,
,Florida 3360 I.

PRICED FROM '1.49 TO '2.29

MELON PACKS

VARIETY OF WATERMELON
CANTALOUPE, AND HONEYDEW

White
2o-Lb. $200
.
Potatoes
..... . Vent-Vue
Bag

su

Students Complete First Phase Of College Prep Work

Students from the Episcopal House of Prayer Center of Excellence program .make presentation
·
during ceremony at University of Tampa.
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Some 170 elementary and
secondary school students
completed their six-week Summer Academic/Cultural
Enrichment Program, which
was operated by the
Hillsborough County Center
of Excellence. The students expressed, very dramatically
what the summer's activity
meant to them in a closing activity program/picnic at the

University of Tampa recently.
Seven churches throughout
the county were used to house
the students.
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His Work As Disc Jockey

He received a band scholarship with the "Marching
Wildcats" as a saxophonist.
- "Although I was exposed to
Television Production as well
as radio, I found that my
strong point was Radio Production," stated Bell.
Cedric, a single 23-year-old,
has been employed with a local
station for one year and
thoroughly enjoys it.
After completing an internship with a local radio station,
Bell was employed on the

BRONZE STAR VARIETY
STORE
3503-A E. Hillsborough

237-8637

"Back To School Specials"
•JEANS •SKIRTS •BLOUSES
•SHIRTS & •SCHOOL SUPPLIES

NEW VIDEO CLUB
FREE MEMBERSHIP - SUNDAYS FREE
TAPE RENTALS ONLY '2

-

HEAD START'S FULL DAY PROGRAM
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR ~:ni!IVII.I.n".:n

.

FOR 3 & 4 YR. OLD CHILDREN, INCLUDING
HANDICAPPED, OF LOW INCOME . FAMILIES AT
NO COST! SERVICES COMPREHENSIVE CHILD
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM. ·

CENTERS OPERATE: 6:30A.M.-5,30 P.M., MON.~FRI.
OFFERS:
•SOCIAL SERVICES
•HEAL TH SERVICES •HANDICAP
•PARENT INVOLVEMENT •EDUCA liON
•NUTRITION

<

~
~
~

~
~

~

~

ELIGIBILITY: LOW INCOME PARENTS MUST ~E EITHER EMPLOYED, ATTENDING SCHOOL OR JOB TRAINING OR
CHILD HAS SPECIAL NEEDS THAT REQUIRE FULL DAY SERVICE (i. e. STRESS IN THE HOME, HANDICAPPED ETC.)
TO APPLY: HEAD START SOCIAL SERVICES
PHONE: 272-5145

............................

LOCATIONS IN CENTRAL PARK VILLAGE, PLANT CITY, SULPHUR
SPRINGS, WESTTAMPA & ROBLES PARK

•

We're Winning

NEW LISTINGS

LISTING DATE: August 9, 1985
TAMPA
093-205161
093-224472
093-220886
093-194770
093-203234
093·205851
093-202894
093-220520
093-201091

Address
6204 41st Street
1009 Genessee St. E.
14317 Knoll Ridge Dr.
3711 Meadowbreeze Dr.
3415 Myrica Street
9220 Patterson Street
4516Tarpon Drive
815 Woodlawn Ave. W.
7501 Woodland Oaks Ct.

093-204317
093-204342

1921 Gregory Drive
1957 Gregory Drive

093-216717

4601 Puritan Road

093-213835

110 Virginia Ave.

093-204563

35 Chamberlain Blvd.

Price
20,300(LBP)
39,500
63,000
38,000
38,000
27,900
41,200
30,000(LBP)
51,900

BR /Bath
3/ 1
211
3/ 2
211
3/ 1
211
312
312
312

53,200
50,000

212
212

35,700

1/ 1

32,500

3/ 1

12,700

3/ 1.5

LUTZ
TEMPLE TERRACE

By JULIA K JACKSON

"Your Dollar Goes Further At"

0

Museum of Science and Industry, Tampa Museum and a
2-hour cruise on the Spirit of
Tampa.
Funded by the McKnight
Programs in Higher Education, the Center .o f Excellence
has a major goal of encouraging Black students to prepare
to attend and graduate from
college.

-----

Hand In Hand

•Purch~sers must obt~in thei~ own chose.
financing for all sales.
•These properties may contain
violations ,
•Please contact o realtor of your •HUD reserves the right to reject any
choice to see or bid on any of the or all bids and to waive any inforproperties listed .
mality or irregularity in any bids .
•PROPERTIES ARE FOR SAlE FOR •Bids will not be accepted directly
CASH , WITHOUT WARRANTY, IN
from a bidder. All bids MUST BE subTHEIR "AS-IS" CONDITION. AND ARE mitted through a real estate broker.
NOT ELIGIBLE FOR FHA INSURED
LOANS.
HUD will pay a portion of the closi ng
costs if requested in offer to pur -

Case No.

The students were given instruction by a staff of very
capable and dedicated teachers
in math, science and English.
The summer was not filled
with all work, however, field ·
trips were taken to the

<= Bethune Graduate Enjoys
A Tampa native has been
added to the list of disc
jockeys at a local radio station. This is none other than
the "Mysterious Cedric B."
Cedric Bell is an '84
graduate of ·BethuneCookman College with a
degree in the area of Speech
Communications, with an interest in Radio Broadcasting.
While attending BethuneCookman College, Cedric was
a disc-jockey during the entire
four years, and also worked as
a membet of the "Voice of
The Wildcats, " school paper.

Dependability '83 Award.
, He is a member .of Greater
Mt. Carmel A.M.E. Church .
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Winston (Elfye) Powell, he
has one sister, Dena Bell and a
brother, Patrick Powell. He is
the grandson of Mrs. Elsie
Livingston. (Photo by Julia
Jackson).

SEBRING
WAUCHULA

AH sealed and identifiable bids on above properties must be date stamped in
the Tampa HUD office by 4:15pm, August 19, 1985. The Bid Opening date
at the Tampa HUD office on this offering is 9:00am, August 20, 1985.

LISTING DATE: August 16, 1985
TAMPA
MYSTERIOUS CEDRIC 8
graveyard shift, midnight to 5
a.m. He also does various
commercials.
"People who encouraged
1me the most, above all God,
1my parents, the late Samuel
iBerry, ·who was one of the
world's greatest band directors
that I've ever known, Lulu
Daye, professor of BethuneCookman College, and my
area advisor, Joy Byron
'(pres.ently Florida A&M
Public Relations Director),
and many others," he said.
Cedric is a 1980 high school
graduate of King High. He
was awarded Best Radio announcer for '81-'83, Academic
Dean's List '83 and '84, Best
Television Commentator
Award '83 , and Dean's

To Place Cancel
Or Correct
CLASSIFIED ADS

OCJ3-217647
093-1880CJ3
OCJ3-218641
OCJ3-222274
OCJ3-20CJ780
OCJ3-186764

8614 9th Street, North
2909 19th Avenue
4307 Walis Place
321 West Street
IJ929 Village View Dr.
505 Virginia Avenue

093-204427

2262 Honeycomb Lane

093-211323

538 Windjammer Circle

211
3/ 1
512
211
212.5
211,111

47,000

312

59,900

312

LAKELAND
LUTZ
All sealed and identifh1ble bids on i.bove properties must be date stamped in
the Tampa HUn office by 4: IS pm, August 26, 1985. The Bid Opening date
at the T11mp11 HUn office on this offering is 9:00am, August 27, 1985.

EXTENDED LISTINGS.
Properties listed below are available until sold or relisted under 10 day se11led
bid period:

TAMPA
093-213210
093-199075
093-201987
093-199494
093-199719
093-202378
093-218435
093-198607
093-202770
093-202UI
093-220987
093-205161

1007 E Bay St N (Duplex)
16020 Dawnview Dr
10103 Enchanted Oaks
2912 Highland Ave N
4006 Idlewild
3011 Jefferson St.
2829 Morgan St.
1208 Palifox Ave E
10206 Turtle Hill Ct
3113- 16th St
1002-28th Ave E.
6204- 41st St

093-204899

3206 Old Tampa Road

31,900(LBP)
53,650
43,850
25,500(LBP)
20,000(LBP)
21,400(LBP)
25,000(LBP)
24,400(LBP)
42,500
23,250
23,250(LBP)
22,800(LBP)

3/ 1-211
211.5
2/ 1
3/ 1
211
3/ 1
3/ 1.5
211
211
3/ 1
211
3/1

25,400

211

42,500

312

LAKELAND
·WINTER HAVEN
093-197029

Dial

248-2825
Or

248-3033

20,950
24,000
46,000
25,000
41,900
14,450(LBP)

: OUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

133VarnerVillasDrS. W.

HlJD

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

700 TWIGGS STREET. TAMPA,, FLORIDA 33601

.;~------------~~~~~~~~~----------&..&1
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Golf Classic Termed Successful
By JULIA E. JACKSON

The Michelob and WTMP
Golf Classic proved to be a
successful, enjoyable event on
Saturday, Aug. 10.
Two women golfers were
Cretta Johnson and Anne
Killen.
The winner of the First Annual classic was none other

than Rufus Lewis, known to
most as the Muhammad Ali of
the golf course. His awards
were a color television,
trophy, and portable radio.
There was plenty of good
.eating after the classic which
included, bar-b-que ribs and .
chicken, baked beans and cole
slaw. There Wll$ even a raffle

~

~

and those of us who didn't
play in the classic had a chance
to win one of the many prizes
given away. One of those
lucky winners was Valerie
Wilson, who won one of the
Michelob golf bags .
Spectators as well as the
golfers seemed to have enjoyed the classic.
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Georgia Basketball
S~~r -~I_igible Again ,
Cedric Henderson ·is eligible to play basketball for the
University of Georgia next ·
season, the NCAA's eligibility
committee ruled Tuesday.
Henderson,
a
6-9 .
sophomore, had appealed a
May 23 infractions committee
ruling declaring him ineligible
because of rule violations during his recruitment.
His appeal was approved
because the committee "concluded that the violations in
question did not constitute
either a recruiting advantage
or material benefit to the
member institution or the
student-athlete," said Kent
Lawrence, an attorney for
Georgia.
Also participating in the
conference-call appeal were
William Powell, Georgia's
faculty chairman for athletics,
and Ed Tolley, Henderson's
attorney.
The NCAA infractions
(Continued On Page 19-A)

Keat Glover, Mike Wilson and Amos Hamilton.

Valerie Wilson, raffle ticket wianer.

Micbelob-WTMP Golf Classic winnersf

Tired of the High Cost of Hospital Protection?
* Tallahassee
(904) 222·5429

*

Jackscfnvine
(904) 354-3220

Central Life Insurance
Company of Florida
Can Help.
SaVe!
saVe!
saVe!
Save!
HCP 150
(No-Frills Plan)

Our plans provide you with truly low cost hospitalization coverage.
We provide a health care package that includes Hospital
Room and Board, Surgical, Maternity, Intensive Care,
Emergency Room Coverage or our no-frills plan (HCP 150)
for the ultimate in savings (See rates below).

*Orlando
(305) 422-5064

*Tampa
Home Office
1400 N. Boulevard
Tampa. Florida 33607
(813) 251·1897 (HomoOITK<)
(8 13) 254-3962 -(Di•ori<<O<r« l

*Bradenton

No long-distance service; we have offices throughout the
state to serve you. Our representatives give prompt, effi·
cient, and courteous service.

(813) 746-1977

* West Palm Beach
(305) 832· 1206

We can make your premium payments convenient. We will
even have a company representative come to your home, if
you desire, to pick up your premium.
Age

Up to 24
30
40
64

Flexi-Max 150

Age

(Standard Plan)

Up to 24
30
40
64

----

*Ocala
(904) 622·7825

$50/day
$30/day
$100/day $150/day
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
$ 3.75/mo. $ 4.58/mo. $ 6.67/mo. $ 8.75/mo.
6.42
13.92
l0.17
4.92
8.58
20.25
14.42
6.25
35.42
13.75
24.58
9.42
$30/day
$50/day
$100/day $150/day
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
$ 9.75/ Mo. $11.25/Mo. $15.00/Mo. $18.75/Mo.
I 1.33
13.33
18.33
23.33
13.83
16.67
23.7 5
30.53
20.25
25.42
38.33
51.25

--- - -

*Miami
(305) 757-4461

(!;)
10 Locations

ThrO~hout Florida

Call our ag~Q_t i~ your area Today!
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RANDOLPH KINSEY•••••••

Remember Defensive
Coordinator Tony Dungy

Tony Dungy is a 29-year-old
black man who coaches football in the National Football
League. So? He wears glasses,sports a close cropped, neatly
trimmed beard and looks more
like a college professor or a
Wall Street stock broker than
a football coach. In fact, the
softspoken Dungy appears to
be shy and timid at a glance.
But there is something different about Dungy. Dungy is
the defensive coordinator of
the P ittsburgh Steelers.
What's • news worthy about
~ that? Nothing except defensive
.5: coordinators in the NFL are
about as rare as finding beard~ ed purple people eating, fire
.c breathing dragons today.
'Q
To make the point much
clearer, Dungy is the only
defensive coordinator who is
~ black in the NFL. It is this
I man who was given' most of
·;:• the credit for reshaping and
~
rebuilding the Steelers famed
steel curtain defense that had
'g been decimated by age.
It is quite interesting to
know how Dungy became a
defensive coordinator. Tony
came into pro football from
the University of Minnesota,
where he had been a starting
quarrerback. Never before had
he played defense. The
"2 Steelers first converted Dungy
j to a wide receiver and finally a
:S defensive back .
After two years with the
=.. Steelers, Tony was traded to
.5 the San Francisco 49ers where
~
he played one year before be:; ing waived. Tony returned to
=? Pittsburgh where Coach
~ Chuck Noll offered him a job
.5 as a defensive coach. Tony accepted and a fantastic learning
~ process began .
The Steelers had some of the
best defensive backs and
linebackers in the League who
were veterans and in some
cases, all pros. Dungy watched
them talked to them and
learn~d. He talked to 'veteran
coaches at every opportunity.
He read everything he could
find on the defensive aspect of
football.
Dungy spent ·hours upon
hours studying films of the
defenses. Then finally, there
was wise old Chuck Noll who
knows the game of football as
'well as Batman knew Robin.
Coach Noll spent hours shar-
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coach Leeman Bennett were
former football products of
Tampa's Black community,
graduating from local high
schools. They are Phil Darns
and Carlton Gunn.
Darns, a 245 pound defensive end, was born in Tampa
in July, 1959. He played his
high school ball at Tampa Bay
Tech, where he graduated in
1978. After four years at
Mississippi Valley State College, he signed as a free agent
with the New York Jets. Darns
earned a degree in criminal
justice while in college. Phil's
career has been raked with injuries, having been placed on
injured reserve the entire 1983
season by the Detroit Lions,
who had acquired him via the
trade route from Green Bay.
He was acquired by the Bucs
in November, 1984.
Gunn, a 6-2, 305 pound
rookie nose tackle, was born
in Tampa August, 1960. He
was a product of Robinson
High School here in Tampa.
He played his college ball at
Carson-Newman.
·
The two remaining products
of Black Tampa, Gene Branton, 235 pound. tightend-wide
receiver, and· Ge'Orge Peoples,
a 215 pound hard-running,
outstanding b~ocker at
fullback , hope to, avoid the
fate of their colleagues.
Branton a 1983 graduate of
Texas Southern UnJv.ersity,
was drafted by the Dues i the
- sixth round. Branton, too, as
been snake-bitten by that injury by having spent two years
on injured reserve. Gene has
been clocked at 4.5 speed in
the 40 yard dash. Some talent
for a man of his size. He was
injured in the Bucs opener vs.
Detroit, and remained inactive
for the rest of the season.
After five catches for 72 yards
in- the 1984 preseason saw
Branton coming into his own

ing his vast knowleftge of the
game with his star pupil.
Soon, Tony Dungy, the man
with the offensive mind, had
suddenly been transformed into one of the game's most
knowledgeable people. When
th~ Steelers defensive coordinator went to the USFL,
Coach Noll promoted Tony to
the role of defensive coordinator.
The National Football
League has one offensive
coordinator and defensive
coordinator that are black.
What is so important about
being the offensive or defensive coordinator on a football
team. Simple! These positions
are one step below being a
head coach' in the National
Football League.
In the case of Tony Dungy,
it is his job to plan with the
assistance of the head coach,
the defensive strategy for
every game, to call defensive
formations, call defensive
signals and in general be in
charge of everything that has
to do with the team's defense.
He also directs the activities of
all the coaches who work with
the team's defense.
In most cases, it is either the
defensive coordinator or the
offensive coordinator who
takes charge of the entire team
in the absence of the head
coach. It has been noted that
no black has ever been a head
coach in the NFL. But the day
when one does is sure to come.
Some football people
believe that day to be two or
three years away. Those same
people believe the first black
head coach in the NFL will
meantime, the articulate
either be Tony Dungy of the
Dungy will continue to learn
Steelers or Jimmy Raye, the
all he can about defense and
offensive coordinator of the
about the entire game of footTampa Bay Buccaneers. Tony
ball. Should a head coaching
Dungy holds the inside tract.
J. ob beckon, Tony wants to be
He has youth, he is
ready.
respected around the League
and has old, well-known andl,----{'-----"""""~
well-liked Coach Chuck Noll
Jl&
\OJ ~
in his corner. These two fac~ wM1iJ ~~ _
tors are enough to run his
stock up. "Sure I would like to - I
2 4 8 1 9 2 1·- 1
be a head coach in the NFL
•
~
and of course I have ambi·
tions," replied Dungy to the
question, do you want to be a
head coach in the NFL.
Dungy doesn't feel that a
head coaching position, will be
coming his way soon. In the

MEL ABRAMS, M.D .• P.A.
Ear, Nose, and Throat Dlseas.Diseases of the Sinus
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GEORGE PEOPLES
before another injury sent him
to the sid~lines for the remainder of the 1984 season.
Branton attended our local
King High School where he
played football, baseball, and
ran track.
George Peoples was highly
touted by the Dallas Cowboys
as an eighth round drafter in
1982. He played in eight games

in the final 1984 cutdown, and

wNaeswsigEn:gdlao~ d;~t~~~e~~Y;~~

Bucs acquired George as a free
agent in November, 1984. A
two-year starter at · Auburn
University in Alabama,
Peoples ran for a 63-yard
touchdown against the University of Alabama in 1981 in a
nationally televised game . The
King High School product and
his wife, Regina, have a fouryear old daughter, Berti a.
Both Branton and Peoples
are looking forward to Saturday's second Buc preseason
game against the Atlanta
Falcons at Tampa Stadium.
The game is an 8:00p .m. encounter.
The Bu~s roster is down to
82 players\ Next Tuesday, by
league regulation, the roster
must be reduced down to 60,
meaning 22 more cuts in the
interim. Both Peoples and
Branton hope to still be
around . Let us hope so!

PHIL DARNS

GENE BRANTON

AF Oliver Is A
Hit With Blue Jays
KANSAS CITY, Mo.- AI
Oliver and Garth lorg hit lOthinning home runs as the
Toronto Blue Jays defeated
the Kansas City Royals 5-3.
Oliver, who hadn't hit a
home run in 175 games before
he was traded from Los
Angeles to Toronto on July 9,
hit the game-winner.
.
Oliver has hit five homers
since joining the Blue Jays,
who averted a three-game
sweep and remained seven
games ahead of New York in
the American League East. -,
"He's been crushing the ball
since he joined us," said
Toronto manager Bobby Cox.
"I don't know what it is. But

he's still a class hitter. I know
one thing- he's changed our
club around quite a bit. He's a
good influence and he can
hit."
"I think it's -simple," said
Oliver . "When you play every
day, then all of a sudden
you're not playing, your timing is going to be off. Plus, being in a winning situation
where you're psyched up has
something to do with performance. You're · -up mentally
and you know what your job
is.
"For the last year-and-ahalf, I went to the ballpark not
knowing what my job was,
after about 15 years."

BEFORE --_
YOU VALUE
YO-UR INJURY ..... CO-N TACT
FRED 1.. BUCKINE

~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~--~~

Tampa Athletes Of Yesteryea-r
BY C. BLYTHE ANDREWS, III

(A Weekly Series)

Darrell Jones:

Know How To Say No
It is wonderful to know that
their are paren:ts who are the
kind of persons who take time
to fulfill their mission in life as
parents by talking to their
children concerning life's important problems .
As a father, Darrell Jones
believes that talking to his
chUdren concerning life's important problem will be the
key to their success. "I feel
stron~y about taking time out
each day to develop
togetherness with my children.
And if my son, Darrell , Jr.,
grows up to be an outstanding
athlete, I would make it my
duty to let him know the trials
and tribulations of being on
top, explained Jones.
From Jones athletic career
(74-76) at King High to nine
years later as a family man, his
high morals and ethical standards played a part in his success.
_ Starting in 1974, playing
basketball for Coach Leroy
Long, Jones felt Coach Long
instilled in his players not only
the basic fundamentals, but
the self-motivation process of
how to set a goal and achieve

'tion All-State."
After graduatipQ, Jones
received two basketball
scholarships to attend either
H.C.C. or Jackson State. But,
due to injuries and personal
problems, Jones decided to
put his interests in getting a
job. Two years later, Jones
married and started a family.
Currently,
Jones
is

DARRELL JONES
it.
This self-motivating process
helped Jones to become one of
Tampa's best centers in 1976.
Standing at 6' 5 ", Jones
averaged 24 points and 14 rebounds a game. "Back in the
tenth grade, I told myself, I
was going to be one of the best
basketball
players
in
Hillsborough County, recalls
Jones . "And two years later,
2JY goal was accomplished . I
lltde the Western Conference
first team and honorable men-

NOW OPEN .

Another , Fu II Service HILLSBOROUGH CO~NTY TAX
COLLECTOR'S BRANCH OFFICE_AT
HORIZON PARK SHOPPING CTR.
3932 W. Hillsborough Ave.
(W. Of Dale Mabry Hwy.)

TO PROCESS YOUR
.
• .Motor Vehicle Titles & Registrations
•Real Estate & Tangible Personal Property Taxes
•Special District Assessments_•Boat Titles & Registrations
. •County Occupational Licenses
•Hunting & Fishing Licenses

OTHER BRANCH OFFICES ARE
LOCATED AT:
1101 E. 139th Ave.
Tampa

County Office Bldg.
Plant City

9325 Bay Plaza Blvd.
E. of Hwy. 301, ~ . of SR 60
(W. of Brandon)

MAIN OFFICE
MELVIN B. SMITH, TAX COLLECTOR
County Courthouse
Tampa,_Fla. 33602
OFFICE HOURS: MONDAY - FRIDAY, 8:15A.M. To 5 P.M.
TELEPHONES:
Property
Taxes
272-6000

Boat Registrations
Occupational Licenses
272-6040

Motor
Vehicles
272-6020
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Selmon's Task Is To Coax
Tiny Disc Back Into Place

~

It has the consistency of
crabmeat, it's about the size of
a half-dollar, and if it's out of
place so much as a fraction of
an inch, the pain can humble
even the strongest men .
Even someone as big and as
tough as Lee Roy Selmon, the
end who has anchored the
Tampa Ba y Buccaneers'
defense since the team's inception in 1'976.
Sometime during January's
·Pro Bowl, a piece of tissue
separating the L-4 and L-5
vertebrae in Selmon's back
shifted and began to press
againstnervesleadingfromhis
spinal cord. The condition is
called a herniated disc. lt can
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LEROY SELMON
30-year-old Selmon is on injured reserve and is not expected to return this season.
employed at Paktyn Chemical
What Selmon will try to do
plant. He has been there for
eight years. Jones feels that make bending difficult - and in the coming months is to
coax a portion of his disc back
there are four elements that fo~ball ~~po~siblde.
h
can wreck success-bound
ccor mg 0 actors, t e into place. 1 Chances are it
. __ treatment can vary from en- won't be eaky, and it won't
-a thl et es more th an anyth mg ·
· · ·
h"
·
else: sex alcohol (dr . )'' - zYm: mJec_twns to c 1ropracttc happen oven~ ight. But it will
.
ugs • mampulatton to surgery. It ease the pain that comes with
. •
deceptiOn
· d"IVI·d ua1- an d
"II
kand stealing
·
·can and depen d s on th e m
the simplest of movements .
w1 wrec your hfe. Jones ex- th 1 t"
d ·
f h ·
plained - that the three self. e oca Ion an size o t e InIn general terms, a disc is
like
a shock absorber'
motivators for good will" comJUrSye·1mon, a four-ttme
· All -p ro
cushioning
the movement of
bat t h ose problems. They
.
h ·
h
wh o st an d s 6 - f oot- 3 an d the vertebrae. It also dries out
· are: f1rst, avmg t e courage
· h 2
·
to say "No!" Secondl "hav- - weig s 50 pound~, decided as a person ages, which exing the courage to f~ce . the Monday to try a chiropractor. plains why people grow slighttruth," and last but not least, The Bucs ha? recommended ly shorter in old age.
doth · ht th"
b
"t.
he undergo micro-surgery, but
The action that takes place
. , eng
mg, ecause 1 IS Selmon declined.
when a disc becomes herniated
ngh., concluded Jones.
th
·
t
.
the
·
1n
e mean 1me,
has been described as similar
to that of a tube of toothpaste
that has no cap. The more
pressure that is applied, the
-more material leaks out and
presses against the nerves.
_
The second phase in a plan in a special rematch on SunSelmon did not identify his
to attract a NBA franchise to day, October 13 at 7 p.m. at chiropractor. According to
team physician Dr. Joseph
Tampa will take place this fali'- the Sun Dome.
according to Tempo Inc. '•. In connection with these Diaco, the Bucs do not retain a
President Stephen Greenberg. two games, Tem.po _has coor- chiropractor. Players who
Tempo is a sports and enter- dinated two seperate ar- seek chiropractor help do so
tainment marketing firm with
rangements with local on their own.
organizations which emBut Dr. EdwardKucharik, a
offices in Philadelphia and
Tampa. Following the success
phasize community interests. St. Petersburg chiropractor,
of last year's Philadelphia Greenberg hopes this com- knows about herniated discs.
76ers/Atlanta Hawks exhibimunity involvement in the He also knows about Lee Roy
tion game, Tempo will be
two-game series will enhance Selmon.
presenting the "1985 NBA Tampa's position as a future
Kucharikhas never examinSuperStar Series," featuring
NBA city.
ed Selmon, but he has played
the Detroit Pistons vs Houston
"We will be working with football against the · former
Rockets on Saturday, October the University of South
University of Oklahoma All5 at 8 p.m., at the Sun Dome Florida Athletic Association American. Kucharik was an
and the Hawks and the Sixers and the Sickle Cell Association offensive guard for the
of Hillsborough County on University of Pittsburgh when
Georgia Basketball
separate arrangements,"
the Panthers played Selmon's
Greenberg said. "This will be Oklahoma team in 1975. The
(Continued From Page 17-A)
our second year of working Sooners won the national
committee conducted an
with USF and they raised more championship that year,
18-month investigation into
than
$2,000 from last year's Selmon went on to attack
the Georgia basketball proPhiladelphia/
Atlanta game . backs, and Kucharik went on
gram.
We
are
both
proud and ap- to fix backs.
It said Henderson violated
preciative
of
their
efforts and
Kucharik has treated back
NCAA rules when he was a
injuries similar to Selmon's
senior in high school by ac- our association with them.
The '' 1985 NBA SuperStar during his .5Yz years as a
cepting a ride with Georgia·
Series"
marks the first time licensed chiropractor . But
ba s ketball coach Hugh
Durham . The Georgi"a pro- Tempo has worked with the rather than All-Pro football
gram was charged with nine Sickle Cell Association, and players, many of .Kucharik's
rules infractions and put on Greenberg is optimistic the patients are bricklayers,
relationship will benefit both carpenters and others who
probation for one year.
organizations .
have to lift heavy objects.
"We are hopeful that
However, the treatment is
through our association with somewhat the same. Kucharik
the Sickle Cell Association said injuries such as Selmon's
more bay area residents will be are usually treated by "conser"!
made aware of the disease and vative manipulation," or gentthe much needed research it ly moving back so ·that the disc
deserves," Greenberg com- moves back into place.
mented.
,"It's a time thing,"
The USF Athletic Associa- Kucharik explained. "When
tion, and the Sickle Cell · material comes out of the disc
Association will be selling it's hard to get it back in. It
choice seats to both games at could take six to eight weeks
regular price, with $2.00 from or six to eight months to
each ticket sold being rebated totally heal.
to the respective organiza"The key is healing wi_thout

NBA Games To Benefit
Local Organizations
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Camacho's 'Nigger'..Comment
Karate Champion Is Blazing New Frontiers
Catches HBO Off Guard
W YORK If you
don't get cable, and even if
you do, you might have missed
the stunning conclusion to
>=' Hector "Macho" Camacho's
~ 12-round dec,ision over Jose
;
Luis Ram,i&et §aturday night
~ on HBO.
There stood Camacho,
responding to Larry Merchant's question about who's
next for the new WBC
lightweight champ. In an
earthy reply- non-stop comments about many challengers .
- he said "All you niggers
c'mon with it."
What ·do you say to a
remark such as that? Apparently, not much. Merchant
didn't even hear it, while host
Barry Tompkins and analyst
Sugar Ray Leonard ignored it,
on instructions from producer
·
Ross Greenburg.
"I didn't quite believe what ·
fll
I heard," Greenburg said. "I
C
- I said, 'Do you believe that?
.:
Let's leave it alone.'
·
~
"Our thoughts were, this

=

-

was
Hector
'Macho'
Camacho, a streetwise kid
from Spanish Harlem . Having
been around boxers as much
as I have, that word and others
are tossed around as''part o't'
the language. That's how he
speaks in ~eryday conversation. We can't c~mtrol wh~t
comes out of the mouth of
fighters."
But clearly, the statement
was not forgotten.
"You'd be am~ed how
many people, black and white,
have said to me, 'Did you hear
what Camacho said?' as if
they really weren't sure he said
that," says Mike Trainer,
Leonard's attorney.
"The statement he made .is
not inconsistent with the way
he talks. But I was shocked
that he did not have the good
sense to know it's not proper
to say that, especially on
television ... Boxing doesn't
need that thing. It's unfortunate."
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Billy Blanks is a real life
Karate Kid, and more. Blanks,
28, from Weymouth, Mass., is
one of the top-ranked black
belts in the nation, a champion
bodybuilder and amateur boxing champion.

BILLY BLANKS

.
"A lot of the karate movies

kid was no Bruce Lee, but the
teacher taught the kid that he
project the bad part of the didn't have to be a tough guy
sport," said Blanks, who is a to be important."
Blanks is one of the featured
fifth degree black belt in Tae
Kwon Do. "Actually, karate is members of the Budweiser Naa self-confidence builder. Lots tional Karate Team and will
of sports don't help in that lead the squad through its exarea and it's too bad that the hibition paces in Harlem this
Sunday as part of the Harlem
movies don't do it either.
celebration.
''Thats why the Karate Kid.
Although karate is Blank's
was .one of the best. The major thrust, he is one of the
teacher and student both pro- most remarkable ·athletes
jected humble attitudes. The . around. Last month, he won

.

Ervin Randle Making Best Of Chance To Play

A chance, that's all Ervin~
Randle
The 6-1, ·
r:6 250-poundneeded.
linebacker, drafted
I by Tampa Bay in the third
round this year, is making the
~ best of that chance, a chance
granted him by football.
Raised in tiny Mumford,
Texas (pop. 36), Randle grew
up chopping cotton and
maize, helping keep his
mother and two brothers solvent. He worked before and
after school and all day when
he could. The work was hard
and hot, but for Randle is was
life.
In the spare time he did
have, Randle joined the town
kids in some "rough and
c tough" football and went on
to play for Hearne High
Q,l
' ; School. At that time, football
was little else than an outlet
I
for Randle. It wasn't Qntil
Q,l
c Grant Teaff, the head coach at
c Baylor, came calling that Ran~ dle realized football was his
one chance to go somewhere.
"I knew if I wanted to get
anywhere in life, football was
my way out of there, '' he says.
"And if I wanted to help out
my mom_and brothers, then
football was the easiest direction to take."
Randle gave little thought to
college. He simply couldn't afford it. Teaff saw something
in the young man though and
presented him with a scholarship offer. Others followed
but Teaff came first and showed an interest Randle had
never known before.
" I came home from school
day," recalls Randle,
"and my mom told me Grant
Teaff was coming over. I
thought to myself, who 'the
heck is Grant Teaff. He showed an interest in me and I
respected him for it. It was he
who gave me my first real
chance and I appreciate it."
Teaff recalls- Randle as one
of his more noticable players.
"Ervin was probably the most
~ popular player ever at Saylor.
~ He was popular with the

...-

NEW YORK - The movie
The Karate Kid was a big hit
for martial arts fans and nonfans alike. It wasn't your usual
chop-em up, spit-em out
karate movie. Instead, it
showed the desire, sensitivity
and responsibility that comes
with being the best in any
endeavor.

with no running • water. Now
Randle is seeing to it she has
everything she needs and
wants in a home.
~
hor" lot . " he says of
·his mother. "She was never
·real enthused at the idea of
football until she saw me play
_my seni_or year in ~igh school.
She's always supperted me
and been there for me. T)Jere's
always tomorrow for me>but
now is her time to enjoy life>
Although he's working hard
to help a dream true for his
mother, Randle hasn't forgotten his dream of playing in the
NFL. "There's still a lot of kid
in all of us," he says. "But the
difference is that wheh I go
home I can't get pro frootball
off my mind . I can't say I'm
going to forget it. I have to live
it now."
Randle's come a long way
from living a life in the fields
of cotton and maize to a
hopeful life on the fields of the
NFL.
And it all got started with
one small chance .
"'

ERVIN RANDLE
coaches, popular with his
teammates, popular with the
media, popular with everyone.
He came from such a small
school and had a long way to
go to be known as a premiere
player in the Southwest Conference. But he definitely overcame it all and made himself
outstanding with a lot of hard
work."
Randle repaid Teaff with
three strong starting seasons
for Baylor. He proved versatile, playing linebacker,
defensive end and nose tackle,
although he was recruited as a
running back. He was consensus all-SWC in 1984 and
played three different positions in the East-West Shrine
game.
Having repaid Teaff, Randie ·now looks to repay his
mother, Martha. He's in the
process of buying her the
"home of her dreams". Martha Randle raised her family in
a small home on a gravel road
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Reggie Rips
No. 521 Ties
Ted, McCovey
SEATTLE
Reggie
Jackson moved into a tie with
Ted Williams and Willie MeCovey for the No. 8 spot on
the all-time home run list when
he hit his 52 1st career homer in
the eighth inning of the
Angels' 6-5 loss to the
Mariners in the opening game
of a Kingdome twi-nighter.
Jackson went to leftfield ·
with a l-0 pitch from Frank
Wills for his 18th homer of the
season, a two-run blast. He
had not homered since July 30
and last had an RBI July 31.
Jimmy Foxx, with 534, and
Mickey Mantle, with 536, are
the next targets for Jackson.
Jackson's 521st home run
came on his 8957th career atbat. Williams hit 521 in 7706
at-bats, and McCovey in 8197.

Mr. Massachusetts. At 6-l and
190 pounds, Blanks can bench
press 475 pounds, pound nails
through boards barehanded,
and can stand under a basketball hoop, jump straight up
and kick the rim with his foot.
"I'm a · karate champ but'
what I like to do is ·be ready
. for anything," Blanks said.
"When I started karate
some 17 years ago, I started
boxing too , but gave it up
because karate requires .the
discipline I needed for myself.
Blanks, who doesn't drink
or smoke and works out six
hours a day, particularily is
concerned about the image of
karate and people involved in
the sport.
"I want to be a world champion. If you have a world title
people who didn't listen
what
before st~rt to relate
you have to say. I want to help
kids achiJve their goals and
· project a more positive picture
of karate. I don't want people
to only see the tough-guy image. There's a lot more to
karate than just being tough."

m

Tampa's James Harrell
Signs With Detroit
ROCJ:IESTER, Mich. The Detroit Lions have signed
former Tampa Bay Bandits
linebacker, James Harrell to a
one-year contract.
Harrell returns to the Lions
after a two-year stint with the
Bandits of the United States
Football League. Terms of his
contracl were not disclosed.

Harrell, who played in
Detroit from 1979 through
1983, was an ali-USFL
linebacker in 1984, but played
out his option last season. He
said he was glad to be back in
the NFL.
Harrell is a native of Tampa
and played at Chamberlain
High School.

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!

CARPETS DYED

SAVE 80%
*

OF REPLACEMENT COSTS!
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE

*

CARPET DYEING can be done right in your home and the
results are fantastic! We will also TINT your carpet while
it is being cleaned at slight additional charge. You will be
amazed at the appearance!
WARRANTY - Our trained professionals will do the very best job
possible in a friendly and courteous manner; or your money is refunded
IN FULL; Upholstered Furniture included in this pledge.

RAINBOW INTERNATIONAL
CARPET DYEING &
CLEANING CO.
875-4600

5100 W. Kennedy Blvd.
.. Tampa, FL 33609
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MR. EARLY HARRIS
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daughter, Lillian Carter of
Miami FL; two sons, Frank
Hough and wife, Deborah,
Ferman Hough;· step-son,
Willie James; two si~ters,
Tyner Richardson and ·. husband, Izelle, Ofelia Brown, all
of Orlando, FL; two sisters-inlaw, Nevada Belle and husband, Willie, Bertha Burney;
eight grandchildren, three
great grandc~ildren, four
great-great grandchildren.
Very special friends: Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Webster, and a
host of other relatives and
friends. The body will repose
at St. Matthew Church,
2628-27th Avenue from 7 to 9
P.M. on Friday. The family
will receive friends at the
church. The funeral cortege
will arrange from 7032 Flint
Dr. OAK HILLS FUNERAL
HOME.

Funeral services for Mr.
Early Harris, of 2021 Balfour
Circle, who passed away, Sunday, August 11th will be held
Saturday, August 17th at 5:30
P.M. at Aikens Funeral Home
Chapel with Rev. J.H.
Howell, officiating. Mr. Harris was a native of Tarboro,
North Carolina and a resident
of Tampa for the past 23
years . He was a retired
employee of Florida Retail Affiliated. He was a veteran of
the U.S. Army. Survivors are:
wife, Mrs. Willie Florence
Harris; 5 sons, Mr. Early Harris, Jr. and wife, Annie of
Cocoa Beach, FL, Mr. Billy
Harris, U.S. Air Force, Spain,
Mr. James Harris and wife,
Diana of Tallahassee, FL, Mr.
Leon Harris and wife, Cynthia
of Tallahassee, FL, and Mr.
Leslie Pitman and wife, Jewel
of Philadelphia, PA; 2
daughters, Ms. Liz Harris of
Tampa, FL, and Mrs. Betty
Chambers and hu s band,
MRS • ALICE
Walter of Sacramento, CA ; 16
PEARL SUTTON
grandchildren; 1 sister, Mrs . .
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mary F. Cole of Brooklyn,
Alice Pearl Sutton of 3512
NY; bother-in-law, Mr. RayEast Buffalo Avenue, who
mond King and wife, Pearline
passed away August 14, will be
of Tampa, FL; and a host of
held Saturday at 2 P.M. from
other relatives and friends.
Allen Temple A.M.E. Church ,
The remains will repose at
with the Rev. J. D. Stonom,
Aikens Funeral Home Chapel
pastor, officiating. Interment
from 5 to 9 P.M. this evening.
will be in Memorial Park
The family will receive freinds Cemetery. A native of
at the Chapel from 7 to 8 P.M.
this evening. THERE WILL Dawson, GA, Mrs. Sutton was
a pioneer citizen of Tampa
BE NO VIEWING AFTER
and was the Owner and
THE EULOGY. The funeral Operator of Sutton Sundry
cortege will arange from 2021 and Grocery Store for a
Balfour Cir. "AIKENS
number of years. She was a
FUNERAL HOME."
member of Allen Temple
A.M.E. Church, a member of
the Sanctuary Choir. Her
many affiliations includes the
Heroines
of
Jericho,
Josephine Court No. 32 and
served as M.A.M.; Heroines
Temple Crusader, Idaho Guild
No.5, Mrs. Albertha Mitchell,
P.C.; O.E.S. Golden Rule
Chapter No. 91, Mrs. Queenie
Proctor, W.M., Harram
Court No. 96, Daughter of
Isis, Mrs. Gwendolyn
Williams, I.C.; E.D. Gibson
Council District 10 B, Mrs.
Pearlie Barnes, R.Q.; Golden
THEODORE HOUGH Circle, Mrs. Rosa Jenkins,
Funeral services for Mr. L.L.R.; the Pallbearers Grand
Theodore Hough of 7032 Flint Union Lodge No. 6, Mr. J.A.
Dr., will be held at St. Mat- Proctor, President and the
thew Church on Saturday, Floral Court No. 2, Mrs. AnAugust 17, 1985 at 1 P.M., nie D. Horton , President. She
with Rev. Howell, officiating. leaves to lament her demise:
Interment in Memorial Park adopted son, Mr. Smith (SmitCemetery. Survivors: one ty) Jones, Miami, FL; 4 grand-

PUGHSLEY

children, Mrs. Eleanor Jones
and husband, David, Ms.
Sonia Bryant, Mr. Robert U.
Sutton Jr. and wife, Dyronda and Mr. Clethen Sutton; 4
great grandchildren; 3 greatgreat grandchildren; 2 stepsons, Mr. Ernest Sutton and
Mr. Thomas Sutton; a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins and
other relatives and devoted
fri ehds. The remains will lie in
state at Pughsley Cathedral
after 5 P.M. Friday (today).
The family will receive friends
on Friday evening from 7 to 8
P.M. at the funeral home. The
lodges will hold there
Memorial Service at this time.
PUGHSLEY FUNERAL
HOME in charge.

WILSON
MR. CHARLES
BENJAMIN YOPP
Funeral services for Mr. ·
Charles Benjamin Yopp ,
2907-33rd Ave., · were held
Wednesday at 1 P .M. from the
Wilson's Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. Young Glover, officiating. Interment in the
Shady Grove Cemetery. Survivors are: his wife, Mrs. Essie
Lee Yopp; niece, Mrs. Nina
Williams and husband , Dan , ·
Chicago, ILL; nephew , Mr.
Walter Pilcher and wife,
Louise, Dublin, GA; great
nephews, Mr. Walter McCall
and wife, Arves, Dublin, Mr.
James Robert McCall and
wife, Francis, Fairfield, CA;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Laura Coley and husband, Wilson, Sr.;
nephews, Mr. Wilson Carley,
Jr. and wife, Sibyl, Jackson·ville, FL, Mr. Bernard Carley
and wife, Dian, Kansas, Derek
Carley, David Thomas and
Arthur Thomas, New York,
NY·, nieces, Mrs. Doretha
Jackson and husband, Terranee; a loving goddaughter,
Wynette Gray and other
relatives. His many devoted
friends include: Ms. Ollie Mae
Stewart and family, · St.
Petersburg, Mr. and Mrs.
Bannerman and family and
Mr. Thomas Langston. He
was a native of Dublin, GA
and a self employed Electriciao. "A WILSON'S SERVICE."

ALICE BELL DANCIL
Funeral services for Mrs .
Alice Bell Dancil, 4313 Arch
St., who passed at her
residence, will be held Saturday at 1 P.M. from the
Wilson's Funeral Chapel with
Rev. Evelyn Schonyers, officiating. Interment in the
Memorial Park Cemetery.
Survivors are: 4 daughters;
Mrs. Erma Arenas and husband, 1Hipolito, Mrs. Isabella
Favor~, Mrs. Asa Vales and
husband, Joe, Magnolia, NJ,
and Mrs. Aaron Shaw and
husband, Mountry; 4 sons,
Mr. Hosea Dancil, Brookiyn,
NY, Mr. Gaines, Jr., Mr.
Solomon Dancil and wife,
Patricia, Portland, MA, and
Clifford Dancil; cousins,
Peggy Lincoln and Dorothy
West; 18 grandchildren; 18
great grandchildren; a number
of nieces among whom are:
Katie Bellamy and Helen Dix;
a number of nieces and other
relatives. She was a native of

Dublin, GA and a former resident of the Sulphur Spring
Community. The remains will
repose at the Wilson's Funeral
Home after 5 P.M. Friday.
"A WILSON'S SERVICE."

MR. SAMUEL DEA
ELLETT, JR~
Funeral services for
Mr. Samuel Dea Ellett, Jr. of
2717-llth Ave., who passed
away in the James A. Haley
VA Hospital, will be held
Saturday at 10 A.M. at
Wilson's Funeral Home
Chapel with the Rev. A. Griffin, officiating. Interment will
be in the family plot, Shady
Grove Cemetery. Among his
many relatives and friends are:
a very devoted friend , Mr.
Henry Lee Thomas and family. A native of Hampton , VA,
Mr. Ellett had resided here for
a number of years, and was a
construction worker. He was a
veteran of World War I, having served honorably with the
United States Navy. The remains will repose after 5 P.M.
Friday at the funeral home·.
" A WILSON'S SERVICE."

MR. JOSEPH
RICHARDSON
' Funeral services for Mr.
Joseph Richardson of
3606-20th St., Apt. 62, who
passed away in a local
hospital, will be held Sunday
at 2 P.M. at Antioch M.B.
Church, Homerville, GA, with
the Rev. M. C. Tyson, officiating. Interment will be
made in the church cemetery.
Survivors are: his devoted
mother, Mrs. Bessie Richardson, Homerville, GA; 5
children, Mr. James Richardson, Mr. Kenneth Richardson,
Miss Valerie Richardson, Miss
Gwendolyn Richardson, and
Ms. Felecia Montgomery, all
of Tampa; 5 brothers and their
wives, Mr. Willie Richardson,
Homerville, GA., Matthew
Richardson, Odum, GA, Mr.
Johnny Richardson, Daytona
Beach, Kerry and Darlene
Richardson, Nashville, TN,
and Sandy and Wanda
Richardson, Brunswick, GA;
5 sisters, Mrs. Hazel McGee
and husband, William, Dallas
TX, Mrs. Angela Dorsey and
husband, James, Homerville,
GA, Mrs. Vera Breland and
husband, Bruce, Gulfport,
MS, Miss Phyllis Richardson
and Miss Abigail Richardson,
both of Nashville, TN; 2
aunts, Mrs. Bessie Sutton and
husband, James, Tampa, and
Mrs. .
Ethel
Gordon,
Sacramento, CA; 4 uncles,
Mr. Hosea Richardson and
wife, Eloise, Mr. Franklin
Lacey and wife, Sarah, all of
Tampa, Mr. James Richardson and ·wife-; -Annie Bell, and
Mr. Tilman Richardson, all of
Homerville, GA; a host of
nephews, nieces, and cousins:

a lovely and devoted friend,
Ms. Annie Carlyle and family;
and a number of other devoted
friends. Born in Jacksonville,
FL, Mr. Richardson came here
16 years ago from Homerville,
GA, and was an employee of
Reeves Steel, Inc. The remains
will repose after 1 P.M. Friday
at Wilson's Funeral Home and
the family will receive friends
from 8 to 9 P.M. at the funeral
home chapel. The remains will
be sent Saturday to Fluker
Funeral Home, Waycross,
GA. "A WILSON'~ SERVICE."
.

SIS. CREOLA
E. SHEPPARD
Funeral services for -Sis.
Creola E. Sheppard of 1004 E.
Yukon, who passed away in a
local convalescent center' will
be held Saturday at 1 P.M. at
Spring Hill M.B. Church, of
which the Rev. Willie Brooks
is pastor, with the Rev. J. E.
Harmon, moderator of th~
Union Foreign M.B. Associa~
tion, officating. Interment will
be in Shady Grove Cemetery.
Survivors are: 4 sons, Rev. C.
H. Sheppard, Jr. and wife,
Sarah, Tampa, Rev. · Frank
Sheppard and wife, Beatrice,
New York, Troy Sheppard
and wife, Eva, St. Louis, MO,
and Anthony Sheppard of
Tampa; 3 daughters, Essie
Christian, Betty Coleman of
Tampa, and Gloria Davis and
husband , Romey, Boston,
MA; 1 sister, Audrey
Waterhouse, Denver, CO; 41
grandchildren and a host of
great grands, nieces, nephews,
and friends. A native of
Ocala, FL, Mr.s. Sheppard.had
resided here since 1918. She
served a:s superintendent of the
Sunday School for 43 years,
president of the Sr. Mission
Society for 15 years, and was a
member of the Deaconess
Board of her church. She was
Bible teacher of the Women's
Dept., Union #2, president of
the Senior Women's Convention of the Union Foreign
Association, and a representative to the Progressive State
Convention of Florida:, and
(Continued On Page 22-A) -
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(Continued From Page 21-A)
the National Baptist Conven- gressive Primitive Baptist
tion of America. Her fraternal · Church~ and was a member of
affiliations include the the Mothers ~ard. She was a
Sunlight Pallbearers #120, member of Queen of the
Mrs. Mittie Belton, pres., South. OES #49, Sis. Jeanette
GUP Lodge #18, Mrs. McGhee, W.M., the Armettia
Josephine Eady, pres., and B&B Society, Lodge #1, Mr.
Floral Ct. #18, Mrs. Sallie Eddie Felder, pres., and a
Cherry, pres. The remains will member of the Council,
repose after 5 P.M. Friday at Deacon Outlett, pres. The reWilson's Funeral Home and mains will repose after 5 P.M.
after 8 A.M. Saturday at the Friday at Wilson's Funeral
church. The family will receive Home and the family will
friends from 6 to 7 P.M. Fri- receive friends from 7 to 8
day at the funeral home chapel P .M. at the funeral home
at which time the fraternal chapel. "A WILSON'S SERorders will conduct their ·final VICE. ·
rites. "A WILSON 'S SERVICE.
I'll

=
e
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ESSIE MAE STURKS
Funeral services for Mrs.
Essie Mae Storks, 3024 E.
Funeral services for Mother Norfolk St., who passed at her
Viola Small, formerly of residence, will be held Satur3108-28th Ave., who passed day at 11 A.M. from the First
away Monday, August 12th, Born Church of the Living
will be held Saturday at 10 · God, Elder Hill, officiating.
in the Memorial
'2 A.M. at St. Luke A.M.E. Interment
Park
Cemetery.
Survivors are:
Church, 2709-25th St. (at 17th
sons,
Mr.
James
Jr.,
· ;E Ave.), of which the Rev. C. D. Mr. Calvin Storks,Storks,
Mr.
JoeL.
::s Dixon is pastor, with the Rev.
Storks and Mr. Donald M.
~ ' Saul Nickerson, officiating.
Sturksi
Mr. Clifford
.5 Interment will be in Shady Mann; brother,
sister-in-htw,
Mrs.
~ Grove Cemetery. Survivors
Janie
Storks;
daughters-in- ; are: a loving and devoted ·
law, l\frs. Ida M. Storks, Mrs,
~
daughter, Mrs. Florence B.
~
Darias; 1 brother,, Mr. Ray- Ella Storks, Mrs. Anita
.5 mond Brown and wife, Pearl, · Storks; Mrs. Annie Storks and
s~: Plant City; 1 sister; Mrs. Mag- Mrs. Janice Storks; 15 grandoo gie Ashley, Lakeland; 6 grand- children, ·3 great grand• children, Evilio Cliatt, Atlan- children; a number· of nieces,
nephews, cousins and other .
~ ta, GA, D' Andre Cliatt and
relatives. She was a native of
wife., Angela, Fayetteville,
Bushnell,
FL and had resided
NC, Colious Cliatt, Herbert
here for many years. The reCliatt, Ansel· Cliatt, Oakland,
mains will · repose at the
CA, and Patricia Cliatt Davis;
Wilson's
Funeral Home after
4 great grands, Shawn Cliatt,
5 P.M. Friday and at the
Evilio Cliatt, Jr., · Antuan
Davis, and LaShawn Cliatt; 2 ~church• after 9 A.M. Saturday.
The family will receive friends
nephews, George York and
from 7-8 P.M. Friday. "A
wife, Lilly B., Vero Beach,
WILSON'S SERVICE."
and Clinton Davis, Wash.,
DC; 4 grand nieces and
PUGHSUY
nephews, Antonio B. York,
FUNERAL HOME
Vincent L. York, Millicent Y.
3402 26th STREET
Chanch~lor, and Joan · A.
As Impressive As Required
York; devoted friends,
As Inexpensive As Desired
William Richardson, Ethel
PHONES 247-315 I or 247-3152
Salters, Viola Dyles, Cherry
Rush, the DeLaVergne family,
•AIKENS FUNERAL HOM!:
Ethel Muse Harris, Charlie
Cor. Buffldo Ave. & 281h Sl . ·
Mae Kemp, Veronica Richard232-8725
son, Leola Franklin; Lorenzo
We're The Key To
Hayes, Roberta Kendrick,
Fine Service
Ernest Darias, Sarah Whittington and Bessie Barefield;
and a host of other relatives .
WILSON'S
and friends. Mother Small was
FUNERAL HO.ME .
a native of Douglass, GA, and
3001 29th STREET
had resided here in Tampa for
"Our Business Is Service"
O\'er 50 years. She was a
Phone: 248-6125
faithful member of Peace Pro-

-=

CHARLIE
WASHINGTON
Funeral services for Mr.
Charlie Washington, 2105 E.
Chelsea Ave., who passed at
his residence, will be held
Saturday at 11 A.M. from the
Wilson's Funeral Home with
tbe Rev. A. Griffin, officiating. Interment in the
Shady Grove Cemetery. Survivors are: wife, Mrs. Inez
Washington; son, Mr. Charles
Washington and wife, Glenda;
step-son, Mr. Phillip Abrams;
grandson, Jamal Washington;
4 brothers, Mr. Louis
Washington and wife,
Mr.George Washington, Mr .
Robert Washington, Mr.
Lindburg Washington; 4
sisters, Mrs. Vivian Ford and
husband,
Ms.
Violet
Washington, Ms. Corine
Washington and Ms. Addie
Washington; uncle, Mr.
George Washington; a number
of nieces, nephews and other
relatives. He was a native of
Tampa, a veteran of WWII
and a retired member of the
ILA Number 1402. The . re- ·
mains will repose at Wilson's
.Funeral Home after 5 P.M.
Friday. Family will-._, receive
friends from 8-9 P .M: .THE
CASKET WILL REMAIN
CLOSED AF'l:ER EULOGY.
"A WILSON'S SERVICE."

IN MEMORIAM

-

In loving remembrance of
our darling mother, Mrs. Rosa
Lee Schofield, who slept away
on Wednesday, August 9,
1984. You are gone, but you
will never be forgotten. We
love and miss you so very
much.
. God saw the road was gethog rough, the hills too hard
to climb; she gently closed her ·
loving eyes, and whispered,
"Peace Be Thine."
Your devoted son, Burney
C. Hill; daughter, Jessie
Schofield; Joyce Beacham
niece; sisters, bother and
grandchildren.

In memory of my beloved
wife, Mrs. Annie Mae
Williams, who passed on
August 15, 1981. Sleep on and
take your rest. We will always
love you.
Your husband, Charlie
Williams and children.

IN MEMORIAM

IN MEMORIAM

DEA. JOE TYLER
August 15, 1984
In loving memory of my
·loving husband, Dea. Joe
Tyler. I thought one year
would heal the pain; but the
hurt remains the same.
Sadly missed by your wife,
To my son Rudolph Clinton Emma R. Tyler and family.
Salter, who passed away Aug.
IN MEMORIAM
15, 1981. " We miss you
Rudy."
Mother, father, sisters and
brothers and your children.

IN MEMORIAM

-

In loving memory of my
dear husband, Alexander
Holloway, who departed this
life on August 18, 1978. You
are forever in our hearts and
tboughts. Never to be forgotten.
Your wife, Fannie · Mae ~
Holloway; daughters, sisters ;
and brothers.

INMEMO~IAM

JOSEPH AYDELOTTE
Nov. 30, 1954
Aug. 15, 1978
Memory recall of James H.
Aydelotte. He was a good
In loving memory of the late son, brother, husband, father,
Eugenia "Jewel ." Bassett and kin, a church worker, and
Dozier, who passed August a friend.
19, 1981. Our nights are long,
Memories by: Joseph Sr. &
our hearts are still sadden Doris, Joseph Jr., Deborah,
since you left us. We know Aaron, and John, Shirley,
that God wanted you with Erica, Torie, Rachel, family,
Him.
church members, and friends.
The Bassett and Dowling
(Continued On Page 23-A)
families.

OAK HILL'S
FUNERAL HOME
5016 22nd St.
Phone 237-8500
"Service Is more than just
a word with us. "

In memory of Joe Cherry, 2
years gone, August 16,.: 1983.
We miss you.
Your wife, Ruth Cherry
and family.

William J. Johnson, l.F.D.
50 years experience
Services start at $1395
Complete
Mr. and Mrs. Hill
Owners

POWER CHARMS
Do You Desire love? Maney?
Good Health? Good luck? Protection? Tell Me What You Desire
And Get It With A Power Charm,
Handmade And Blessed With
Power By A True God-Gifted
Mystic. 3 Strands Of Hair And $10
For Each Power Charm To

M.A.
P.O. Box 15185
Tampa, FL 33684

. .I•N-M•EIIIM•O•R•I•A111M..--•IN-M•E•M•O•R•I•A•M--•C•A•R•D•-•o•F•-T•H•A•N-K•S-E•l•ec•t•r•ic•ia•n-D•i•es-0•f•N•.•at•u•r•a•l•C•a•u•se•s.. ;
In memory of our dear sister
Marzella Baker, who passed
away August 14, 1983. You
gave us years of happiness,
then sorrow came with tears,
but you left us beautiful
memories, to cherish through
the years.
Sadly missed by brothers,
Roosevelt and Leroy Baker;
Flossie Hall, Ollivette
...
and Louise Holmes;
the family.

Charles Yopp, one of Tampa's first black Class A licensed electricians, died last
weekend of natural causes. He
was 70 ye(',rs old .
According to · a spokesperson in the City of Tampa
Licensing Dept., Electrical
Division, Yopp became a

r-

~-·~-;

248-1921·
.In loving memory of Don
Albert Woods, who passed
August 18, 1970. You are gone
but will forever live in our
hearts.
Sadly missed by father,
Isaac Woods; sisters, Betty
Thomas, Verda Hamilton and
Rose Turner.

FUNERALS BY:
BRYANT & WILLIAMS
Ruy Will iams Funeral Home

1417 N. Albany Ave.
253"3419

••When Understanding
Is Needed Most"

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our
dear father, Walter Horatio
"W .C." Corbitt, who heeded
the master's call and quietly
slipped away on August 15,
1984.
We thank you for the
beautiful legacy which you left
us - a deep and abiding faith
in God, and love for our
· fellowman.
Ruth C. Moore, daughter;
son, Eric A. Corbitt and wife,
Ernestine; a chosen son, Julius
P. Milligan; grandchildren,
cousins and friends.

House Of Beauty
2907 E. BuHalo 2•7-2023
"BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS"
All .TYPES OF CURLS . • . •. •. . . . . . .. .. . . ... • . ... . ... . ... .. . ... '35,00
PRESS & CURL • . • .•• •.• .. • .. . . . . . ... •. .. .. . .. .. . ....... • .. '12 & Up
PERMS •.....•..• , ... • . • .... . . . ... ... ... ... . .... . . . . . .•. • '18 & Up
PERM RETOUCH • . • • • .•• . . .•• .. ... . ..•. .. ... .. . • .. . • .. . •• . '15 & Up
WASH & SET . . • .•. . .. .... • ...•. ............ ... . .. . .. .. .. .. . . '8.00
HAIR CUTS . •. . .•.• . . .. • . , . . ........... . .......... ·. : .' . ..• .... •·5 .00
EYEBROW ARCH . ..... .. .. . . . • .. .. .. . ... . ... . .... ... . . .... . .. '2.00

Operaton: CATHERENE, SHEILA, DELOIS
Owner: JANIE BROOKS

~

~

GRAND
OPENING SALE

Authorized Dealer
For Block Hills Gold
Custom ized Costing
Selko Watches

·

$·

•

'A

3310W. CypressSt
Phone:

• 'tl

.~

(813)870·0321
DENNIS H. BlANCO

MANAGER

Jewelers
33% To SO%
Off All Stock Items
• Angel Skin Coral • Pearls • Amethyst •
• Cornel ian • Lapis • Malachite & Ivory Beads •
• 14 And 18 Karat Gold Bracelets • Bangles •
Chains And Earrings All Styles
• Diamond Solitaire •
•

• Clusters & Color Stone Rings
• r ,/-Colo' Sto,IJng Stlve<
Bracelets And Necklaces

.~
-

The
of the late
Josephine Smith Austin wishes
to express our heartfelt appreciation to our neighbors
and many friends for their
prayers, and other acts of
kindness shown during our
hours of grief.
Special thanks to Rev. J.M.
Rutledge and members of Mt.
Olive A.M.E.C., Rev. James
B. Keel, The Women's Missionary . Society
and
Y.P.D.'ers of Area I, The
Ministers Wives Alliance,
Tampa Urban Secretaries
Association, Howard W.
Blake Class of 1966, Bryant
and Williams Funeral Home.
The Austin and Smith
Families.

NAACP Plans
Black Dollar
Day Demonstration
NEW YORK _ The National Asssociation for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) is gearing up for its
third annual Black Dollar Da
demonstration which will be
held during Labor-Day Week,
September 2-9.
Black Dollar Day is an
economic demonstration
designed to show the Black
Community's · economic
strength, and to sensitize the
business community to the
purchasing power of Black
Consumers, by using $2 bills
and Susan B. Anthony dollar
coins when making purchases.
NAACP branches will
negotiate with local banks to
have currency available and
will inform the community
about how they can participate
in this economic demonstration. In addition; black
businesses and churches will
assist in e~changing dollars for
coins.
Last year's buying exchange
boasted a total in excess of $20
million . National Economic
Development Director Fred
Rasheed expects to hit the $30
million mark this year, with a
concentrated effort focused
upon the following cities: New
York,
August
6-7;
Philadelphia, August 8-9;
Norfolk, VA, August 10~ 11;
Atlanta, August 12..: 14;
Chicago, August 17-19; St.
Louis,
Augus·t 20-21;
Houston, August 22-26; Los
Angeles, August 27-29; and
San Francisco/Oakland,
. August 3();.September l.
The theme for the weeklong demonstration is "Support NAACP Black Dollar
Days_" Anyone wishing to
show their support and
awareness in this economic ·

l~~~~~~~~~~======~~d~e:m~o~n~s~t~ra~t~io~n~sh~o~u~l~d~c~o~n~t~ac~t
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licensed Class A electrician in -e
1956 after taking the test Sept.
4, 1956. He was selfemployed.
Funeral services for Yopp
were held on Wednesday
Wilson's Funeral Home in ~
charge.
Funeral Notices ,..
Page)
~
·
:··
u.
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(Continued From Page 4-A)
the gross national product as a economy, he says.
His is not exactly a
fixed number to be divided
among a larger number of unanimous view. A Rice
people as immigration in- University professor, Donald
creases the population. "Im- L. Huddle, recently reported
migrants don't just take jobs; on research that he said shows
they also purchase goods and illegal immigrants taking
services, thereby enlarging the thousands of jobs from
market, while adding to the Americans. First, said Hodnational productivity, and dle, the notion of illegals
they also bring their brains ing only stQop-labor jobs is
and their creativity. Immigra- misleading. Many, in fact, are
tionhelpsratherthanhurtsthe skilled an,d semiskilled
economy.''
workers earning upward of $5
Then would Simon argue an hour - jobs that American
for opening up the gates and workers presumably
letting whoever will come in? want.
Don't tempt him .
More important, though, is f
"I'm not prepared to go the damage illegal aliens do to
that far, because we don't entry-level natives, he said. f'D
have sufficient information. I During labor-short periods I
can say this : All the evidence (wartime, for instance)
shows that immigration at pre- "American employers, con- f'D
sent levels is beneficial (to the tractors and recruiters never
economy). And it has been hesitated to break through the
beneficial at all levels barriers of structural "'=
previously known, including unemployment
and ="'
the period when it was six substructural isolation - to Cll
times what it is now. The pre- hire minority workers." But f'D
sent level is beneficial. Doubl- with the influx of illegals will- c.
ing it would be better. It's like ing to work uncomplainingly ~
putting fer~i~izer on your lawn. at substandard wages, low- f'D
·-., Some fertlhzer helps, ~ore income Americans are no ~
can help m~re, but there 1s a longer "being courted, ~ .
level at wh1ch you burn .up recruited and uprooted from
~our lawn. Maybe some~hmg innet-city settlements and ~
hke th~t c.ould. be t~eoretlc~lly slums and brought into the job
true w1th 1mm1grat1on; we JUSt market."
don,'t know."
'Simon dismisses the Huddle c.
S1mon. ackn~wledges that survey as geographical
:I.
workers m part1cular are~ of limited, anecdotal and '
emp!o.yment - h~ ment10ns · ly unscientific."
I
med1cme and agnculture. .·Maybe. But to my limited ~
may suffer so~e co~pet1t1ve and unscientific mind, ".,.,..,,..,_ ~
damage for a. bnef pe~1od, ~mt makes more sense than his
even these wdl benef1t as 1m- rosy-eyed critic from
migration boosts the general Maryland.
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
URBAN HOMESTEADING PROGRAM

=
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Hillsborough County Housing Assistance, Office of Community and Economic Development will be holding a public
meeting to explain the application process for the Urban
Homesteading Program. This program is designed to transfer pubUcly owned, abandoned property to individuals or
families in exchange for commitments to repair, occupy and
maintain the property.
The application meeting will be held:
Friday, August 23, 1985 At 7:00P.M. at
Commissioners Board Room, Room 214 in lhe
Hillsborough County Courthouse, 2nd Floor.
PROPERTY LOCATION:
"=

4906 87th Street
Progress Village
Tampa, Florida 33619

>
~
""'

Applicants must meet minimum income guidelines to participate in the program. For additional information please
contact the Office of
·
Housing Assistan<e, O.C.E.D.
/9350 Bay Plaza Blvd., Suite 109
Tampa, Florida 3361 9
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their local NAACP for details.. .
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CLASSIFIED ADS-DIAL 248-1921-CLASSIFIED AD DEPT •••
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HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
HELP - WANTED
FOR SALE

~--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~--~~~~~~~~~--CRUISE SHIP JOBS'•
Cook plus Housekeeper, ·
GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD
Experienced Presser needed
R a· bl
·
d B d
\.!)
e.la et dexpenence
o Y G rea t mcome
.
. I. AII $3.60 per hour. Must have
3 bedrooms/1 bath cement
;;J
at
El
Encanto
Cleaners
for
M
potentia
237 -2484 ·
.
an
wan
e
·
·
t'
F
·
f
·
first
a1'd
or
w
'
tl
'
ng
·
t
o
study.
block
home, remodeled. like
1
1
< shirts, coats, etc. 1818 - 15th
nccupa 1ons. or m ormation
;..; Avenue (Cor. of 8_th). Call
Live-in cook needed for call: (312) 742-8620, ext. 339.
Call 225-1317, 9:30 a.m. - 5
new. VA $0 down, FHA.
< 248-3979.
Boarding Home'> Nollp.m.
$1,250, $0 · closing cost;
-..
...,

._------------t
t-------------1

S ------""!'"'---~---1

Parttime
Janitorial,l------~------1 $360/month,
$34,900.
$5.00/hour. Immediate openAMBITIOUS?
......8.;..76;..-.;.07.;..8;..;0.;.·· - - - - - - - - ~
Full time litensed hair- ings for males. 253-2539 or, Have You Considered A
FAMILY NEIGHBORHOOD
dresser needed · at Becky's .__2_2_9_-_29_3_9
Career In Real Estate?
2 bedroom/1 bath, possible
No experience necessary. 3 bedrooms, screened porch,
SaIon, 5004 E . Sl .•g h Ave. •
ACCOUNTING CLERK
985-6337
Advanced sub-professional We will train you. Openings central heat & .air, 4 yrs. old.
AVON
accounting & clerical work in =~~;~ble now to complete our Only $48,000.
Pre-Christmas special for a
Accounts Receivable Dept.
BAY AREA MANAGERS
Merrill Lynch Realty I
Minimum Qualifications:
Florida Inc.
limited time. Join Avon for
INC
High school grad. (or
•
Realtor-Associate
only $5.00. Call Now!
2107 E. Osborne Ave.
_
or 969 _0206 ., leave
equivalent diploma) and 2
Call
Eileen
Hires,
238 7841
1 3361 0
years expr. in · bookkeeping
Tampa, Fa.
977-B380 or 989-1728.
message, name, phone number
and/or the maintenance of Real Estate license required.
HOMES FOR SALE
and address.
237-1866.
1
fisca records.
· 3 bedroom/2 bath stucco,
Minimum Starting Pay:
PROGRAM EVALUATOR
$20,000. Handyman special.
MUNICIPAL
$9,349 yr. (plus excellent
PIT position available. Re- 237-1625.
SAFETY & SECURITY
BOND SALES
benefits).
quires BA/BS degree in
2 bedroom, corner lot, reneOFFICER (HCC)
Application Deadline: Psychology, Sociology, or ed, pecap trees. Make offer.·
NCNB is seeking an experienced Mun·
lclpal Bond Sales Person to join our Tam·
Responsible security work
August 16, 1985. Apply:
other research related fields.
237-1625:
pa Funds Management Division. The position emphasizes the sale of municipal
in patrolling & Maintaining
· HILLSBOROUGH
Knowledge of basic statistics
5 bedrooms, clean, S28,000.
bonds. tax·free commercial paper, tax·
the security & safety of ColCOMMUNITY COLLEGE
necessary. Experience with Owner financing. 237-1625.
fll
free money market funds and unit Invest·
ment trusts to high net worth Individuals.
lege personnel buildings,
Personnel Dept.
computers preferred.
2 story/3 acres, $120,000,
e
The candidates we seek will have at least
grounds and parking lots.
39 Columbia Drive
Apply: Hillsborough Com- private fishing hole stocked
5 years successful experience selling and
trading muniCipal securities with an em·
Minimum Qualifications:
munity Mental Health Center, with bass and catfish.
(Davis Islands)
phasis In Individual sales. Base salary
H.S. grad & one year of expr.
will be supplemented by an incentive
Tampa, Fl. 33606
5707 N. 22nd St., Tampa. 237-1625.
compensation plan and an attractive
.c as a security guard or in law
EOE/M-F
EOE
,
SUN BELT REALTY
flexible benefits program.
~--------------------------------~...;._____________________________~
enforcement or equivalency).
Oual~led candidates should send a re·
ACCOUNT ANT
FOR SALE
Assoc. Inc., Realtor
sume and salary history to:
Must possess a valid Fla.
Terrln McKay
(HCC)
CONTACT
CAL HOPKINS
driver's license. Shift work.
P.0. Box 25900
Professional
accounting
GREAT
FORECLOSURES
FOR
THESE
GREAT
Rotating schedules.
work involving the application
East Tampa, 2 bedooms/1
VALUES AT
I
Minimum Starting Pay:
of accounting procedures to a bath, corner lot, fully fenced.
877-6771 or 248-6197
$11,364 yr. (plus excellent
variety
of
fiscal
transactions.
Like
new!
$38,000.
2
bedrooms/, bath, range
benefits).
Minimum Qualifications:
3 bedrooms/1 bath CB, cor- and refrigerator included, ceilApplication deadline: August
Bachelor's degree in Accoun- ner lot. Must sell now! Asking ing fans in living room.
16, 1985. Apply:
M-~-M/F/H
ting or Business Administra- S 3 8 • 0 0 0 ·
$32,000, approx. $1,600 to
HILLSBOROUGH
tion and two years of relevant PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPERS move in. Possible assumption.,
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
~
1------~------1 experience (or comp{lrable t-----.;.9.;.3.;;2""-5..,5..,80--.._ _ _--1
DUPLEX IN SULPHUR SPR~ ·:
Personnel Dept.
PUBLIC
AFFAIRS
amount
of
training
&'".
ex320424th
Avenue
INGS
~
39 Columbia Drive
COORDINATOR
perience).
.,
$200 DOWN/FHA TERMS
$32,900. One unit has 1
(Davis
Islands)
t'
Minimum starting salary:
3 bedroom block home(less bedroom/1 bath; other unit
The responsibilities of this
~
Tampa, Fl. 33606
position
include:
maintenance
$13,822
yr.
(plus
excellent
than
rent). MQv_e in today if has 3 bedrooms and 1 bath.
~
EOE-M/F
of · the public service an- benefits).
you qualify!
Good investment.
nouncements
library,
proApplication
Deadline:
ISLAND
HARBOUR
REALTY
SEMINOLE HEIGHTS
~~-------------1
.c
ducer & host of special public August 23, 1985. For applicaAL LATTER
2 bedrooms/1 bath, family
fll
EQUIPMENT MECHANIC I
affairs programs, producer of tion call Personnel Dept.
2 5 1.3478
room. large house and lot near
::c;
$13,541 yr · HS + 4 yrs. weekly community calendar (879-7222, Ext. 230) or send t------..;;......;.,.;;;_____. park. House needs work done.
~
MUST BE SOLD
Buyer pays closing cost and
exp. as a gen. mechanic.
and community affairs liason. letter and resume to:
CIVIL ENGINEER IV
Applicant must be articulate
Director of Personnel
To settle an Estate. 3 owner will finance at $44,900.
$31,720 yr. Degree in Civil & have excellent communicaHILLSBOROUGH
bedroom house completely
BUILDING LOT
~
Eng. + 7 yrs. professional tion . skills, must be a self
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
furnished, aluminum siding.
Near the river in the heart of
P.O. Box 22127
ale, washing machine, town, corner lot, high & dry.
Clp exp. (5 at supv. level) or Reg. starter, creative, energetic &
of
Eng.
Exdetail
oriented;
typing
a
must.
Tampa,
Fla.
33
30
refrigerator, gas stove, gas and $49,900. Make offer.
by
Fla.
Board
~
6
aminers as a PE and 5 yrs Experience in similar broadEOE/M-F
oil heating, window bars,
PALM RIVER
supv. exp.
casting position required.
garage, fenced all around and
4 bedrooms, 1Y2
baths,
Send resume/resume tapes
RECREATION SUPERVISOR · plenty more bargains. For family room, nice fenced yard
Apply for either by 3:00
~
p.m., Fri., Aug. 23.
to: Anna Lindsey, WFTS-TV,
11
more information call: on corner lot, $52,900. PossiHIIIsborough County
4501 E. Columbus Dr., TamSalary $16,473- $21,528 ._24_7_-_2._51_9_._ _ _ _ _ _ __. ble assumption.
pa, Fl. 33605.
Responsible for directing
BARGAIN OF THE
DUPLEX IN HYDE PARK
Civil Service
925 Twiggs, Tampa, Fla.
·recreational programs and acW.EEK
$55,000. One unit has t
3 3602
CHEMISTRY INSTRUCTOR
tivities at a large community.
House for sale, Fish Bowl bedrom/1 bath, other unit has
Equal
Opportunity.
(HCC)
recreation center involving special. FHA .foreclosure, 5 "1o 2 bedrooms and t bath. In
Employer
HCC invites candidates for gymnasium activities. Work down payment. You finance, good condition.
a temporary/one year includes participating and nice spacious 3 bedroom/2
SIX ACRES IN
Chemistry
Instructor supervising recreational . bath. Must see to appreciate.
THONOTOSASSA
On SR 579, convenient to.
VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTOR position ... to start Fall Term spec;ialists, leaders and aides , In the heart of the Fish Bowl,
(8/22/85.
engaged in a variety or recrea- North of Sligh. $41,200. Call 1-4, high and dry, zoned R-2
Ill
, ·Lorrie Underwood:
and AA. $72,000 will di.vide_
Minimum Qualifications: A tional activities.
Air-Conditioning Specialist
Master's degree with at least
Appiicants must have a four
GARREn REALTY
acreage. Owner financing.
To provide vocational OJT
18 graduate semester hours in year college or university
875-4865: Res. 621-4175
BOARDING HO · E
degree with maJ' or course work'
M
Sixteen rooms presently
for useful inmates and to ,the field of Chemistry.
FHA HOMES
rented for $100/month with
maintain the air conditioning,
Duties will include teaching in recreation, physical educatwo
years
of tion, elementary education or
Low down payment. Small potential for higher rent. Live
heating and ventilation and first
college related field and a minimum monthly payment. Quick oc- in owners/managers quarters
refrigeration facilities of the undergraduate
institution. Minimum 3 yrs. Chemistry courses & . Labs. of two years of progressive cupancy. Call for free infor- clean as a pen. $110,000 Good .
experience in the field and Also, Physical Science courses recreation experience, in- mation.
investment.
higb school diploma or GED. that relate to Chemistry, such eluding one year of superVETERANS
_,.
VA 0 money down, no clos1 ••
""
Vocational/technical training as Physiological and/or Con- visory experience or a two year
tPut Number
k ti
~ can substitute for some exp. sumer Chemistry.
college degree in Recreation or ing cost. Fast occupancy. Free
owor or you.
;:J
Starting rate from $575.77 to
Application Deadline: related field and a minimum information.
~ $627.37 bi-weekly depending August 16, 1985. Applv:
of four years progressive OWN A HOME FOR LESS
;;... upon additional exp. Mail
.
HILLSBOROUGH
recreation experience·, inTHAN RENT
,; · ·
f-<
State of Floridil application
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
eluding a minimum of two
2,3 and 4 bedrooms, low ·
A Boy Area Realty, Inc.
~ and/or resume to Personnel
Personnel Dept.
years supervisory exP,erie(Jce.
down payment. Free informa4508
N. Armenia Ave.
~
Office, Hillsborough Correc39 Columbia Drive
Apply in person to the tion.
Tampa
f-< tiona! Institution, P.O. Box
(Davis Islands)
Employment Office, 175 5th
WALT BREWER
~i
Tampa, Fl a. 336 06
St · N ., .Room 107 • through
REALTY
© u~i ®a ...t.t'fllul)· :!llk~~ol&.,t;&lf't··~·n•u...,~
(.!) i
878, Riverview, FL 33596
.
E"'"' """'"'"";,,Em""""
~~~~be:f~o~r~e~8~-~29;-~8·5~-~A~A~/;E·O~E~~. . . .~.........E.O·E·--~. ./F........-'.A. .u·g·us·t·2·3·,·1·9·8·5···A·E--0~E...............9.3i3. -6.6i2ii1
.
..............·.·M.no
. .MNn
. .Y.~.·.·•.A•.~.on·u·nn
. . . . . ..
ell:

drinkers only. 247-6756.

·

WANTED!
.
Mature,
experienced
janitorial personnel . for the
Greater TampaIs t. P ete areas.
Positions open from maids/janitors to supervision. Excellent pay and benefits. Full
and part-time openings. Apply
Monday-Friday between 3 pm
8i 6 pm at:
ROYAL SERVICES
2907 N. Florida Ave.
(Tampa )
.. 27·3 -9042
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CLASSIFIED ADS-DIAL 248-1921-CLASSIFIED AD

1---------~~----~----------------~~----------------~~~~~~~~--,---~~~~~~=---~
~-~~FO~R~S~A~L~E~~~~F~O~R~R~E~N~T----+-~~F~OR~R~tE~NT~~~M~~IS~CE:L~LA~NIE._OU-IS--~~M~II--SCE_L.L--ANI--EOU__
s
>
GREAT FORECLOSURES
Tampa, 3 bedroomsl2 baths,
close to bus and school. This
won't
Now! last at $30,00. Call

MONEY TALKS!
2 bedroom apt., $220 a
l and 2 bedroom apts for month. I bedroom efficiency,
·
1 1&
A
oo2 $1651month. 949~3551.
rent, a c.
M pts., I
Lemon
St
258-5151
1705 MITCHELL AVE.
1-=~~~~::a;;,:.;.a:.:.;,:,::.;.._ __._-t

I---------------t

#328
REEVES PLUMBING
CO .• INC.

REWARD
$ 5 - $ 500

238-4348

11 ~
~

"''

-....j
CP~

-

ROOMS FOR RENT
House for rent. 873-3650.
For Your Junk Car
COLUMBUS DRtVE/
Train for SAT (Scholastic
IC
00
FLORIDA AVE.
Apt. for rent by week or h~
Aptitude Test), Verbal. Math
Fast Free Pickup
(lo
Furnished,lt neat, clean and l-m_o_n_t_h_.~9~8~9-~0-2....,7_t._ _ _ _ _-l with compotent ProfesHANDYMAN
reasonable. 238f3244 or
WEST TAMPA
sionals. 971-5639.
~
•
211, Ybor City area. Owner 988 _2587 .
Clean 1 bedroom dul>k\,
finance, $2000 down pay off
$SOiwt•ek, s 125 "'l'l·urit\.
We buy Homes and Lots
buyers. Call Herman,
For Cash.
•3077 _
·
932
'78-Pontlac Grand Prix
248-6256, evenings; 248-6112,
Large furnished rooms for
ANTHONY &
Full Power, air, stereo, wire
days.
~·rent with kitchen facilities.
Nice clean rooms for nil-e
ASSOCIATES
wheels, two-tone paint, extra
TOM P. MARTINO, INC.
Call 237-2808.
clean working peoplt•. ComREALTOR
clean.
$2850. Easy terms.
2018 E. 7th Avenue
pletely furnisht•d and all
6304 N. Nebraska
ALLSTATE MOTORS
utilities
paid.
Pleast•
l'all
237-5011
2 bedroom duplex, stove,
5018 22nd St.
237-5289
f
.
.
·~25~4~-3~9~75~----~---~~---~·~==~~~~~~~~
COUNTRY LIVING
re ngerator' a•r' carpet, 1'74 Chevy Pick-up
burolar bars, 415 Forest Ave.,
2 bedroomll bath house
"------------11
MANGO A REA
...
Automatic, radio, heater
.with large shady lot,
~ ....,
An acre I quar ter MOL . I n- ·Veryclean.Call621-4166after
new tires, ready to
M0 RTGAGE'10ANS
1d
11 •
6?
$2501month. 932-2338.
$
uant
c u es we , mce wooded area,
1650. No down paym_....
No Credit Check!
1 bedroom apt., ale,
peace and quiet. For sale by
West Tampa larg_e 3
Small Payments.
Ton~ Muniz, Jr.
owner, $12,500. Good terms
masonry, $601week or
ALLSTATEMOTORS
Licensed Mtg. Bkr.
bedroom frame house, 2340
l..n· a 22 d s
237 s~.,•a
are available. Call today,
$2401month; 5906 N. 40th 1...... 1
t.
.. ·-.....
6304 N. Nebraska Ave.
n
9.,3-9157 or 62 1..4175 • Ask for Chestnut, -$ 3001month or
"'
ot-<>01
k 238 1697
Street. 238-1697.
237-5011
~Lo~~rn~·e~U~n~d~e~rw~oo~d~·:.._....;._ __J..:olHJ::::_::w.:ee=·~~-~~-~~--f"-li;o;~~FC;RRiN1~-, If you had a way to retire tF~ii~;;;;~E;;;;;:~:U~
~
I C. FOR RENT
comfortably within 5 to 7
'78 Chevy--· ..-· ... LT
»
3 BH', / 2 haths, ~am:,:t·
Unfurnished 2 bdrm.
Large furnished rooms with
years, would you use it? If
Loaded, automatic, power
•
CH I A, dinin:.: ruum, 2SUCI ''I· House, 1215 Kay Street. Clean
burglar bar door, near Florida your answer is yes, then call steering, air, stereo, sport
~
ft. and mul·h murl'. Sellt•r I'll~' and re~sonable. 238-3244.
Avenue. Newly remodeled. .988-9579 . and start the ball wheels. $2450. Small down
S.
clo,in~ cost. Urhe h~ 41UtJ
Bathroom and kitchen
rolling.
payment.
~
taSalla St., I hen t•all Sut· 1\irl.
Unfurnished I BR apt., privileges. $451week plus t--\...,iV,;;i
__ ,h';_.;:;,.;-:1;'iD~r~y;;;e;;r;s--., . ALLSTATE mu!~..!'~
885-7468, ot'l'.: IJ6H-47U,
2305-ISth St. Clean and $15.00 deposit required.
Refrigerators/Freezers
~822ndSt.
:.~;s~
home.
reasonable. 238-3244.
253-2539 or 229-2939.
Starting At Just
We buy Homes. Any· CondiProgressive Deve Iopers
932-5580

626 6124
f--::::7.::"'::==-=:;-:-=::-1--===========-1

1------------'1

-..v....

1,..;-----------+------------t

I

91

J------------;

SEVEN SERVICES
REALTY
626-7131 or 6_85-6204
Gordon Commee
Real Estate Bkr.
WE BUY HOMES
AND LOTS
ANY CONDITION
Grocery store and meat
market wl3 additional apt.
rentals, 1001 E. Columbus
Dr., $135,000.
4-1 Br apts. plus business,
$65,000 wl$20,000 down.
Terms available. Also 3 extra
C-2 lots available.
3 BR'sllbath home, newly
renovated, 402 W. Palm.
Rent-to-buy.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS
Sell or will build to suit,
financin~ availabJe w/~ood
credit.
2 BRII bath fr~me house,
$2501month. Rent-to-buy.
This one won't last.
Corner 23rd St. & 28th Ave.
2 lots, R-3 zoning, water &
sewer available. Owner
motivated. Terms available.
NEW ON MARKET
4-IBR apt. houses, r~nt
$2301month each. Reduced to
$76,000. Owner motivated.
Call Lisa Rugotzke, Realtor
Assoc., 626-7131, eves.
689-9374.

FOR RENT
I lar~e 2 hetlruo' ' ' ' '~ ' ·"'
ment a~ailahll-. 25.L\ 1n:I bedroom apt .. lh I
dinin~

,,

2909 Jefferson St., I
bedroom funished apt., electric included, $2001month,
deposit required, 6 month
lease. 229-7133 or 251-3610.

3 hedruum h.11uw" lc••:o ,;.
in ~· ani, central . a•r ,\:, ill'al
570(, E. Jllth St. (•21·- ~1<'·"· ·
1913-Uth Ave li.
1205-12th Ave.
2 bedroom unharnl,l~<· ;·
apts. for rent. ju.. l painlt'n.
$491wet•kl!' & S4'J dt'l'"· ·
Call Mrs. Minardi 25.1-XX ~ 1 .
d a)' s :
2 53 - .l x : "

$S

OO
•

~

lion. An~ Area.
Tom P. Martino ·
·• Inc., Realtor
2018 E. 7th Ave.
248-6111

1st Week's Rent
Free Service

238-6461

"'=
c

2:

;;·

;

Is It True You Can Buy c.
2 bedroom apt., ale,
PRIVATE INVESTORS
Jeeps for $44 through the U.S.
~
$2751month or $70/week.
Will consdider any situa- · Government? Get the facts to~ ~
Large 2; bedroom frame 5906 N. 40th Street. 238-1697.
lion. Homeowners only. day! Call1-312-742-1142, Ext: ~
house, West Tampa, 1802 N. t - - - - - - - - - - - - t 963-0565, days.
9924.
~
Armenia, $2501month or
DUPLEX
r,:::::::;.;;:;;;;:;;:::===~-~~Mi(o)iN;ff,Y~TCO;-LUEEtN~D;-"?''i-· '""'·1 ~
$701week. 238-1697 ·
North of Busch, newly
'78 GMC Van
Mort~a~e Loans up 1o
~
painted,
wlw
carpet,
ale,.
3V..
ton,
automatic,
power
$15,000.
'\o
Credil
Checks.
2 bedrooml1 bath furnished
fenced, near shopping llit.:enng, air, radio, heater.
Tom P. Martino, Inc~.
I~
apt., $2751month. 254-4931.
area. $300 a month plus !Partly customized. $2850.
Realtor
~
1 furnished and 1 unfurnish~
d~posit, lease required. Sec- !Easy Terms.
2018 E. 7th Ave.
~
ed 2 BR apt. for .rent ;-}iist
tion8accepted.Call972-2513.
ALLSTATEMOTORS
Ph: 248-6111
::::!.
37
18~2~
2 n~dS!!;t.==2
remodeled. Call 933-3147 after l---:---::::::---:-::-l~ls~o1~
=
:;·-~..t~.,.a;!{l------------I 2
bedroom
apt.,
We Buy Land. Any Area.
I BUY HOMES
Call Herman, 248-6111 or
~
7 p.m. or 933-1455, days.
I - - - - - - - - - - - - + $2301month, $50 deposit. 209
~
s· l'l·tion 8 only. 2 bedroom w. Gladys. 883-4373.
$$$
eves. 248-6256.
__ __. _
Any area. Any condition.
Tom P. Martino
t:=
horne, 8015 N. lOth St. J..;;~==;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;.;;.;,;;;,;..~---4 Fast service. Call Alan, days,
Inc. Realtor
0
237-1371.
Furnished rooms for rent,
963-0565; nights, 963-1956.
2018 E. 7th Ave.
;.
DUPLEX
1216 .. 12th Ave. Clean and t----L""'o"'"W.....,IN~TE"'"R...E...S"""'T---t
248-6111
~
2 hedwom i 1 bath tlut•l··'
reasonable, refrigerator, cooklr~~:==:===;~~~~==~;l 9:
.
· - ling facilities. 238-3244.
MORTGAGES
'82 Iuick Electra Limited
i'
5 8 1-'l
with a 't•. lUI
· mt·r St.· ~.(:..:Call Us .. We Can Help!
Every option available.
'""
per munth plu)\ depo .. il. ( all
ACCURATE MORTGAGE
1\T,
interior, new tires_, full
~
886-5006 or 685-7836.
1st MO~:E~'S RENT
BROKER
~~m~puter. Buick's finest. Only
2 houses for rent, 3623-18th
14540 N. Florida Avenue. ~5250.
200
St. and 2401-9th Ave.
$
Moves You In
Call Alan, day·s, 963-0565;
A~~~~ sTEMOTORS
Umited time period.
1.ft ...
237........
254-0604....._ '
nights, 963-1956.
r.Jv11•o
t.
-~..r;o ...
Come grow with us!
Spacious 2 bedroom un3 bedroom house and more,
furnished apt., ·electric apYbor City, 2612-18th St. &
Columbus Dr., $2801month ,. pliances, security guard livg-reb~
in~ on premises. 231-4745.
or $751week plus · $2S()
·. .
,.,,
deposit. 626-6562.
· ,· ~

1------------"1
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ROLLING HILLS ,
APARTMENTS

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

• !lJ.e._gnanc,.y Ye/Yru/l.atidns
• awaA.e ur aslap, nif.ro.tM oa.Ufe. auailable
_c..

•

. oo!

rooms. 2J7-M.l-.

ni~hls / wcd.;enrh.

3 bedroom apt. fully
carpeted,
$2751month.
237-4978.
.._,;~----------"'1
3 bedroom house, 3725 E.
North Bay St. $3351month,
$100 deposit. Section · 8
welcome. 238-0353.

--;·=
=
-

•2 Brm. Apartments
Town Homes
•Cable Available
•Families Welcome

~~ Bo#uztial ~

• · !7Nb'u«<ua/.11oun.se/uy;
•

6'o--mp/ete

~irth.

8o-n.INJI Jervice.r

INCLUDING PAP SMEARS, VD SCREENING,
ALL METHODS OF BIRTH CONTROL
SOUTH TAMPA

NORTH TAMPA

. 961.;7907

Ask About Our Special

251-0505

621-7083

1302 S. Dale Mabry

14704 N. Florida Ave.

Member-of National
Abortion Federation

Formerly Tampa CounMling
and Abortion Center

Sligh & 50th St.

;
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Impact Communications Starts
Bethune Hosts Orientation

~

Explorers Unit To Help Youth

:~~~

·.. .
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<

~

~
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Many kids had problems
finding something to .do this
summer in the line of jobs, but
Impact Communications solved this problem for some
youngsters from the Ponce De
Leon and Robles Park
neighborhoods. Impact Communications started Explorers
Post #251. Exploring is a division of Boy Scouts of
America.
Gary Hammond is the advisor and Tonya Hammond is
assistant. Together they bring
the explorers twice a week to
the studio of Tampa Cable.
These Explorers have been

~

~

BY JULIA JACKSON
learning this summer how to
use television equipment with
the help of their!" instructor,
Mrs. Emmaria Gilmore.
"It has been very rewarding
to see the young people exposed to cable communication.
They will learn the various
aspect from cable installation,
which is the business of Impact Communication, as well
as television production,"
stated Gilmore. Gilmore is
employed by Tampa Cable
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taught studio production and
location production.
In the fall they will produce
their own video which will be
shown on cable channel I2
public access.
Members of the 257 Post
are, John Fennie, Tamera
Fryer, Tricia Johnson , Victoria Kimble, Reginald Page,
Alverto Vidal, Eugene Harrison and Michael Nedd:· The
Explorers who were trained
this summer will train the incoming
Explorers
in
September.
John Fennie, an Explorer,
stated, "I never thought I
would be able to come into a
-television studio and work
with the equipment we use. I
am also improving my
language skills as well ."
The Explorers are handling
over $10,000.00 worth equipment.
President of Impact Communication, James Hammond
is pleased that these young
people are being exposed to
this technology at an early age .
Tampa Cable Access Center
is for Community involvement.
For more information contact Mrs. Emmaria Gilmore at
254-I687. (Photos by J ulia
. Jackson)

The Tampa Bay Alumni
Chapter of Bethune-Cookman
College hosted its 5th Annual
Orientation Session at the
home of Mrs.
Mamie
Washington on Sunday_, Aug.

II, 4-6 p .m.
Roberto Barrangan, student
recruiter was on hand to give
further information on the
requirements of the college.
The alumni President, Mrs .
Helen Young, was on hand to
introduce the members of the
chapter in attendance.

prospective students .

10 Best Dressed
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Who will be Tampa's Male and Female Best
Dressed? The Top 10 candidates with the highest
num~er of votes will be announced at the Spotlight
Fashion Show, August 17, and will be featured in
two special Fashion Extravaganza issues which will
be published on Friday, August 23, and Tuesday,
August 27. Awards and prizes will be given to the
Top 3 Male and Female winners sponsored by the
Florida Sentinel Bulletin.
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Explorers working -during their workshop , Tamera Fryer,
Tricia Johnson, John Fennie and Emmaria Gilmore, Instructor, Impact Communications.

_Any late coupon__s_ turned in after 5 p.m., Aug. 15
will not be accepted .

.TRAIN FOR SAT
(Scholastic Aptitude Test)
Math And Verbal
By Co mp etent Pr ofessionals
September 3 - October 3
A t The

Mathematical Discove ry Institute

971-5639
DAVID L. BURGESS
Photographer

WEDDI NG
PORTFOLIOS
N'EWS RELEASES
VIDEO TAPI NG

By
Burgess Photography
&

Video Productions
(J

By JULIA E. JACKSON

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN WANTS YOU TO SELECT THE
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Session For Students

1913 N. HOWARD AVE.
TAMPA, FL 33607

PH. (813) 254-4916
EVE: 935-5536

FEMALE
Grace-Sherman
Atty. Arthenia Joyner
Sorrenia Dillion
Luisa Puerto
Ambria Johnson_
Lashawn Cail
Vanessa Brown
Ursel Staten
Delina Batson
Carol Aldridge
Sheree Cunningham
Florence James
Beatrice Leggett
Melissa Jones
Patricia Cliatt
Thelma Shuman
Crizzell Bush
Deborah Walters
Delores Russ Parker
Johnnye M. Williams

List Of Candidates
Cynthia Ball
Kim Sanders
Renaye Gooding
Gwendolyn Miller
Betty Baker
Sharon Tolliver
Debbie Johnson
Lillian Thomas
Mary Fleming
Lexie Campbell
Martha Webb
Mercedes D. Smith
Belinda Noah

MALE
Bob Morrison
Andrew Tarver ·
Robert Nicholson
Michael Burt
Warren Dawson
Bobby Bowden
Tony Collins
Larry Walker
Danny Vickers
Michael Hood
Eric Let:
R hon~e Sanderson
Ken neth Lofton
Rodney Thomas
Darryl Miles

Michael Willingham
Herbert Bassett
Charles Jones
George Davis
Bennie Pollard
Stan Montgomery
Robert Jones
~hilip Austin
John Wesley Jones
Lesley J . Miller
Curtis Reed
Frank Reddick
Jerod Hicks
B. RickTims . II
George Lewis
Eric Stilliogs

~~~&.----~~~----=---------------~

Jailers Demand Firing Of Woman Correction Boss
NEW YORK - City correction officers, many wearing
executioners' black hoods,
demonstrated to demand the
firing of Correction Commissioner Jacqueline McMickens .
About 150 jail guards took
part in the protest outside the
New York Hilton hotel at 53rd
St. and Sixth Ave., where Mrs.
McMickens was hosting the
annual meeting of the
American Correctional Assn.
The guards, members of the
Correction
Officers'
Benevolent Assn., charged
that she coddled inmates and
mistreated officers, forcing

JACKIE MCMICKENS
them to work when they were
sick and punishing them for
defending themselves against
attacks by inmates.

Fronk's
Ornomentollron
621-4034

24 Hour Service

•Commercial
• Residential
•Financine Arranged
~RA~K

E. JOHNSON
... Owner

Bur~lar

Bars Railings
Fin• Escapes Stairways
Ornamentals

Weldin~s
Free Home

Security Tips

•Licensed •Insured •Bonded

FOR RENT
2-Bedroom Apt.
918- 14th "-'!e.

Mrs. McMickens, who rose
from the ranks to become
head of the jail system in Jan.
1984, said the dewonstration
was part of a personal vendetta against her by Phil Seelig,
President of the Benevolent
Association.
She said the protest was intended to embarrass her in
front of her colleagues
attending the meeting.
"
"There were less than 20<fof
my employee_s '' at the
demonstration, she said. "I
have about 8000 employees. It
didn't seem like much of a
demonstration."
Mayor Koch issued a statement supporting Mrs.
McMickens.
"I think that some of these
attacks on Commissioner
McMickens are sexist because
they don't like the fact that the
commissioner- is a woman,"
Koch said through a
spokesman.
"I have full regard for her
and I think she's doing an excellent job. I reject (the _officers') demands."
Seelig, who led the
demonstration, denied any intention to embarrass the commissioner, saying that he
wanted only to draw attention
to her

(Over Main House)

·To Place Cancel
Or Correct

s60 PER WEEK

CLASSIFIED ADS

5 180

Security Deposit Plus First Week's Rent
Moves You ln.
All Utilities Paid By Apt. Owner.

Dial

248-2825

Flo. Sentinel-Bulletin

or

248-1921

248-3033

Have You Been Injured In An Automobile
Accident Or By A Motor Vehicle And It
Wasn't Your Fault?
Call:

KA YDELL 0.

W~IGHT

Attorney At Law

254-4623

f,

AITY. KA YDELL 0. WRIGHT

THE WRIG"'T BLDG.
110 N~ Armenia Tampa, Fla. 33609
lfree Plirlclngl

•Divorce
•Probate & Wills
•DWI.

• Automobile Accidents (Free Consultation)
• Wrongful Death (Free.Consultation)
•Medical Malpractice (Free Consultation)
•Slip & Fall•Dog Bites (Free Consultation)

Ricky E. Wi-llia111s
Attorney At law
(SY2 Yrs. State Attorney's Office)

• Personallnlury and Wrongful Death
(Vehicle Accidents, Slip&. Fall, Railroad, Boat & Motorcycle
Accidents, Defective Products, Uninsured Motorists).
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DRUG ARRESTS
The Tampa Police Department released the following information on arrests for drug
violations:
Jorge Martinez, 23, 2028 N.
22nd St., arrested and charged
with possession, sale, and
delivery of cocaine while at the
corner of E. 17th Ave. and N.
22nd St.
Irving Moye, 42, 1024 E.
12th Ave., arrested and chitl-ged with possession
delivery of heroin while at the
corner of lOth St. and 12th
Ave. Moye was also arrested
while at the corner
Palm
and Morgan, and charged with
possession of heroin with the
intent to distribute,
possession of cocaine with the
intent to distribute.
David Williams, 30, 5018 N.
30th St., was arrested
charged with sale and
of marijuana while at the
ner of N: 30th St. and E.
rna. Maceo Manuel Quintana,
27, 4215 W. Cayuga, was
arr~sted on the same charges,
while he was at the corner
N. Howard and W. _Beach.
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Jamaica To Impose Tougher
Anti-Narcotics Measures
KINGSTON, Jamaica, W.l.
Tougher anti-narcotics
measures, including increased
penalties for possession of
marijuana and cocaine are
soon to be introduced in .
Jamaica, National Security
Minister Winston Spaulding
told parliament last night.
Minister Spaulding said that
the increased amount of cocaine which has entered
Jamaica was of grave concern
to the government.
Intelligence had revealed
that Jamaica was being used as
a transshipment port of hard
drugs and · that the country's
anti-narcotics forces had been

intensifiying their efforts in
combating that area of illicit
narcotic activity, Minister
Spaulding said.
He explained that in 1984
826 pounds of cocaine had
been seized. Spaulding said
that in the first six months of
1985, 1, 712 acres of marijuana
had been eradicated and
170,000 pounds of cured marijuana seized.
During January to June this
year, 31 illegal airstrips were
demolished, 6 boats and 4
light aircraft on marijuana
missions seized and a total of
13 light aircraft crashedlanded.
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•Divorce •Custody - •Suppor~

Mon.~Fri.

was removed from th
residence of Bobby Bennett,
34, 2307 W. Azeele, Apt. 2, by
an unidentified culprit, police
reports state.
An AM/FM stereo
at $500 and a clock valued at
$50 were taken by an unknown
suspect, who broke into -the
home of Melvin Williams 21
2305 Yz E. 15th Ave., ' '
ding to police reports.
According to police reports,
an unidentified suspec
entered the residence of Ms.
Nancy Denise Watson, 22,
3210 N. 22nd St., through an
unlocked window and fled
scene undetected with three
T.V's valued at $588 .

~.,.d.. • • •
~ -~-7-

(Felonies, Drug Cases, Misdemeanors, Traffic, OWl and Juvenile).

See Our Ad In The Yellow Pages (Pgs. 129 & 139)
Hours:
8-6
400 E. Buffalo . Saturday 9 - 12 Noon
•
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•Criminal Defense (State & Federal Court}

·

BURGLARIES
Frank Williams, 47, 2707 N.
Albany Ave., reported to
police that a possibly known
fe·m ale broke into his
residence, and fled the scene
with $110 in cash and a .32
shotgun revolver valued at
$150.
According to police reports,
an unidentified suspeCt
burglarized the apartment of
Ms. Julia Bell, 69, 1502
Walnut Terrace, Apt. B, and
fled the scene with a .32
caliber automatic gun valued
at $165.
Jewelry, valued at $1,300
and belonging to Kenneth
Louis Buie, 20, 2111 E. 24th
Ave., was taken by a known
suspect, according to police
reports, who entered the victim's residence through an
unlocked door.
It was reported to police
that an unidentified culprit
forced their way into Faith
M.B. Church, 1805 N.
Albany, and fled the scene
. with a P.A. system and
speakers valued at $400.
Alvon DeBoise Griffin, 73,
2105 Harold Ave., reported
the burglary.
A 19" color T.V., valued at
$339 and belonging to Johnny
Louis Smith, 24, 2302 E. 32nd
Ave., Apt. 400, was taken by ·
an unknown suspect, police
reports state, who forced their
. way into the apartment by
removing a window screen.
Ms. Hazel Y. Spigner, 70,
329 W. Palm Ave., reported to
police that an unidentified
culprit burglarized her
residence, and fled the scene
with $1,500 worth of merchandise.
An unidentified suspect, according to police reports,
burglarized the home of Ms.
Sharnee Loren Cannon 21
6815 Juanita St., and fled th~
scene undetected with a 19"
T.V. valued at $200, clothes

32,25. The cynic is one who knows
the price Qf everything 90,77. and the
value of nothing. 88,44.
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Finished Bedroom With Hand
Painted Floral Motils ••• And
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Bedroom Suite
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Twins are in and you're th\~
winner ! ChooS!! our Early
Amer ican, Contemporary
or Provincial style beds.

a very special look in casual,
easy-living contemporary

All4 ALL-WOOD
pieces with cane

effects, Westinghouse
Micartd tops
doubledres..r,
framed mirror,
• -drawer chest
and panel headboard

WE CARRY
OUP OWN
ACCOUNTS

Ph :

2~7-4711

ALL MERCHANDISE
SIMILAR TO ILLUSTRATION

FREE ·

Plenty Of
Parkmg
On Lot In REAR OF STORE

OPEN 9 AM to6 PM
MONDAY THRtJ SAT.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
REMEMBER ...
LAR.JoiON ISA
FULL SERVICE
FURNITURE STORE
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Man's Job Helped Him Attain
The .Better' Things In Life

Fred Sallye isn't a beer
drinker. "But I can talk to you
about beer as if I was the
world's biggest drinker,"
retorted the Territory Supervisor for Pepin Distribution
Company, a distributor of
Anheuser Busch.
He proudly announces that
it's the brewing process and
the ingredients which makes
Anheuser Busch products taste
smooth. He also points out
that the facility's store room
on N. 54th St. is kept cool, so ·
that the beer isn't hot when it
· reaches its destination.
The .Tampa native has been
with Pepin for 19 years. In
1966 he was recommended to
become the first black driver,
and soon after joining the
staff he became the first black
driver delivering · beer to
various white and black accounts.
''Those were hard and
critical times because there
was racism," he said reminiscing. "But I learned to accept
it.
"I listened (to the
customers) and I tried to ·
recommend what I thought
was right (for their business),"
the 57-year-old man explained. "And I did it with a
smile."

. my family comfortable .
..,. "I also learned a little
Spanisl:t while dealing with the
community, " .,Saliye added.
He became the first black
supervisor in 1976. His threeman truck driving crew services several franchises in
Ybor City, West Tampa, Belmont · Heights, Jackson
Heights, Six Mile Creek, and
part of Temple Terrace.
In addition to that, Sallye is
very active in the Black Community, "wherever Anheuser
Busch is a sponsor or is giving
a particular event." .
According to Sallye, "The
reason
why I enjoy my job is
FRED SALLYE
because I love dealing with
people," both in the comAccording to ·Sallye, he was
munity ' and within the comrobbed twice while driving the
pany. ·
truck. But that didn't stop him
After 20 years of marriage,
from getting the job done. ·
he and his wife Thelma are en"I wanted to better my conjoying their three grand~
dition and my position in the
children. The couple has two
community," he stated. "I felt
sons, and Sallye has one step
that being a truck driver would
child.
make me feel important."
"My recommendation to
His dream has come true.
anyone who wants to come to
"Once I started, my whole life
Pepin is that you must want to
has changed."
Sallye explained, "It's a · work and you must have a
good driving record," Sallye
tremendous and a great feeling
advised. "They want a job
working for Pepin. I've been
well done, but you will also be
able to build my home and
well paid," both in salary and
provide for my family to the
benefits.
utmost. I've been able to make

BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Managing Editor

KENYON FORT
tended, but chose Morehouse
· because of the reputation of its
biology department. Several
of his classmates also will
matriculate at Meharry.
Kenyon did not let the inferior comments about
predominantly black colleges
sway his thinking once he
decided to attend Morehouse
College because he felt he
could achieve whatever he
made up his mind to do. He
added, "I would definitely encourage black students to attend black colleges. There is
an experience there you can't
get anywhere else."
Although he attended
predominantly white schools
as a.. youngster, Kenyon, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
(Yvonne) Fort, is the product
of a black neighborhood (Pro-

B

Student's Interest In Science
Earns National Recognition

ANORA S. STEVENSON
BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Managing Editor

Math has always been his
favorite subject. But for Andra Michael Stevenson,
'
science is the subject that earn-·
ed him national recognition.
The U. S. Achievement
Academy has announced that
Andra has been named a 1985
gress Village).
This past su~mer, . Kenyon · award winner' an award less
that 100Jo of American high
took another Chemistry
school students attain.
course at Atlanta University
Andra was nominated by his
while also working on the
science
teacher at Monroe Jr.
ramp at Eastern Airlines.
High
School,
Mrs. Rosa GorLooking ahead, the young
don, and his name and photo
man says, "yes, I would like to
will appear in the academy's
come back to Tampa and
official
yearbook, published
practice" after the scheduled
nationally.
The student is
four-year dental program "so
selected
based
on academic
that I will have the opportuniperformance,
interest
and
ty to help someone."
aptitude,
leadership
qualities,
For enjoyment, Kenyon enresponsibility, enthusiasm,
joys reading and keeping in
motivation
to learn and imshape as often as possible,
prove,
citizenship,
attitude
however, "I haven't found
and cooperative spirit, depenmuch time for that. He is a
dability and the recommendamember of New Mt. Zion M.
tion.
B. Church, and at Morehouse
The 6'6" ninth grader first
was affiliated with the Health
took
an interest in science
Careers Society, treasurer of
when
in
7th grade. Life science
the Pre~Dental Club, and vice
was
a
part
of his curriculum,
basileus of Omega Psi Phi
and
in
8th
grade
it was earth
Fraternity.
science. "Many of the
"I must say that I got to
students in my class didn't
where I am because of my
seem to be interested in science
and didn't do their homework.
parents and the sacrifices they
I always did my homework,
made sending me to private
school, and the ones they
listened and made A's on the
made even further to send me
test," he said.
on to Morehouse and now
Because he favors math over
Meharry. They have given me
science, Andra has decided
a lot of encouragement and
that he wants to become a
that has kept me going in the
systems analyst and attend an
right direction," Kenyon con- -out of state college. "I've been
cluded.
in Florida all of my life and by
that time I'll be ready to leave
Kenyon realizes that the
the state," he said.
road ahead is not going to be
Studying a math book at the
an easy one, however, he
time he was interviewed, Anbelieves that he will well
dra said he will take physics
prepared to take on the tasks
and algebra in 9th grade, and
placed before him.

Hands That Used To Build Models
Now Prepare To Become Dentist
As he left Tampa on Friday
for Nashville's Meharry
Medical College, 21-year-old
Kenyon Fort can reminisce
about the models he once built
while in high school and the
several awards he won for
such. Those same hands will
now begin to prepare to
become a · dentist mainly
because of his interest in the
health profession.
"I've always enjoyed working with my hands," the articulate young man stated.
"And I wanted to go into a
profession where I could help
someone," he said before
leaving Tampa.
Fort was accepted to dental
school at the University of
Michigan, Farleigh-Dickinsion
in Rutherford, N. J. and _at
Meharry. He chose Meharry.
"As a youngster, I attended
predominantly white schools
at St. Paul, Sacred Heart and
Tampa Catholic. So . many
blacks have abandoned the
black colleges, but I wanted to
get that experience."
Therefore, he attended
Morehouse College in Atlanta.
He enjoyed the undergraduate
experience so well until he
"decided to continue in the
black environment. .. where I
could get more exposure to
black culture" as a student at
Meharry. At one time he con. sidered attending University of
Florida where his sister, a
Clark College graduate, at-.
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will continue with courses in
science, the 3.9 grade point
average student said.
The youngest of three
brothers and seven sisters
from bpth his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie F. (Essie)
Stevenson, Andra said he enjoys studying and is looking
forward to the school year
beginning. He has also taken
an interest in helping his
newphew to enjoy school.
"Some of my nephews don't
like school and don't like to do
the work, but what I do is ~elp
them by letting them play
~hool and that way it's a lot
of fun for them."
A sign of disappointment
appeared on his face when he
mentioned that his basketball
team at Monroe '~won all their
games and lost in the chafl}pionship. He is a center on
Monroe's basketball team,
and enjoys reading and watching TV.
Andra's family ts very
proud of him," his mother,
Mrs. Essie Stevenson said.
"We tried to expose him to all
the things that would help him
to learn. We've also told him
about the negative things, like
drugs. Anytime he asks a question someone answers it for
him, truthfully'" she stated.
His sister added that he also
has an interest in medicine.
Another sister, Michele A.
White, stated, "we are very
proud of Andra and we want
everyone to know it."
Since being honored by the
academy, Andra said he has
begun receiving scholarship
applications from several
places wanting to know his
main interest. Right now he's
just filling them out, but sihce
he has a · few more years in
school, nothing has been
decided upon.
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Girls' plaid shirts
for readin', writin'
& after-school fun
Sizes 4-6x,

Our adorable
dresses will rate
top honors

999
1199

1499

compare $16 .. ..... .

Sizes 7-14,
compare $18 ... . .

compare $19. Many cute
styles in solids and prints.
Cool short sleeve styling in
polyester/cotton . Sizes 7-14.

Adorable woven plaid shirts
in cool short sleeve styles.
Great with jeans or skirts!

Girls'
belted pants

999

co pare $14 . Stock up on
great fitting canvas·' pants
with matching belt. Many
pretty colors in sizes 4-6x.

Girls'
Lee® jeans

25°1° off

Sizes 4-6x, reg. $19 to $23
Sizes 7-14, reg. 23 50 to $26
Basic and fashion jeans in 5pocket, London rider, stonewashed denim & capri styles.
Sizes 4-14.

Jordache®
backpacks

999

compare $15. Perfect for

back-to-school! Pretty solid
colors with the famous Jordache® logo.
GIRLS' DEPARTMENT

Ocean Pacific® sportswear

Levi's® big tops

25°1° off

1499

All panties and socks

compare $13 to $28. Save 25% of our

.compare $24 . Two pretty styles to

entire stock of girls' Ocean Pacific ®
sportswear. Items vary from store to
store.

choose from in sizes 7-14. Lots of
popular colors, too!

25°1° off
Save 25% off our entire stock of girls'
panties and socks. Panties are available in print & solids; socks in basic
and sport styles. Sizes 4-14.

EVERY BELK LINDSEY STORE
Use Your Belk lindsey Charge, Master Card, Visa or American Express Card
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Priest's Visit To East Africa
Proved To Be Enlightening

From May of 1983 to May
1985 Father Sydney Lange,
•t,nr,nPr pastor of Sacred Heart
.,~ .. '·""'"" Church in downtown
served as a Jesuit Misionary in East Africa.
he didn't encounter
of the horror stories we
about in the news pertainto South Africa, he saw
battling similar problems.
"Water and culture are the
two words which stand out in
my mind," the 54-year-old
priest stated during a recent
visit to his former parish.
"It rains in frequently,
therefore water is precious to
the Africans, !' he explained.

BY PATTY ALLEN
Sentinel Staff Writer
According to Father Lange
there are only two rainy
. seasons in East Africa, one
beginning in .. March and
another i~ O~tob~r. "!hat is
the only time 1s rams. ·
"The women walk five or
six miles with buckets on their
heads just to get enough water
for cooking, drinking, and
washing," he stated. "Water
is very difficult to come by."
According to Father Lange,
there was no food shortage in
East Africa during the two
years he was there.
But, "the very poor people

depend on what thex~grow. So
they pray for the rain, and
they collect it to use it."
Father · Lange noted that
•::some of their problems
politically is that there is still a
strong allegiance to the tribe, ·
and sometimes that tribal
allegiance takes precedence
over nati~nal allegiance."
The Missionary volunteer
stated that there are still warring tribes who do not get along
with each other.
"Kenya's president is trying
to bring everyone together,"
Father Lange stated.
On the other side of the
coin, the Jesuit priest saw
tribes which had maintained
their way of life for over 3,000 ·
years, and others who were
open to .progress and education. .
One quftlity remained constant.

THE SUNDAY
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· BY REV. A. LEON LOWRY
Pastor, Beulah Baptist Church
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Judgment, repentance, but it is as nothing .. v•upcu
hope. The beauty of this se- with the terrible day of
quence of words falls on the Lord yet to come upon all
word hope. In spite of our past will not repent."
1
sins, if there is true repentance
The Day of the Lord has
in our lives, then there is hope. · double meaning, sometimes
. Hope gives new meaning to means the day on which God
life. Hope sends the repentant brings blessings and then at
ex-cons back into our society other times it means the day
with a sense of mission and on which God brings doom on
purpose. But ultimately hope the wicked . In this ·instance it
.is found in Jesus Christ, who means doom for those who
makes all things new. In this refused to repent. In this inlesson we will see that hope stance the plague of locusts
can be found at the end of would be as nothing cbmpared
God's judgment, · and the to the "Day df the Lord" that
repentance of His people.
·would follow ; So the people
We know nothing about the would do well to fast and pray
prophet Joel other than the and repent, for indeed,. the
few facts given us in the book ungodly would not stand in
that bears his name. l-ie was the day of judgment.
"Socially the Africans put a
the son of Pethuel. He proJoel addressed his message
great deal of emphasis on perphesized for Judah and to those who at one time had
sonal relationships, especially
Jerusalem, and probably made known fellowship with the
his home in Jerusalem.
in the wider family," he exLord. His concern was how to ~
claimed.
The focal point of the book . renew that fellowship. It is e;
is a spectaqdar plague of possible f6r 'those who have ;
''They are very hospitable,''
he pointed out. "Holding
locusts that had denuded the failed God to start over again. 'I
land, bringing the people to a However, there must be no
hands is a sign of respect, cordial warmth and friendship.
state of dire need. But the show of sham, repentat:1ce
And when they celebrate, they
devastation wrought by the in- must be genuine. Out showing ·e;
really celebrate in a great way.
sects, dreadful in ·itself was of sorrow, expressing of
Sit-~ena Anderson ~·~d James Long, Jr., at the Appreciation
"Religion seems to come by
just a foretaste of a more repentance is not enough,
P
Wil
nature, God to them is a realisevere visitation to come, the these must be genuine. God !:::
ty," said the priest who gave
terrible "Day of the Lord." will recognize true repentance, ;:
I
retreats to many Afri~an
This would be a day of. God's a
repentance
tha ~
Catholics and clergy.
.
great judgment upon the na- acknowledges the
Q.
.
"There
are
12
African
'
tions.
This
is
the
part
of
the
and
mercy
of
God
and
.........
,_
~
0
Catholic Bishops who want to
prophecy of Joel that is distur- the total self to God in view o
. CO-VERS.
be Joyal Catholics by mainbing - the certainty and the His mercy. Those who turn to
and Cor1plete Auto Cleaning and Detail
taining integrity in their faith,
severity of God's judgment. God with a contrite heart · ~ ·
Specialize In :
and at the same time express
So disturbing is it that we or- learn that God is indeed
~
•Seat Covers •Carpeting
that through the African ·dinarily do not discuss it nor _ciful and gracious.
•Door Panels •Headlining
culture," Father Lange con- hear it discussed. But it must
God's loving kindness is
•Complete Interior •Car Wash
tinued. He saw this as a
be faced in its stark reality. always available to all, but Q.
positive sign.
"The great and terrible day of · especially to the righteous. ~
DANNY NORMAN
According
to
Father,
who
is
the
Lord" will be far mor~ This does not mean that proHaving Started In Virginia Over 35 Yrs. Ago, Norman Is
now .· preparing to study in
s_evere than a plague of sperity automatically falls
Sure To Get The Job Done.
· Berkely, California, "It was a
locusts.
upon the righteous, God is
great
experience
from
a
Call 253-2927 Or Stop By
It is not a trite saying that · concerned for the . physical
religious and cultural_point of
sin will bring judgment upon needs of His people. If he pro1603 N. Albany (Cor . Green & Albany)
view. It is one I could grow
the sinner. So it wa:s that Joel vides for the· birds of the air'
FREE Estimates
from."
urged the people to. set will He not also be concerned !"!'j
themselves apart, to come for the needs of His people
before God with a humble who trust Him?
However, physical blessings cs·
spirit and acknowledge their
wrong doing, before God with in themselves are not enough, rll
for man does not live by bread
godly sorrow.
We should know tbat even alone. Man was made for
when we sufffer because of God, - therefore man cannot
our
own folly, we may still call rest . until his heart rests in
13210 North 30th St.. Tampa
U.S. ltwy 19 North
977-2777 ac2600
nor th of V.A. tt ospit al
ro;s from Cou ntryside Mall 799-2727
to the Lord and if we ap- · God. God's coqcern for the
2810 W. Buffalo Ave .. Tampa
proach . him with a contrite hunger of the human soul is
acros~ from St. Joscph ·s tt o~pita l 877-8450
681-5571
not less than His concern for
heart he will hear.
In our lesson the people . our physical needs. The
cried to the Lord for relief provides abundantly in this
.
from the plague of locusts, for regard.
Joel saw the beginning of a
all their vines and fig trees
were denuded, even the seeds new age. It would come afterfor the following year's crop ward, that is, after the fulfillhad been consumed. Cattle ing of the promises made to
-and sheep were pershing from Israel. In · Acts 2:1-4.
hunger. Without help · from Thereupon they preached the
God~ the judgment that had Good News of the resurrection
fallen on Judah would spell of Jesus and of the forgiveness
doom. So the prophet's call to . that comes through Him. In
worship sounded a note of addition, the gift of the Holy
Spirit was promised to all who
great urgency.
were baptized into Christ. In
Such devastation had never this way the rich, spiritual
been witnessed before. Joel is blessings of God were made
saying to them, · "Can't -you available for all who would
understand that God is trying receive them. The hope that .,
to tell you something?" "You Joel was for Israel now ::t
do well to recognize this as became a reality, not for Isreal
J·udgment coming from God, alone but for the whole world. trl
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Val's Kitchen-.. . . . . - - --------By Valerie Johnson- Food Expert

- - - - - - -.-Cookie Cakes---------.
I ran across these super easy cookie cake retip~s by accident. My mother
needed to take a dessert to a church dinner, she asked me to think of something
easy to make, low in cost and pretty as a picture. I found these delectable recipes
tucked in the bottom of a drawer and boy I'm glad I did!
The best thing about these cakes is they never see the inside of an oven. You

For Your Health
Studies have shown that a
Animal food products such
diet low in cholesterol is one as - eggs, dairy, fish, meat
way to reduce the risk of dying and
poultry
contain
from a heart attack.
cholesterol. Plant foods do
The American Heart not contain this fatty, waxy
Association recommends material.
limiting your dietary intake of
Remember, well-informed
cholesterol to 300 milligrams eating can help protect you
daily. Talk to your doctor and against heart failure and other
get the facts.
diseases.

Coffee Almond Torte
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You'll get many servings from this small cake because the
filling is so _rich.
Coffee Buttercream (recipe follows)
V3 cup toasted sliced almonds
24 square shortbread cookies (a tO-ounce package has 38)
Lightly grease a 7x4-inch loaf pan; line bottom and side~.
with strips of waxed paper. Spread 'l2 cup buttercream evenly overbottom; sprinkle with 1 tablespoon almonds. Lightly
press 8 cookies side by side on top. Repeat layers twice, ending with cookies. Smooth 'l2 cup buttercream over top.
Cover; chill at least 1 hour or overnight. Run thin knife
around edge of pan; invert torte -onto serving platter.
Remove waxed paper. Spread remaining 'l2 cup buttercream ·
over sides and top of torte. Sprinkle with remaining
almonds. Chill at least 30 minutes before cutting in thin
slices. Makes 12 servings.
Per serving: 399 cal, 2 g pro, 21 g car, 35 g.fat, 101 mg chol,
383 mg_sod.

Coffee Buttercream

=

2 cups butter, softened
1 cup confectioners' sugar

~ . ~~:~::;on instant coffee
· o · 1 teaspoon vanilla
~!

5

·<
~

powder dissolved in 1.tablespoon

Beat butter and sugar With electric mixer until pale and
fluffy. Beat in coffee and vanilla until blended. Makes 2'!2

don't have to worry about heating up your kitchen when it's already 90° outside.
The main ingredients are store bought cookies and an easy to prepare f"tlling.
Then just refrigerate until ready to eat.
Um Um Good!
VAL

Hawaiian
Blossom Cake

Chocolate Sandwich-Cookie Cake

You assemble this cake right
o_n the serving platter.
1 can (20 ounces) crushed
pineapple in juice, undrained
Vz cup granulated sugar
2 tablespoons cornstarch
llarge egg
1 teaspoon vanilla
3f.t 'cup sour cream
Forty 21;4 -inch brown-edge
wafers (a 9Yz-ounce package
has 48)
1 can (11 ounces) mandarin
orange segments, drained
2 kiwi fruits, peeled, halved
lengthwise and sliced 1;4 inch
thick
Mix pineapple and juice,
sugar, cornstarch, egg and
vanilla in medium-size
saucepan. Stirring constantly,
bring to boil over medium
heat (mixture will thicken};
boil 1 minute. Cool slightly;
stir in sour cream; cool completely. Place 1 wafer in middle of serving platte · surround with a circle of 7.slightly overlapping wafers. Gently
spread about 3f4 cup pineapple mixture over the wafers
almost to the edge. Make a
border of alternating orange
segments and kiwi slices.
Repeat with 4 more layers of
8 wafers each and · 3 more
layers of pineapple mixture
and fruit. (You'll end with a
layer of wafers.} Garnish top
with remaining fruit, Chill 2
hours or overnight. Slice in
wedges to serve. Makes 8
servings.
. Per serving: 182 cal, 2 g pro,
33 g car, 5 g fat, 41 mg chol,
22 mg sod.

This 3-ingredient cake uses one of the most popular cookies
around and can be made up to 3 days ahead and frozen. It's a
natural for a birthday party.
2 cups whipping cream
1;4 cup almond-flavored liqueur
1 package (16 ounces) chocolae sandwich cookies (42 cookies)
For garnish: sliced strawberries and/or chocolate sandwich
cookies (optional)
Mix l whippin~ cream and liqueur in large bowl; chill .30
minutes. Coarsely chop cookies; place in medium-size bowl.
Beat cream mixture with electric mixer until firm peaks form
when beaters are lifted. Add 'l2 cup to chopped cookies; mix
well with rubber spatula. Spoon one third of the cookie mixhlre onto bottom of lightly greased 7- or 8-inch springform
pan . Pat to spr.e ad evenly over bottom. Spoon one third of
the ·remaining whipped cream on top; spread evenly to
edges. Spoon half the remaining cookie mixture evenly over
the cream. Repeat layers with remaining cream and cookie
mixture, ending with cream. Freeze at 2 hours, or wrap airtight and freeze up to 3 days. About 1 hour before serving,
run long thin knife around edges of cake to loosen; remove
sides ·of pan. Place cake in refrigerator to thaw slightly (cake
is served semifrozen). Just before serving, garnish with
strawberries and cookies. Makes 12 servings,
Per serving without garnish: 399 cal, 3 g pro, 28 g car; 23 g
fat, ~8 mg chol, 196 mg sod.

~~~--~-------------------------~Chocolate
Mousse Crown
Mousse this rich can be sliced like a cake.
z;3 cup chocolate or coffeeflavored liqueur
Yz cup cold water
2 envelopes unflavored gelatin
16 ounces semisweet chocolate
chips (22/3 cups) ·or 16 squares
(1 ounce each) semisweet
chocolate. chopped coarse
3 large eggs, separated (bring
whites to room temperature)
1;4 cup granulated sugar
2 cups whipping cream, whipped stiff
About 33 thin tubular-shaped
cookies with chocolate bits (a
SYz-ounce package' has 24
cookies)
For garnish: whipped cream

dissolved, about 3 minutes.
Add chocolate; stir until
melted and smooth. Remove .
from heat; whisk in egg yolks
one at a ti[ne; cook to room
temperature. In ·large bowl
beat egg whites with electric
mixer until soft · peak~ form
when beaters are lifted.
Gradually add sugar; beat
until stiff glossy peaks form.
Stir a ·large dollop o.f whites
into the chocolate mixture
untit blended, then fold the
cholocate mixture into remaining whites. Gently fold
in . whipped cream. Spoon
about '1.- inch mousse mixture
into an 8~ o-r 8V2 -inch
springform pan to cover the

firm, or chill overnight.
Before ser¥ing, remove sides
of pan; garnish mousse with
whipped
cream
and
chocolate shavings. (Shave
chocolate with a vegetable
peeler.} With sharp knife cut
into wedges 2 cookies wide.

an!i~h~~~:~r s~;~n~ater

~~~~~~ s:~1nd a~~~~~s :~s!~:

Roller '1.69

in

large saucepan; sprinkle
edge of pan. Gently pour in
gelatin over top and let stand
remaining mousse. Cover
1 minute. Stir over low heat
loosely with waxed paper.
until getatin is completely . Chill at least 3 hours until

(Continued On Page 6-B)

Latex Palnf
Interior & Exterior '4.99

Door Locks
2-Keys '7 .59

Twin Paint
Keys Made

aoe ·

223-2181
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3102 N. Nebraska
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YOUR BEST VALVE

HOME - TOWN SERVICE !

PRICES GOOD: 1/31-2/6/85

PRICES GOOD AT

WE ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS
AND WIC CHECKS

CONTINENTAL .,OODWAY I
623-1031
7611 Causeway Blvd.
OPEN: MON : - SAT. 8-9
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Iowa Western
Beef Shoulder
Round
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MANAGER'S SPECIALS ...
Gerber Strained

(Limit 8 w;ss Order)

Baby Food ..••...••.....•.... 4 Jars
Liquid Purex
(J3PJO Ss/ M 8 J!W!'l)
Bleach • • • • •••••••••••••••••••
(;at .

Squeezable Hunt's

79¢
39¢
$

.

Ketchup .•............... · . 32 oz. Btl. 149

Hunt's

·

-T omato Paste. -. ..... ·....... t8 oz. can
. Whole Peeled Hunt's

Tomatoes •................ 28 oz. can

·

99¢
89¢
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~ From Va-l 's Kitchen
(Continued From Page 4-B)

Lemon Mousse Crown
w /COUPON ONLY

I

Murray
Wave

W /COUPON ONLY

StaSofFro

: Dark & Lovely 1
-,
1

X-Dry

Comb Out

~- ;~. ~
--------J.-----------TCB
$

c;n;t:;r

2/$500

80z.

•2 69 Ea.

w/COUPON ONLY 1 W /COUPON ONLY
w/ COUPON ONLY
Care !'ree .curl 1
I
I
n Worlds o
Mmsturzzer I .~~
_
I
-~
Curls
Hatr&Scalp 1 ;
I !ft--_ Conditioner ,________- - ---' Activator
80z.
I
I ..,: -- ~- ...,...
$ 55
/
~..,-:.-.-:.;:--- · SOz. 2/'5 00 1 ···;-;;~~~
32 Oz.
2
1
- ---=--"'"'"
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'2•• Each

A spectacular and elegant cake, perfect for your next party.
A shortcut mousse makes it even easier.
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2 envelopes plus 1 teaspoon unflavored gelatin
1\14 cups cold water
3 cups lemon sherbert (1 Y2 pints)
Yellow food coloring (optional)
1 cup whipping cream, whipped stiff
About 33 thin tubular-shaped cookies (a 5 Y2-ounce package
has 24)
For garnish: whipped cream, halved lemon slices and mint
leaves
Sprinkle gelatin over water in a large saucepan; let stand 1
minute. Stir over low heat until gelatin is completely dissolved, about 3 minutes. Gradually stir in sherbert, until completely dissolved. Add food coloring to make mixture a pale
yellow . Chill until mixture mounds when dropped from a
spoon. Fold in whipped cream. Spoon about lj4 inch mousse
mixture into an 8- or 8 1/2 -inch springform pan to cover the
bottom. Stand cookies in mousse all around inside edge of
pan. Gently pour in remaining mousse. Cover loosely with
waxed paper. Chill at least 3 hours until firm r or chill overnight. Before serving, remove sides of pan; garnish mousse
with whipped cream, lemon slices and mint leaves. With
sharp knife, cut into wedges with 3 cookies in ea~h. Makes
11 servings.

Per serving: 220 cal, 2 g pro, 26 g car, 13 g fat, 29 mg chol,
46 mg ~od.

NOTICE!!

BAR-B-QUE_ KING
3501 E. Hillsborough
238-9024

-oPEN ON SUNDAYS
2 P.M. UNTIL 10 P.M.
Stop By And Visit Us After Church

SERVICE IS OUR
BUSINESS AT •••

Bay Area Managers, Inc.
P.O. Box 11986 Tampa, FL 33680
2107 E. Osborne Avenue,
Tampa, Florl_d a 33610
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FOR
•BUYING A HOME
•APPRAISALS
•NEW HOMES
•INVESTMENT PROPERTY

James T. (Jim) Hargrett, Jr.,
President

•SELLING A HOME
•PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
•LOTS
•COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY •
AT· (813) 237 1866
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Easy Wave
1
Hair Groom J
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w/COUPON ONLY I
Right On 1
~ Activator ~

/COUPON ONLY

/COUPON ONLY

World Of Curls
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Oz.
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3/ $1 :
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Braids
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E-Z curl Kit

Mitd-Reg.-Super

'599
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1
Plastic
NECKLACES
Caps

W/COUPON ONLY
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Care Free Curl
Snap Back

I
I
I

$199

12chc:
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SuperGro

Initial
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Curling Irons
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$299
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Wave Rag
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
Lights: 10 mg "ta(.' 0.7 mg nicotine-100':;: 16 mg "ta( 1.0 mg nicotine av._per cigarene, FTC Report Feb.'85.
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Nabisco Hosts Barbecue

Fo~

NAACP Conventioners

Insurance And You

t'

-

~~

·c.
~

Q. Now that the Legislature premium dollar collected is
~
has raised the legal drinking used to pay for losses caused
age to 21, will it have any ef- by drunk drivers, based on the
fect on the cost of automobile numbers cited, I know the law
insurance?
will hold down insurance
A. Yes, raising the drinking costs. But more importantly,
age to 21 will help hold down the law will save lives.
insurance costs. There are
Commissioner Gunter has
many factors in determining urged the Florida Legislature
your auto premium; but we to raise the drinking age for
can safely say that the cost for several years, but not just for
auto insurance will not in- economic reasons. The pain
crease as much as it would if and suffering that families ex18 to 20 year olds were allowed perience because of the deaths
to drink.
and injuries resulting from
Let me share a few grim young drunk drivers cannot be
statistics with you about measti·r ed in dollars. Raising
teenagers and drunk driving: the dr:inking age to 21 will
Accidents involving 18 to 20 prohibit 18 to 20 year old
year ·olds and alcohol cost drivers from buying alcohol,
Florida $260 million a year. allowing fewer to drink and
This group is more likely to be drive.
involved in alcohol-related acThe law will not end all
cidents
than
21
to
24
year
olds.
drunk
driving, but it will
Southfork Ranch, home of television's Ewing family, was the scene of Texas-style barbecue
Nationally, drivers under 21 reduce the number of deaths
hosted by Nabisco Brands, Inc. during the NAACP 76th Annual Convention in Dallas. Enjoying
the eveninl! are (from left to ri2ht): Nabisco Division Sales Mana2er, Bill Davy; Dallas NAACP represent 10 percent of licens- and injuries. The Legislature
President,_Ted Watkins and wife, Deborah; Nabisco Director of Corporate Personnel, Terrence F. ed drivers, drive 9 percent of took a welcome step and
total vehicle miles, yet are in- passed this legislation for all
Burke; and Herbert L. Bright, Sr., Senior Manager of Personnel Services and Programs, Nabisco
volved
in 23.6 percent of all the right reasons.
Brands, Inc.
alcohol-related fatalities. By
"Insurance and You" is a
1980's: Tactics for Small raising the drinking age, 20 column
which
answers
Business Success,'' this highly percent of all alcohol-related questions regarding insurance.
successful program offers an crashes involving those under If you have a question or
opportunity for participants to 21 can be prevented.
problem you would like adOf the 100,000 small
trepreneur . . A~flend
two informative
Since the insurance industry dressed, write: "Insurance and
businesses started in Florida economy goes throu~h struc- seminars and a question and estimates that 25 cents of every
You", c/o Insurance Comthis year, at least 50 percent tural and competitive changes, answer session. ·
missioner
Bill Gunter, LL-25,
will fail. The Small Business the small business man and
To register . for these Tampa at 974-4274 or in St. The Capitol, Tallahassee,
Development Center is of- woman who wants to succeed, seminars, contact the
in Petersburg at 893-9529.
Florida 32301.
fering a series of seminars
must
adapt
to
these
changes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••which will help to give en- and aggressively compete in
trepreneurs the edge necessary the market place. The experto succeed in their ventures.
tise offered through these
On Saturday, August 24, seminars
can
provide
the SBDC will present six necess~ry insights for people
small business classes from 9 who are presently operating a
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Each business or are thinking about
seminar is designed especially starting one.
for the needs · of today's enEntitled, "Survival in the

Tampa Offers Four Key Seminars
For Small Business Success
<=
"C

MEDICAID ACCEPTED

We Take The Bite Out Of
Dental Care Costs!

THE WAR

Teeth Cleaning

713 A - S. HOWARD AVENUE
OPEN SUN., MON., THURS., FRI .
10 AM-6:30PM CLOSED SATURDAY

, * BACK TO SCHOOL SALE *
BOY'S LATEST STYLES SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS. LOW PRICES
BOY'S DRESS PANTS & JEANS, SIZES 8-20 ..... --:- .. '5.95 UP
MEN'S 2-PC. WALKING SUITS ......... .. . .... .. '17"' UP
MEN'S BACGY PANTS , SIZES 27 -42 . ... .. . .... .. '9.95 UP
MEN'S 100.% POL VESTER CONTINENTAL &
bELT LOOP PANTS 28-60 .... .. . .... .. .. . . . .... '6.95 UP
MEN'S SUITS (36-60) . . .. . ............... . . LOW PRICES
LEATHER LOOK AND PARACHUTE PANTS ...... .. . . '6.95
. MEN 'S WORK PANTS ... . . .. ... . ... .. .. . .. . . .... . '6.95
MEN'S FANCY JEANS . . ... .. .. ... . ...... . ..... '6.95 UP

AskFor Your

Full Mouth Scan X-Ray .............

ONE FAIR PRICE FOR ALL REGARDLESS
OF TYPE OF BITE

(Panoramic-Maxilla and Mandible, film)

Crowns/Caps

(PER TOOTH} .... . ....... .. each 5 199

$100

(Porcelain with non-precious metal)

down

Dentures, Deluxe .............. set 5385
(Complete Upper and Compete L.,wer)

Partial Dentures .............. each 5245
(full cast partial with two chrome clasps , Upper or Lower)
FiII ings (PER suRFACE) • • •••••• , •••••••• 5 15
(Amalgam, one surface or Composite resin, orie surface}

$

4968

PER
MONTH

:~;.L~~~~~

·O R FULL CASH PRICE••••• '1095
Comprehensive orthodontic treatment of
the transitional dentition , or treatment of
the permanent dentition. Marlin R. Crytzer,
Certified Orthodontist; Member, American
Association of Orthodontists.

DENTAL CENTER

. Buick Friend

A DIVISION OF SOUTHEAST DENTAL CENTERS

l.EE

888-6868

M.

8370 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

888-6868

JUST EAST OF WEST HILLS PLAZA- BETWEEN SCOTTY'S & PONDEROSA

TYLER

4400 N. DALE MABRY
PHONE: 872-7746

BRACES

5 18

Town & Country

Specializing In Credit Problems!.

~~

(REG . $15-SPEC. THRUB/ 31 / 85} 5 10

('/,hr. appointment with Licensed Dental Hygienist}

DENTAL INSURANCE ACCEPTED- NO CHARGE FOR PROCESSING
(PRE-AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED}

COME SEE ME TOOA Y!

Open Six Days A Week
Evening Hours Available

Joel S. Garblik. D. D. S.
Rudolph T. Liddell, D. D. S.

No Appointment Needed
For Emergencies

ST. PETE CALL:

Adverti sed prices are minimal fees and do not include x-rays . Additional Expense may

443-7883

be incurred, depending upon individual conditions .

Business In The Black

well over
vears
back. But the consumer will
come up with quite a bit of
money for one piece of furniture providing it's the
his mouth is. India and Turkey perfect piece.
as well as European designs
Jules Jogel, President,
are featured on the · fourth
JARU, accessories designers
floor in an International extraordinary, explains "the
pesign Center. Concentrating look," is important in
on this new exposure to the fashioning today's home.
trade buyers means they get a Confessing that "the conbetter look at the burgeoning sumer is the boss," better
demand for foreign designed educated, more intelligent and
furniture and furnishings fan- affluent than yesterday's tire
kicker. Even the kids "actualtasies of the consumer.
Consumers according to Arly know what they want."
thur C. Thompson, Vice PresiEven if they cannot afford to
dent and Gen. Manager, The
buy an entire suite" of room
Lane Group, are "designer
furniture any more at once,
aware" more than ever before . they still plan on filling up the
for two reasons. Space and
room in a simpler more
Money. Or rather the lack of sophisticated style. So some
both. Nevertheless, they still
"snob appeal" is definitely
want individualized styled
needed says Martin Weiss, Nahigh quality items in their
tiona! Accounts Manager,
smaller living quarters. Space
Bigelow-Sanford,
Inc.
is premium, 900-square feet is
"Bigelow your bungalow"
about what the average abode
advertising theme brought
has
to in size from
into

BY CHARLES E. BELLE

Sarah Says Individuality Is Identifying
Sarah Vaughn set the provocative tone for the symposium panelists and seminar
speakers at the Summer Home
Furnishings Display show in
the new California Contract
Center at the Western Merchandise Mart. Making inflecin her virtuoso voice,
Ms. Vaughn affected the every
of would be furnishings
and floor covering buyers to
the third annual absolutely immense 300,000 square feet of
showroom space extravaganzas. Electronic and computeraided design denoted a deserved deviation from the most recent Dallas show of furniture
manufacturers rather stale
display of consumer considered furniture offered to
retail store buyers. Bigger and
better was not enough to
-r1PN·r•'be the sophisticated San

Francisco Western Mart Summer Home Furnishings market
display of exquisite taste and
exceptionally talented show.
"Sophisticated," is _the
point of the picture of today's
consumer, President Donald
M. Preiser, Western Merchandise Mart, painted for the
overflow crowd of retail store
owners and chain store buyers
browsing and buying in a
brand new designed, wholesale
dealer serving, monstrous size
building. But, Donald is not
afraid to duck a new trend,
providing space in the Mart
for a 4000Jo per year increase
in demand for "professional
interior designers," in business full-time, not just "kitchen designers," who are parttime sellers of wholesale goods
at retail mark-up prices.
Preiser
his money where

store to view their ''chateau ~
collection.'' Commercial ~
building buyers are even <
breaking .down and buying soil ..
resistant pastel colors in their ~
usually cold stone office ~
~
spaces.

~

-

Since more people in
!"
outofbusinessarebuyingfu
niture and furnishings
some sense of
designer support, Vogue Interior Design, discounts
almost 400Joover individual
designers' cost in their public
open showrooms. Ralph
Rosenblum,
President
Vogue Interior Design,
believes buying by the consumer as well as commerci
b4yer from a design cen
showroom is "the wave of
future." For now he is
tented with the rising dem
at this professional
centers. Sophisticated
pers are indfed seeking
Sarah Vaughn's luscious voi
laments ·

~~------~--------------------~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~--~----··~

HURRY IN FOR GREAT SAVINGS THROUGHOUT
THE STORE! Sale Thurs. August 15 thru Sat. August 17

Women's
Selected
Dresses

25%
OFF
· For office, for evening , for a day about
town , nothing does it
quite like a dress .
Assorted styles in attention getting
stripes and prints .
Plus. super charged
solids.

Women's Casual Shoes
The bottom line is style ... and these great
looking shoes underscore fashion .Leather
uppers and man made or leather soles .

s10 OFF

19~?
Reg.$39.95

Nike Aerobitech
Exercise shoes with lace-up closure.
Leather upper in white.

SEARS N.EW 1985
Fall/Winter
Catalog, only $4.
And we'll send
.you a $4 thank
.you certificate.

Goolagong Separates for Misses

Sears has a credit
plan to suit most
any need.
·Satisfaction guaranteed
• or your money back
'9Sears, Roebuck and Co., 1985

Top. Short sleeve polo-top-a casual classic! In misses
sizes small, medium and large. Reg . $18
>Culotte. The comfort of pants, .the look of a skirt! In misses
sizes small, medium, large. Reg . $18
·
Jacket. Zip front style with spliced-in color for a little extra
style. In misses S-M-L. Reg. $25
Pants. Easy-care polyester and cotton . Perfect for the
season. In misses sizes small, medi.um, large. Reg . $22 .
Sears Pricing Policy . If an 1tem is
not described as reduced or a
special purchase . it 1s at its
regular price A special purchase .
though not reduced . is an exceptiona! value.
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Direct Deposit Is Available
To People In Local Area
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People receiving Social
Security checks in the local
area can have them deposited
directly into a checking or savings account at a financial institution of their choice, a
Social Security manager said
recently·
Direct deposit has several
advantages, the manager said,
including:
•No worry about check being lost.
•No worry about check lying in mailbox when away
from home.
•Savings in time and
transportation and no standing in line to cash or deposit
check.
•Money in an account is
Safer than Carryi·ng cash.
•A person can deal with any
financial institution he or she
chooses, including a commercl.al bank savings bank sav,
'
ings and loan association,
Federal or State credit union,
or similar institution.
Since banking practices
vary, a person should find out
the financial institution
andles direct deposits,
a statement is sent,
about any service charge,
minimum deposits, interest
rates, and special service provided .
To arrange for direct

Fact-Finding Missions Vital To Foreign Policy

deposit, a person should complete a form SF -1199,
available at the financial institution. A - monthly benefit
check shows all the information necessary.
Direct deposit
only
authorizes deposits into your
account; it does not authorize
withdrawals.
For more information, ask
for a copy of the leaflet, Direct
Deposit Of Your Monthly
Benefits, at any Social Security office. The address and
telephone number of the
nearest office can be found in
the telephone directory,
Q. At present I'm paying
for my own medical insurance,
but I'll be eligible for
Medicare in a few months. I'm
having trouble deciding
whether to enroll in the
medical insurance part of
Medicare or just continue paying for the insurance I have
now. What should I do?
A. Some private health insurance policies are intended
only to supplement Medicare.
Still others may not pay for
some services that are covered
by Medicare medical insurance
such as house calls by a doctor. You should contact your
insurance agent to find out
what your present policy will
cover after your become eligible for Medicare.

~~------------~----------------------------=

U.S. Planning New
-=
·--== Definition ·Of Job Bias
I

~

~

WASHINGTON .,.... The
Reagan administratioq said
Thursday it plans to change
the way it defines employment
discrimination and hopes to
abolish the use of quotas as a
remedy.
Chairman Clarence Thomas
of the Equal Employment Opportunity Cpmmission, in
outlining his regulatory goals
for the coming year, said he
would seek major changes in
the Uniform guidelines on
Employee Selection Procedures, which apply to all
private and public empldyers.
did not give yetails of the

said cuhent rules
...5 "'·""' bias "seem to assume
inherent inferiority of
acks, Hispanics, other
lnlinorities and women ." l
Differences in the "rates at
an employer hires or
people Of different
,.,., ·.
s.exes or national origin
...,..
'
reflect ... many factors
Z
~I.
than
Unlawful

~ -.Ildi~;criminat.ion
1-'

define 'discrimination' encourages employers to
discriminate in order to secure
the work-force composition
necessary to satisfy the
statistical rule," he said.
The administration supports
the use of voluntary
affirmative-action programs
that do not use specific goals
and timetables, but civil rights
activists feel flexible mandatory goals are necessary to
remedy past discrimination.
Thomas said the proposed
revisions will "recognize that

our government. Whether a
Congressman does these
things knowledgeably or in
ignorance is his responsibility.
this
context,
a
WASHINGTON -As you In
read this column, I am in the Congressman's foreign policy
Soviet Union, completing the duties loom even larger when
first half of a 10-day trip to we remember that one of every
that country. Instead of taking three federal tax dollars is
a vacation during the month- spent to finance the foreign
long, Labor Day congressional . policy and defense priorities of
recess, I determined that my this country.
time could be more profitably
White Congressmen are exsp~nt by visiting the Soviet
pected to make such factUnion to study first-hand its finding visits, and are interpeople, culture, economy, viewed on television aftergovernment and foreign
policy. l am being accompanied by Cong. John
The Governing Board of the
Conyers of Detroit and the
Southwest
Florida Water
Rev. Fowler, an outstanding
Management
District voted to
pastor from my district.
Although I have never been ease water use restrictions
to Russia before, this fact- districtwide on August 7, in
finding mission is certainly not Bradenton during its regular
a vacation or junket, not in a meeting .
The · Board lifted the
country whose language I do
emergency
restrictions in the
not speak, whose food I do
not like, whose entertainment six-county area · of Pasco,
and dances are strange to me, Pinellas, Hillsborough ,
and that does not have any Manatee, Sarasota and
Charlotte counties which limit
good golf courses.
lawn
watering from 4 a.m. to
Hence, you may ask:. Why ·
9
a.m.
two days a week deam I in this mighty Compending
on address. The
munist nation, studying it
Board
then
placed the entire
every possible minute for 10
16-county District under
straight days?
Well, first of all, it is the modified Phase II restrictions
duty of a Congressman to which allow an additional two
become as knowledgeable as hours of watering in the
possible about other nations,
especially in those regions of
the world which are focal
points of our foreign policy
and defense priorities, such as
the Middle East, Africa, Central America and Eastern
Europe.
One of a Congressman's
foremost responsibilities is to
educate the public and to
debate and vote iri Congress
on all policies and priorities of

wards to discuss their findings.
But the white press views
Black Congressmen differently, apparently preferring to
see us as lesser Congressmen
concerned only with food
stamps, grants for community
development , voting rights,
etc . Unquestionably , these
things are important - and
my v~tes and actions have
demonstrated-that I know they
are - 1 but they are not the
total areas of concern for a
Congressman, if he is doing
his job.

By
BON. GUS SAVAGE
Member of Congress

Water Use Restrictions Eased
mornings. The new restrictions became effective on Friday, August 9, at 12:01 a.m.
Districtwide, the new lawn
watering hours are from 12:01
a.m. to 9 a.m. and from 9
p.m. to 11:59 p.m. on an oddeven address system. Those
residing at an address ending
with an even number, or the
letters A to M if there is no
number, may water on even
days only. Those with odd addresses, addresses ending in N
to Z in case of no number, or
no address, may water on odd
days only.
Residents . who would like
more information on the water
restrictions may call 1-800423-1476.

EDWARDS

Remodeling Service
• Painting• Carpentry
•Drywall
•Room Additions

statistical disparity is not tantamount to discrimination and
that minorities and women are
fully capable of competing on
the basis of race-and sexneutral standards."
The agency said the proposal might be ready for a vote
by the full commission next
February.

PATRICK EDWARDS
... Owner

EMPIRE PAINTS ·
36027th Ave.
TAMPA, FlA.

24.1-2301 -247-3719

KEYS MADE

39¢ Up

-------------------·
LATEX PAINT. ·.... $3.49
OUTSIDE WHITE ... $7 .49
SuP-r low p<ke f•om Rentacalor.
• NO hidden extras
.

ROLLER PAN SET ................ $1 . 99 Eo.

• NO instoHotion fee
o NO long tO<m commitment

3" BRUSHES ......................... 99¢ Ea . .

• No sec:urity d.po•i•

••a~,ed
NO ct.o.ge•
'"' po•""' •opoin
on a monthly rat• of S21 .60
lontacolo.,leoding b<ond.ava;lable
in13" , 19"ond25" TVK•oon .
fOt fast delivery and installation coli
Re"tacolor NOw-CAll

(813) 876-9495

SALE PRICES GOOD

~lfw
'

VIDEO CENTER

81 ;,.,,,,.,_
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Blacks In South Africa Shape Strategy:
Making Apartheid System Ungovernable

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa - Vincent Maphai's
63-year-old mother, a devout
Catholic, used to tell her son
that the whites had given him
education and civilized him.
She warned him to stay away
from politics.
Mr. Maphai listened to his
mother. . He
teaches
philosophy at the mixed-race
University of Witswatersrand
and largely leaves politics to
others.
Meanwhile, however, his
mother has become one of
millions of blacks in South

Africa participating in rent
strikes to protest the policies
of the white government. "If
my mother can be radicalized
then anyone can be radicalized, .. he says.
As Mrs. Maphai's sea
change illustrates, with the
South African state of
emergency three weeks old,
blacks show little sign of
resuming the peaceful, obedient role they played for
decades.
Overall Strategy
Even the most chaotic and
disparate unrest fits into the

DENTISTRY
Open Faced Gold Crowns,
Solid Gold Crowns, Bridgework, Dentures, Pa.rtials, Gum
Disease Treated, Silver
Fillings, White Fillings,
Extraction. I. V. (sleep)
Or Nitrous

overall black strategy: to make
this country ungovernable
under the current system.
Even with hundreds of black
leaders in prison, South
African blacks are making
clear that there can't be
business ar - ·usual until
substantive change is made.
The continuing unrest
already has forced the white
government to consider
previously unthinkable
changes in apartheid. President P;W. Botha is likely, in a
speech last week, to revise
restrictions on where blacks
can live, work, and travel, and
to concede that blacks are
South. African citizens, rather
than citizens of ethnically
distinct
"homelands"
recognized as nations only by
the white South African
governm~t.
Many blacks
hope he. will free the jailed
leader ofthe African National
Congress, Nelson Mandela,
for talks on black political
participation.
Something Must Change
There is a feeling of anticipation among both whites
and blacks that something
must change. Left unsatisfied,
that anticipation is turning to
impatience.
The tactics blacks are using .
to secure that freedom haven't
changed much for 30 years:
boycotts, strikes, riots, the
burning of the race passes all
blacks must carry, the refus'al
to participate in official
sporting events·, the boycott of
elections for segregated co.uncils and parliaments.
But the scope of these protests is far broader than ever
before. "The tactics of noncollaboration and confrontation haven't changed, but con-

Minority Women Learn ~
To Succeed In Business ~e

NEW YORK - Getting
started in business can be confusing and a little frightening
especially for minority
women, who are often unfamiliar with the kind of red
tape they are likely to get
wrapped up in.
The Minority Women's
Business Institute, a year-old
program at the Brooklyn campus of Long Island University,
is taking steps to rectify the
situation.
"The purpose of the institute is to enhance the skills
of minority women so they can
successfully compete in the
free enterprise system,.. says
Dora Carbonell, director of

the institute.
~
"We function as a clearing e
house for the sharing and ex- ~
change of business informa- ....
!"
tion. · We are also a training ....
and educational system for
minority women.
"We teach women how to
prepare business proposals,
marketing startegies, and
every aspect of business that
women should know,.. says
Carbonell.
The program, the only one
of its kind in the U.S., is staffed by a fulltime faculty. The
courses cover such subjects as
taxation, accounting and
business writing.
Some of the 350 women
who have enrolled in the proditions in South Africa have
· changed fundamentally, .. says gram were alr~ady in business
before they dame to the inMonty Narsoo of the Institute
stitute.
of Race Relations, who was
"Many of the women run
arrested and tortured for
businesses out of their
organizing boycotts a couple
homes, .. says Mary Grainger,
of years ago. He notes that toa business development ;(1
day's blacks are ·more
specialist for the Minority :s
educated, more urbanized, ·
Business Development Agen- ; ·
and more organized.
cy, which helped start the in- ~
Last year, four . times as
I
stitute.
many blacks took matricula"We want them to get their
tion exams as did in 1976,
businesses out of the house ;:D
although few of them could
and into a general business ; ·
find jobs. The black
"townships ... have grown to climate, start partnerships, go
into full proprietorship or insprawling metropolises ringing
corporate. Women are often
the white cities. Unions that
reluctant to deal with the
had only 100,000 members
government bureaucracy when
during the 1950s now boast
it comes to obtaining loans,
more than half a million
getting licenses and things like
members.
that,'' says Grainger.
And after 30 years of aparThrough seminars, conheid, blacks are more angry
ferences and workshops, the
ahd militant. "Whites warit to
women learn to overcome
eat bread and butter while we
these
problems. Business coneat dry bread, .. says Alfred, a
sultants from the metropolitan >
burly driver for a white-run
area are part of the institute's
c.
company here. "They drink resources.
tea with milk while I must
~
drink, my tea black. Why?
Because I'm a black man ...

OLDS CUTLASS CIERA
Technology that's state of the art
· and stYle that's all Cutlass.

For more information, write:
Dept. A Oldsmobile Division
920 Townsend, Lansing, Ml 48921
Let's get it together ... buckle up.
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Paid Holiday
For
King Birthday

TALLAHASSEE The
Florida Legislature should
make the birthday of the late
Martin Luther King Jr. a paid
state holiday and establish a
civil rights archives to honor
the activist, a state commission urged Monday.
The Governor's Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Commemorative Celebration Commission was charged with
identifying ways to celebrate
King's birthday Jan. 15, 1986.
The group, led by former Gov.
' LeRoy Collins and Leedell W.
Neyland, submitted its report
Monday. The group called on
the Legislature to change the
state observance of King's
birthday from Jan. 15 to the
third Monday in January to
coincide with the national
holiday.
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We're Winning
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The United Way. It Works.
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Chi~k~~ N Dumplings .•79

1:15
Cut Asparagus . . . . . . •
42
Green Beans .........•
OZ.GEORGIO SLICED
47

14.5 OZ. LADY LEE

16 OZ. DEL MONTE- FRENCH STYLE

New Lower
Prices On
Dairy Items

Mushrooms ..........•

GAL - PURIFIED OR DRINKING

Syfo Water ..... . .....•77

..

I'll ·
~'

=

~

&;fio~i~ks ........... :16
&,ito~inks ..... ·.....•97
C~~~~tBar .........•78
OZ.SUNSHINE-GOLDEN
Fruit Cookies ........•94

Appi;E~~ce

·1.66
Pineapple In Juice ....•77
Ch~~ksLlghrT~~a ....•62
C~;~~ Beef ...... : .1.04
.......

20 OZ. DOLE-SLICED. CRUSHED OR CHUNK

12 OZ. EVEREADY

18 OZ. LADY LEE -CRUNC HY

~

· .cl

·-=
=·
·---·
~
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Do.
~

=
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I
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1 09
2:17
Hzidd~ Rv~EIIey Ranch ..•64
Light~;Afluid .. : .... 2. 76
. Potato Stix •.... ......•24
V;r;Li~lli ...........•76

Granola Cookies . . . •
soz.
· Fruit Fresh . . . . . . . . . . •

55
SpaghettiSauce .....•
178
St;;;;dETomatoes . ....•49
G';;~t LNorthern Beans .•32
8;~~i;"weenie .......•47
OZ.JOAN OF ARC
Kidney Beans . . . . . . 1•33
8p;9h;ur&';Ji;;tbans .•
32 OZ. RAGU- GAROEN STYLE

40

....83
Light Spread ...... . 1.29

1.51
Design Cups ...... . 1.06
Solo Plates ....... . 1.39
Pop Tarts ........ . 1.05

SO Cf

9 OZ LADY LEE

15 C T. - 10 IN

G IANT ROLL

.

Hi Dri Towels ........•57

2 LB. PAAKAY

14 OZ CYClE BEEF

15 OZ POLLI O REG O R SKIM

Ricotta Cheese . . . . .

19
• 9

H~;rr;.yEat Biscuits ...•99
Hz~~g~;sJ~ck Biscuits .•41
Ey~glish Muffins ......•98
F;~~~h Onion Dip .....•59
Cottage Cheese . . . .

1.29

New
Lower
Prices
12 CT FOIL PKG

1.49
Massengil ........ . 1.58 Light Tuna . . ........•62
Secret . . . . . . . . . . . . 2•39 8°8c{s;~~e ..........•94
9
H'~;;r&HAShoulders ... 3:13 Kraft Dressing .......• 7
&;ope Mouthwash . 2.49 M~y~~naise ....... 2.35
.
P;as ..........•54
Aqua Fresh . . . . . . . . 1.88 s~;;t G
T~a~Llii'EBiades ...... 3.51 Ro~lrM~H~T....... . .. 1.22

Alka Seltzer ...... .
12 OZ DISPOSABLE DOUCHE

• 1r-.1 L ;• ' ' ' .!1

Imperial Margarine

16 OZ. BREAKSTONE'S TANGY

1.58 OZ . LADY LEE

. M~i~m Noodles .....•77

a7

Carrot Juice .........•

7.5

, 'Q

~1

I

I I OZ KELLOGG S

2

~;~~E Chips .........•79

"'

Design Plates ..... .

6.5 OZ. C HICKEN OF THE SEA CHUNK

2 OZ SOLID DEODORANT

8 OZ REDUCED CALORIE CREAMY B ACON

8 2 OZ TOOTHPASTE

43
o~9,_F~~~r~y ..........•29
G~;;y Train ........ 5.42
Kibbt-;~oN Bits ..... 2.92
Corn Flakes . . . . . . . 1.02
Silhouettes . . . . . . . . 1.66
New Lower
Prices On
Frozen
Dog Food ...........•

18 OZ LADY LEE

10 CT STAYFAEE

10 OZ LADY

L ~E

Green Peas ..........•47

70
Haddock .. ·-- .. .. .. 1.95
Cheddar Browns
1.94
Apple Croissants
2.33
Appi;A
Juice ..........•77
Breaded Shrimp .... 1.85
Combo Pizza ..... . 2.09

Whlfp Topping ........•
9 OZ MAS PAUL "$ CRUNCHY UTE BA TTEA

24 OZ ORE-IDA

9.75 OZ SARA LEE

8 OZ TAMPA BAY

7.25 OZ WEIGHT WATCHER S DELUXE

=
~ ·

;;..

Ann Dye

...l

"I Saved
$13.93!"
Total Savings of 15%

~

~

~
·~

~

<
Q., ;

Sharon McKenna

Loretta Jane Knight .

"I Saved
$7.53!"

"I Saved
$6.46!"

"I Saved
$8.28!"

Total Savings of 13%

Total Savings of 8%

Total Savings of 6% ·

..............................................................................
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1sh n' Karry Goes Lower!
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1

89
LB •
1 79
Corned Beef . . . . . . LB •
49
Leg Quarters . . . . . . LB.•
1 99
Boneless Hams . . . LB. •
2 29
Italian Sausage . . LB •

EC KRICH SMOKED OR

Polish Suasge
KI NG'S PRIDE ROU ND

F~;~o~la 409 ..... . . 2.94

APPAO X. 5 LB BAG
GOLD"N FRESH CH ICKEN

7 OZ .- 2 PK .

LYKES FAMILY FAVORITE

t()()C'<D BEEF - ANY SIZE PKG

Ground Beef. . . . . . . LB .

88

1 38
Round Steak . . . . . . LB •

*****

ROMAN BRAND- HOT O R M ILD

BONELESS FULL CUT

Save On
Deli
Values

*****

2 28
Sirloin Steak . ... . . LB •
*****
08
T-Bone Ste~k . . ... LB •
TENDER. JUI CY

3

TENDER. JUICY

*****

Ch~~k Steak .....· .

LB 1.48

*****
C ENTER CUT - 7-BONE

Chuck· Roast ..... . LB 1.28
*****
LEAN

Ground Beef ..... . LB 1.29
LB •49
LB•49
LB .59

Bottom Round Roast · LB 1.38
*****

p;,;krCch~'ps . . . .... LB 2.08
*****

1;~;;Es~~w

1

Sp;~y N Wash . . . . . .
48 OZ. IVORY

1.5 LTR WIN E

*****

Lamb Chops. . . . . . LB 1.69
*****
49
Leg 0' Lamb . . . . . LB •

U 5 0 A C HOICE WHOLE LEG

Fillets . . . . . . . . cB 1.69
Scallops . . ... . LB 4.29
sw
Shrri;;,p . .. . .. LB 6.99
BLACK
2 3
r Fillets .. . ~ LB • 9
STORE HOURS:
MONDA Y THRU SATURDA Y:
8 a.m.- 10 p.m.
SUNDAY.· 9 a. m - 9 p.m.

1

*****

LEAN
2 38
Rib Steak ...... . .. LB •

Chi~ken

Livers . . . . . LB . 79

o~'~i ~hBSpare

a~rN'~~dle Soup

Polo Brindisi .. .... .

Ribs LB1.39

4.09

Kosher Spears ... . . 1.29

Ch;~~'oal

.. . . . . . .... 2:14
.......

Grape Jelly ......... ::J7
28 OZ LADY LEE - SMOOTH O R CRUNCHY

Peanut BuHer . . . . . . . 1•87

64 OZ INDIAN SUMMER

Apple Cider. . . . . . . .

1 6
.6

Fresh
Bakery
Items

....•51

ci~~MChL~wder Soup ..•48

V~g;t;bl~ Beef Soup ..•53

79
69
Minestrone Soup ... . .•
Italian Bread . . . . . . ,. oz.•
8.5 OZ.VIGO
1 09 FRENCH
139
Hard Rolls ...... 2 DOZEN •
Italian Olive Oil . . . . . •
9 OZ FRENCH$
.
JUMBO
89
Sub Rolls .. . ... . ... •PK .
Mustard .. .... .... .. . . 5
&
29
Pink Lady Cake .. EACH4.
·
Worcestershire Sauce .•
19 OZ. CAMPBELL'S - CH UNKY

HOT FROM O UR OVEN S

0

5 OZ LEA

0

8

24 OZ VLASIC

18 OZ WEL CH'S

New Lower
Prices On
Groceries

2.47

Dish Liquid .. .. .... 2.9

*****
FANCY M ILK FED-SHOULDER BLADE
USDA CHOICE
SHOULDER BLADE CENTER CUT

3.49
35

Dutch Detergent .. . 2.89

p~';kNioin Roast . . • LB 1.48
Veal Chops . . . . . . LB 2 •29

.. . .... . 2.43

64 OZ. UOUIO

REG .. NACHO OR JALAPENO

*****
LEAN TENDER

Cheer Detergent ... . .•

Woolite Liquid . . . . . .
OZ.LIQUID
6
Tide Detergent . . . . . •

FR ESH PASTRAMI OR

·

96

200Z.

96

LEAN
'
1 08
Boiled Ham .. ... HALFLB. •
2 28
Corned Beef . . . HALF LB. •
88
Swiss Cheese ... HALF LB •
1 08
Nacho Chips . . . . EACH •
DOM ESTIC

94

Ivory Soap ...... -. . . . .•
88
Liquid Soap .. ~ . . . . . . . •
.

. 9 OZ. LADY LEE

320Z.

*****

Standing Rib Roast LB 2.28

OZ.BUBBLE CLUB
Bubble Bath .. . ..... . •92

22

PERRIN $ SAUC E

89

TWOLAYEA

PRICES EFFECTIVE THURSDAY, AUGUST 15 THRU WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1985
IN HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, DADE CITY, ZEPHYRHILLS, LAKELAND,
LAKE WALES, HAINES CITY & WAUCHULA.
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And Fashion Show

~

The Greater Bay Area Wedding Festival and Fashion
;:5 Show will be held at the Tam-< pa Marriott Westshore Hotel,
, August 18, at 1 p. m.
~ Exhibits and bridal experts
Q have been assembled to pro~ vide complete information to
the bride and her guests on all
her wedding needs.
Host and fashion commentary by Mike Reeves. Free admission, refreshments and
valuable door prizes will be offered.
Bridal Directory in conjunction with Tampa Marriott
Westshore Hotel are sponsoring 'the event.
The · festival will feature a
bridal~wear fashion show; exhibits; bridal experts on hand
to give information and door
prizes including a free honeymoon (Tampa Marriott),'
deluxe waterfront accommodations at Sailport Resort
(AVS V:ideo), formalwear rental for the entire wedding party (Sacino & Son), sound
system and DJ (Sunset Entertainment), and wedding cakes
(Publix Danish Bakery and
Cakes by Dot.)
j
Tickets are free, but seating
~
is limited. Call (813) 884-5835.
1
•
~

·c
~

sae
rA GREAT FIT, FROM TOP TO BOTTOM.

CADD Meeting
Set Tuesday

C.A.D.D. - Children
Against Deadbeat Dads,
a self-help, child support
organization is having a
CHILD
Support
Meeting/Discussion on
Tuesday, August 20, 7 til
9 pm, at the Seminole
Branch Library, 4 711 .
Central
Ave .
near
Hillsborough High
School.
For additional information call Carole at 6840875 after 2 pm.

I

Men's Levi's
Reg. $22. Men's rigid denim levi's® in
100% cotton . In boot cut or straight leg
styles. Young men's sizes .

Sale 17.99 Reg . $24. Young men 's
Levi's® in 100% cotton pre-washed
denim.
Sale prices eHectlve thru Sat., August 24th.

Boys' Levi's®

Save Time
. & Mone,y
= •CREDIT FOR WOMEN

~

Boys' bock-to-school Levi's® in 100%
cotton pre-washed denim. Straight leg
styling in regular or slim-fit.
Reg. Sale
Little boys' Levi's® ......... $14 10.99
Big boys' Levi's® ........... $18 12.99
Prep boys' Levi's® ......... $20 13.99
Sale prices eHectlv~ thr~ Mo;..., Sept. 2nd.

- A U.S. law prohibits
discrimination against women
seeking credit, but unfair practices still exist. Experts say
that . if
you
suspect
discrimination when applying
for a loan or making application for credit, first find a
higher official than the person
with whom you have been
dealing. Know the law being able to cite the provision
you feel is being violated
helps. If you do not receive
satisfaction, appeal to the
Agency in the state tha.t
regulates the credit laws.

Levrs

AUTO
INSURANCE

UP TO
2.5"
DISCOUNT
"Come Where Service Has ·
Been Our Policy For 30
Yrs."

A. F. Kilbride Ins.
4$07 Nebraalca 238-8874

Tampa

WEST SHORE PLAZA

T.ampa

Tampa

UNIVERSITY SQUARE

EASTLAKE SQUARE

St. Petersburg

Pinellas Park

Clearwater

Clearwater

New Port Richey

TYRONE SQUARE

PINELLAS SQUARE

COUNTRYSIDE MALL

SUNSHINE MALL.

SOUTHGATE CENTER

~
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For The Mother Who Has Decided
To Discontinue Breast-Feedil]g
Your decision to
breast-feed your baby
was a wise choiCe. Breastfeeding is the natural way
to feed your baby and is
best for both of you.
Breast milk provides
ideal nutrition for infants, especially important during the first year
of life. It also helps protect babies from infection
during the weeks after
birth. Breast-feeding
benefits the mother as
well by helping the womb
return to normal size ·
quickly.
Some mothers breastfeed for more than a
year, others for only a
few weeks. VVheneverthe
decision is made to
discontinue breastfeeding weaning your
baby is a natural, simple
process. Your goal is to
ensure that your baby
continues to receive good
nutrition. This information sheet answers some
of the questions mothers
often ask. As with all
matters concerning yo·u r
baby's health, you should
consult your physician.
He or she is best prepared
to advise you on your infant's nutrition.

....
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Clothing Ccire&Repair

·

What
Is A
Cataract?

Curls· $35

CONTACTS AVAILABLE

~ Rolnft&OtJ'•
~t" ByeC.re
OPTICAL CENTER
(ACROSS FROM MR. HOW)

..,

00
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00

transition period of a few
weeks to a few months
Organizing Your Closet
during which a mother
full-color photos to guide you
/ The long life and fresh ap- .
gradually discontinues all
through every step of clothing
pearance of clothing depends
nursing.
on proper storage as well as
Generally, replacing proper cleaning. Clothing in
one breast-feeding at a a properly organized closet
time with another type of maintains its shape, stays
feeding is the best way to clean and unwrinkled, and
saves you time and energy.
wean. Once the infant is
used to one daily feeding ·
from a source other than
the breast, after a few
Use clear plastic storage
containers, wire mesh basdays or a week a second
Hang and store similar
kets and open shelves so
can be given. This proitems in the same area.
that garments are easy
Keep jewlery, scarves and
cess continues until the ·
to see.
belts near clothing to
baby is no longer feeding
make accessorizing easier.
at the breast.
Use your existing closet space
..· ~
~o its fullest potential with
VVhich feeding to start
closet accessories and hardwith depends on your in- Avoid high shelves or low
ware to expand the available
dividual situation. The drawers for frequently
space.
time of day when your used clothing.
There are four. main princibreasts feel least full is a
ples of closet organization you
logical time for the first
can put to use in imy storage
non breast
feeding.
area of your hom~: keep items
Another way to begin is
within easy reach, keep items
to pick the feeding in
clearly visible, s~re similar
items together, divide and
which your baby seems
Divide space in the closet
compartmentalize space.
·least interested. On the
into smaller categories:
'\ .,, ·Items that aid closet or- Skirts, dresses, jackets,
other hand, the feeding
By Linda Robinson-Wilcox
ganization are available in accessories.
that is most satisfying to
many stores at·a price· to suit
CAPSULAR BAG
both you and your baby
any budget, say the authors care. What to look for: double
probably will be the last
of "Clothing Care and Re- rods, shelves, shoe racks, wire
one you give up.
pair," the third volume in the basket drawers, mugracks,
Singer Sewing Reference Li- clear plastic boxes, tubular
If your breasts become
brary ($10.95, Random House,
plastic
hangers,
plastic
too uncomfortable when
paperback), lavishly illus- hooks, kitchen towel racks,
you skip a feeding, or if
trated with
than 350 grids, open plastic bins.
they begin to leak, you
can squeeze out (express)
some of the milk by hand
Superior
How To Wean
or with a breast pump.
Beauty
In a strict sense, wean- You should not express .CLOUDY CATARACT IN
ing begins as soon as a too much milk too often, ,CRYSTALLINE LENS
Salon
mother begins to feed her however, since such
A cataract is the
2808 Tampa St. 229-0059
·(Corner Tampa & Warren)
baby any · foods other stimulation helps the clouding
of
the
than breast milk. Here, breast produce milk.
crystalline lens of the eye
however, the word NEXT WEEK: What To that focuses the vision.
... Owner
"weaning" refers to the Feed
Specializing In:
This clouding results in
• Perms • Haircuts • Weaving • Hair Coloring
blurred vision, then
And All Other Hair Care Treatment
reading and . drving.
No Appointment Necessary
Surgery is the only treatClosed Monday
ment for cataracts.
Senior Citizen Specials Tuesday

1'1502 N. NEBRASKA

~
~
~

972-1020

NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO REGISTER FICTITIOUS
TRADE NAME
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY
GIVEN that the undersigned,
Frank John.son, intends to
register the" fictitious trade
name, Frank's Ornamental
Iron, with the Clerk of the
Circuit of Hillsborough County, Florida, Pursuant to Sec~
tion . 865.09, Florida Statutes,
1953: that the undersigned intends to engage in the business
of Steel Work, at 9609
Williams
Road,
Thonotosassa, FL
Dated this 17th day of July
1985.
Frank Johnson
Sole Owner
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"For The Best In Hair Care"

call

Ayesha
229-9380

A Iter 6, 254-4338
Kisses Hair Designers
406-A E. Columbus Dr.
'"1:1

• CURLS •PERMS •PRESS n' CURL
• VVEAVING • COLORING • BLOVV-DRYING
• SUMMER HAIR CUTS
Call Today And Get Your Discount
"Have A Jesus Filled Day"
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Facing The
Teenage Problem

COPING
By Dr. Charles W. Faulkner

BY KATHY EDWARDS

9

Everybody Deserves A Chance

How Blacks Can,Benefit
From Hypnothera~y
· In my last column, we talk- controls the behavior autoed about the amazing power of matically. So blacks daydream
hypnosis and why-it should be about being second class
as the method to brain- citizens. Any thoughts of
black people. It can pro- superior achievement causes
black people with the nervousness and tension. This
of self-worth and
feeling makes blacks avoid the
motivation that is necessary to contingent situation.
the devastating efBrainwashing with hypfects of racism.
notherapy is the only safe,
The most restrictive proven solution that can
characteristic of racism in replace the negative · selfAmerica is not racism itself,
concept, that supresses asserthe negative self-image tive activity, with a powerful
that it has given black peqple.
motivating positiye self-image
The negative self-image has that propels blacks to assertive
;
become translated into black behavior and positive achieve.5! self-hatred which causes ment. It can be used on a mass
~ blacks to feel they cannot do
basis after many years of
r-;~
same things whites can.
testing and many successes,
.c: Thus, most black people are · the American Medical
e> satisfied - with their inferior Association (AMA) accredited
position in America hypnosis years ago, in 1957.
because. they feel they deserve
Imagine this scene: 500 peoit. Therefore, if they were ple gather in a room and seat
provided with op- themselves in comfortable
fer success, they seats or recliners. There is soft
turn them down.
music playing in the
~
long as this deeply in- background, perhaps even the
•ar<>nnPt1 attitude persists blacks
soothing sound of waves gentnever achieve first class ly splashing against the shore
of your most p,opular beach .
............e. in American society.
being ·. told that The lights are dimmed. You
cannot achieve the sue- close your eyes and relax every
of their white coun- muscle, allowing your body to
' and having this .sup- sink deeply into the soft comported by the portrayal of fortable chair.
A gentle- voice asks you to
blacks in demeaning roles on
and in real life, in- take a deep breath, exhale and
duces the idea of inferiority in- relax. ·You repeat this five
to the subconscious where it times. Then, you tighten the
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-= Thirst Quenching F_acts
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"I'm dying of thirst!"
How often have you
declared that on a hot, humid
summer day? Your claim may
be close to the truth. Though
the body may look solid, it is
actually about two-thirds
water. The body's great need
for water is unmatched by
food or shelter.
Here are a few survival tips
for quenching summertime
thirsts:
•Lemonade, sodas and fruit
punches are slow to refresh. It
can take one hour for the body
to break down sugar or additives. This delays the thirstquenching process.
•Cold beer, wine or mixed
drinks pose problems. Alcohol
has a diuretic effect, releasing
fluids from the body just when
it is craving fluids the most.
•Coffee and even iced tea
are not the answers either. The
caffeine in them has a
dehydrating effect.
•Perrier and other pure
sparkling waters _provide the
quickest refreshment. With no
sugar~ salt or caffeine, they are
quickly absorbed into the
body to revive and refresh.

•For variety, the new
mineral waters with a hint of
citrus, like Perrier With A
Twist of lemon, orange or
lime, quench thirsts naturally
with no calorie~.
' 'I -

From the smallest to the
greatest, to the shortest and
the shirt off of your back but

no one can take away that that
you know you know, you
know!
Time waits for no one, it
muscles in your legs and relax
keeps moving on somehow.
them quickly. This makes your
You cannot go back to yestermuscles limp, loose and
day but, you can try to better
marvelously relaxed. You
tomorrow.
repeat this procedure with
You may not get a pat on
every muscle in your body unthe back from family. There
til you feel as if you are
are times when you'll have to
floating on a soft, silky cloud.
look yourself in the
and say:
. Now, you forget about your
body as you drift into a
"I'm somebody; I have a
brain; I have a goal; I can
wonderful,
carefree
make it; I must read, study,
daydr.eam-like state. You
and l~arn, I'm going to be the
beco~e part of your dream,
best.''
jpst as you do when you watch
You must try to think
an exciting movie. You see
positive. Try to keep away
·yo:urself, you fantasize
from negative speaking
yourself, you imagine
people. When some folks are
yourself, you feel yourselfgodown, they want everyone else
ing on af\ interview for an imto be down with them
portant job. There you are in
("misery loves company") .
the outer office waiting to be
Try your best to be around
called in for your interview.
Seated next to you is your mirable behavior possible. positive-speaking people. ·
· Your chance is now! Don't
competition: a white person.
You have been brainwashed
The interviewer is, also, white . . with hypnosis and you love i~. blow it! For questions or
comments write Kathy Ed·But, today, something is
It changed ,yo~r life, for the wards, c/o Independent
better, forever. It can save · COGIC, 3101 E. Lake Ave.,
wonderfully different. You are
cool, calm, confident ami
pla~k people from themselves.
FL33610.
looking forward to the interview. You do well on interviews and can't wait for this
The
one to be~~:in. Wheri"the inALOE VERAII
terview begins, you a~... the
picture of the assertive
diplomat as you briskly
and confidently engage
Mrs. A.M. Of Tampa Says: ~·1 Am Telling Everybody That
the
interviewer
in
Your Aloe Vera Juice Really Does Work/ I Took Some For
My Stomach Pains And Got Fantastic Results. Also. I Used
fascinating
impressive
Some Of The Other Aloe Vera Products; Aloe Creme For A
dialogue, that only you can
Rash; Athrocare For My Aching Joints, And Some Of ~e
do. You get the job. But even
Skin Care Products For Bumps In My Face."
if you don't, it doesn't reflect
upon you. You'll do even better next time. Your confidence
Aloe Health Center
is so great, your self-image so
2269 E. Hillsborough Ave. (Eastgate Shopping Ctr.)
positive, your motivation to be
successful so powerful that
237-1575
you maintain your assertive
Hours: 10-5:30 Mon.-Fri.: 10-3 Sat.
confidence in every single
thing that you do.
DRESSING YOUR FAMILY IN STYLE
Your relaxing daydream becomes your reality. Your
DOESN'T HAVE TO COST YOU
old self-concept is gone
THE SHIRT OFF YOUR BACK
forever. You are a wonderful
If you've shopped Goodwill, you already know about the great bargains.
new person with the most ad-

Hair Dazzlers
... Beauty Salon.
237-8923

(EAST GATE PLAZA)

HOURS MON.-WED. 8A.M .-6 P.M. ; THURS.-SAT. 8 AM.· 8 P.M.

"We Service Every Hair Under The Sun"

$40.00
(with cut}

All Type Curls

Perm Retouch

•16-•20.50

Shampoo & Set .... . . .. ..... . .. : ........ . . : .. $6 & Up : .
Hair Cuts . . .. .. .. . . . ........ , ................ _- ... $f:i . !

Early Bird Specials
Monday- Tuesday & Wednesday Only

Curls .- '38

the tallest, all walks of life,
everybody deserves a chance.
You may ask yourself a
chance to do what? To better
himself, to gain more
knowledge, to reach a goal to
be the best at whatever I do.
Whether it's . the garbage
collector or an open heart
surgeon.
Society has a way of classing
people. You may think that
the garbage collector is the low
man on the totem pole. But, in
my opinion he ranks very
high. I think he deserves a lot
more pay than he gets.
Can you imagine not having
someone to pick up this
world's garbage? What a mess
we would find ourselves in.
So as a teenager of the SO's
it's very important that you
take advantage of every op- .
portunity to gain knowledge.
Someone may be able to take

Miracles Of

2305 E. Hillsborough Ave.

1

. <;) yi,

••• National Urban League

Retouch - • J S

Late Appointments Upon Special Request
All Work GuarantPed
We Accept MasterCharge & VISA

If you haven't, come in and find out how to outfit your whole family
without costing you the shirt off your bock!

LADIES':
Dresses begin at .................. $3.99
Slacks begin at ....... ... ......... $1.99
Pants Suits start at ................ $3.99
Blazers begin cit just, .............. $3.99
CHILDREN'S:
Coats from just .................. , $2.99
Pants start at .................... . S 1.99
Shirts & Blouses ....... .. .... $3.99 & Up
Shorts start at just ................ S 1.99
MEN'S:
Sport Coats from .................. $3.99
Slacks start at .................... $2.99
Dress Suits from only ............. $10.99
Shirts begin at just ..... ...... ·' - .... $3.99

ATTHDadwill
g ..

RETAIL STORES

4829 E. BROADWAY
Phone: 247-1619

2317 E. HILLSBOROUGH
237-6929
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You've got what It takes.
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Share the spirit
Share the refreshment
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Anopsia
My world is eclipsed, but still I see
While you see with your eyes
I see with my heart, my soul, my mentality.
You perceive a sunset;
I feel the days heat dying down.
You perceive a rose;
I feel an eternity, such as life
Full of faults and weaknesses, .
Splendor and glory; a petal so perfect, a thorn so
painful.
My world is eclipsed, yet bright is my mind,
Tis not such a pity
For one to be blind.
KIM HOWARD

Adult School Fall ierm Begins

GAINESVILLE - High school teachers from across the state came to a special institute at the
University of Florida this summer to learn about African history and culture. The institute is
designed to improve the teaching of African history in the public schools. Among those who attended the institute were, right to left: Rubye Hilliard of Gainesville, Deborah Bartlett of Naples, Marva
't · Carter of Orlando, Kevin Stapleton of Orlando, Alma Byrd (seated) of Tallahassee, James
'-' i
Washington of Pensacola, Lou Morrison of Ocala, Elizabeth Fisher of Gainesville, Paul Hershaw
I : of Ocoee, Patricia Walker of Sarasota, James Neale of Melrose, Aubrey Daniels (seated) of Fort
·ci~M~ye~~~·~Sh~e~il~a~Be~n~j~am~in__o~f~B~r-an_d_o_n__
an_d__s_te~p-h-en__H_o~p-k-in_s__
of__
Im
__
m_o_k_a_Je_e_.__~~----~----

.: ·
<=

Audit Criticizes FAMU Fee Payment Policies

TALLAHASSEE
Florida A&M University
(FAMU) has permitted
students to continue. school
and to stay in university housing when they are behind in
paying registration or housing
fees, concluded a state audit
released last week.
The audit, signed by
Auditor General Ernest
Ellison, also found spending
irregularities in several FAMU
.5 grant programs.
't
The audit said that 60
students were registered dur~ ing the fiscal year ended June
'ii 30, 1984 although they had not
.5 paid student fees.
C: University regulations say a
~
registration must be
•canc:eu:a if the fees have not
ci
.
paid on time.
~
Of 80 students who were

=

-

reinstated after having their
registration canceled, 62 still
owed money.
The audit said university officials gave more than 725 ·
students
''temporary
clearance" to register for ·the
spring 1984 semester while
they owed · more than
$353,000. University officials
said they have discontinued
the practice of granting temporary clearance . . ·
Some students were allowed
to occupy university housing
while they still owed money
for previous semesters' housing, the audit said. There also
were cases involving students
living in dormitories when
they could not prove they were
registered for classes.
The audit said the U.S.
Department of Agriculture

Local Resident Graduates From
DeVry Institute Of Technology
DECATUR, GA. - Ed- puses in the DeVry Inc.
ward Mintz, Ill W. Elm St., system, offers degree and
Tampa, has graduated from diploma programs in ElecDeVry
Institute
of ·tronics Technology and degree
Technology, Decatur, with a programs in Computer InforDiploma in the Electronics mation Systems.
Technician Program. He has
DeVry Inc. is one of North
accepted a position with FoxAmerica's
largest networks of
meyer Corp. in Atlanta, GA.
DeVry
Institute
of proprietary postsecondary
Technology, one of 11 cam- technical education.

Enroll Now for
The 1985-86 School Year
ST. PAUL UNITED METHODIST SCHOOL
3304 Sanchez Street
Tampa, Florida 33605

Pre-School (4 years o1d) Through 6th Grade
Accredited by:
The Southern Association of
Colleges And Schools

Phone: 248-6328

-

(USDA) found problems in at
least two contrac_ts with the
university. The USQ..A found
improper expendit~s of
$64,549.69 and questionable
spending of $11,105.71 by the
university on a Farmers Home
Administration contract.
Agriculture officials also
found $85,603.03 in excess
spending for the Cooperative
Extension Program from July
1974 through September 1982;
In other areas, the auditor

The
fall · term
at
Hillsborough County Adult
High School will commence
on August 26, (day classes),
August 19, 1985, for (evening
classes). Anyone (16 years of
age or older) not having completed their high school education may do so at the Adult
High School. The Adult High
School is located at 805 E.
Buffalo Avenue. Adults may
register between 8 A.M. and 4
P.M., Monday through Friday, or during the evening,

between 5:50 P.M. and 10
P.M., Monday through
Thursday.
Performance-based high
school credit (English,
mathematics, the sciences,
social studies and personal
typing) GED Preparation,
English for Speakers of
Languages, Adult Basi
Education, Enrichment (Art,
Ceramics, law studies) Community Services, Spanish,
Driver Education .
Classes are offered during
the daytime as well as during
found:
,. That the university's the evening. (8:30A.M. - 3:30
athletic department had a P.M. Monday through Friday
deficit of $130,000 as of June and/or 5:55 - 10:05 P.M.
30, 1984. The department Monday through Thursday).
reported a net loss of $32,486 Guidance counselors are
available to assess student
for the 1983-84 fiscal year.
needs and prescribe an apt/ That delinquency rates
for Health Profession Student propriate course of studies.
Loans were 81 percent based The Hillsborough County
on the number of borrowers Adult High School is approvand 58 percent based on the ed for veterans' training.
amount of dollars loaned as of Isidor A. Landeta is the principal.
June 30, 1984.

Protect Your Children
Current Immunizations Required For All School Children
MMR (Measles, Mumps and Rubella)

= On fi~t birthday or afterward and after Jan. 1, 1968.

DPT (Diptheria, Pertussis and Tetanus)

= Total of 4, (3 in series and
one booster).

OPV (Oral Polio Vaccine)

= Total of 3, (2 in series, and
one booster) on or after 15
months of age.

Physical Exam on State Form

= Within last 12 months.

School Health Physicals (Scheduled Clinic Sessions)
All By Appointment Only
Sulphur Springs Clinic

Monday thru Friday

Lee Davis Oinic

Monday thru Friday

Kelton Clinic

Monday thru Friday

W. T. Edwards Clinic

Monday thru Friday

Main Health Department (downtown)

Monday thru Friday

North Hillsborough (Sheldon Road)

Tuesday thru Friday

Plant City Clinic

Tuesday thru Friday

Ruskin Clinic (Joyce Ely)

Monday thru Friday

For Additional Information Call 272-6200
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A Famous Black Celebrity Scope
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SYNDICTED BY EUGENE EDWARDS

*YOUR
HOROSCOPE. ~

LEO (July 22-August 20):
You may find yourself having
minor difficulties to contend
with during the middle part of
the week. It will go just as
quickly as it came. Sunday into Monday looks like what
you might want- and it's aU
yours for the asking. Speak up
- as a Leo, that should be a
cinch! The planet of positive
changes will soon be in your
favor. We all must communicate with the youth, they
will need your help now.
VIRGO (August 21-September 21): Around Thursday, if
not by Friday at the very
latest, expect a member of the
opposite sex to help put some
of the pieces of your life back
into place. Sunday suggests
caution when in public places
and while traveling. Next
Tuesday finds you with some
time to yourself. Use it! This is
not a month for travel, if you
are having problems with a car
or van, better be safe than
sorry.
LIBRA (September 22-0ctober 20): The last several days
at the very start of this past
week may have seen you under some very heavy clouds.
By the time of this reading you
might still be experiencing
some fall-out. Look forward
to Sunday and Monday they will be your best days out
of the lot. You will be attracting the opposit sex that is
older than you; age is wisdom,
which is something you need
atthistime.lfyouaredepressed, work it out.
SCORPIO (October 21November 21): If ever a streak
of bad luck wwas a trounce on
someone, it may definitely be
you this week if you haven't
prepared yourself. Only after
Saturday afternoon will you
get the ·chance to turn things
around in your favor.
Remember what you say to
others will have a greater
weight to it. Any discipline
related to healing the mind will
be beneficial to you and
others.
SAGITTARIUS (November
22-December 21): Hold steady
now to what you have, and try
not to make use of it- either
before the weekend or right after it. For all intent and pur· mar ked
poses, th e wee ken d IS
as the pits for you, with a
capital "P"
. . · So don't
d expect
k
muc h t h IS time aroun · Ta e a
cIose Ioo k at your
h d shan d
. h ·nee
d o not b e seIfIS Wit ot ers.
0 n ·t h e IIh orned f rant and
emotJ<;ma e~e1 o. not react to
negattve SituatiOns, stay
positive.
CAPRICORN (December

and think of what needs to
come out of your life. You
must mainl$lin your freedom
of action in whatever you are
trying to gain. This is not the
time for marraige. Both
Thursday and .Friday are
favored as good days to push
your plans and schemes.
Saturday itself may prove to
be a mixed bag day. Right
~fter Sunday it would be in
your best interest to keep a
very low profile.
AQUARIUS (January 21February 19): Thursday into
Friday could be a little difficult if you haven't prepared
for it. Late Saturday going into Sunday should see a much
better turnaround in just
about everything you do. It
relates to career changes. Your
ruler will be doing good things
for your sign. Be prepared for
the changes that are coming to
you . Love and you are universal, stand up for the love and
help in the peace on earth.
PISCES (February 20March 21): Just make sure you
are headed in the direction of
your personal goals. Many of
you work in institutions
dealing with the needy; keep
up the good work and stay
positive. This Thursday as well
as Tuesday of next week are
most likely to be the best days
for you. The only slump in the
week comes around Sunday,
dealing with carrying things
too far ... beware.
ARIES (March 21-April
20): Keep your temper down
to earth so that the changes
you need to make will have a
good foundation, both mentally and physically. Good
changes are on the way - be
ready. Buy less and cut back
on your travel. Stay positive.
This week for the most part is
smooth sailing. Just over the
weekend, however, don't be
surprised if you're asked to
travel and broaden your
horizon . Do so if offered.
Around Tuesday, try and not
let worry get the best of you.
T ARUS (April 21-May 20):
Artistic activity can be well
expressed;
mediate
on
beautifying your immediate
surroundings. Financial activities are also favorable.
Consider this week a sweep of
exceptional good luck. Act
with boldness to get equal
results. Cosmically, the wind
of success and assistance is at
your back all the way through
next Tuesday. It's yours for
the asking!
,
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
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ALTHEA GIBSON
Tennis
Miss Gibson broke the color
line in the sport of tennis.
Before her time, black involvement in the world of tennis was virtually unheard of.
The sport was tra,ditionally
designed for the more affluent. Her accomplishment
has to go down as · one of the
most incredible success stories.
She rose from the playgrounds
of Harlem to become the best
female player in the world.
As a teenager she won the
Department of Parks Manhattan Girls Tennis Championship and the New York State
Girls Singles Title. In 1945 and
1946, she captured the
National Negro ·Girl Singles
Championship.
Miss Gibson enrolled in
Florida A&M College in 1949.
She starred in both tennis and
basketball until graduation in
1953, accomplishing such feats
as runner-up for the National
Indoor Championship, the
first black to play at Forest
Hills and the first black to play
at Wimbleton. Later in 1957,
she won the Wimbledon
singles crown and also participated in the doubles and
won.
Born in Silver, South
Carolina on August 25, 1927,
this Virgo native had the sun
in the first duad of the sigh.
These people exemplify the
typical Virgo characteristics
very intensely. They really enjoy intellectual conversation
with relatives, friends and coYou will be tested in areas in
which you just may need help.
Be careful with the law; if
you enjoy speeding, do not
take chances. Think before
you react in whatever you may
be doing. This is a very good
period to have plans in place
for the weekend. The reason is
very simple - the stars are in
your favor! Even if you should
trip, you 'II still get up smelling
like a rose
CANCER (June 21-July
21): The key to happiness is
finding your God and self.
This is a lucky season for
many of you. Keep your mind
open to the highest and rewards will enfold you with the
best gift of all. God is forever
and so are you. Thursday all
your plans should fall in place.
In fact, after the weekend, the
momenutm of good tidings
will only get better and better.
Dealing with loved ones and
emotional problems that you
have swept under the rug is
advised this week.

1t

Psychic-Spiritualist
. ~
'
Sohes all life's problems.
Answers all your questions.
Madame Ann can and
will help you!
Results Where Others
Have Failed.
6025% N. Dale Mabry
1 Blk. N. Of Hillsborough

Madame
A nn

875-4697
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workers, but they are usually
withdrawn and shy when
dealing with strangers and
issues of an emotional nature.
They possess a good memory
for detail and can handle
figures or work that requires
precision and manual dexterity.
A Grand Trine in Fire signs,
consisting of Moon, Mercury
and Neptune in LEO, Saturn
in Sagittarius, Uranus and
Jupiter in Aries is a plus for
any athlete. It gave her an
abundance of energy and drive
along with the "Will to Win".
It's not surprising that she was '

successful in tennis. The Moon
in LEO will continue to keep
her in the eye of the public
throughout her life, as well as
place her in positions of trust,
respect, and responsibility or
in control or management o
enterprises.
Venus conjunct Mars in
Virgo indicates gain by matters connected with drugs,
medicine, nursin.g, food,
farming and through vocations. associated with the earthly. This explains why Mrs.
Gibson is currently engaged in
public relations work with a
bakery firm.
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Atlantic Records Reorganizes
~

Black Music Division

>

NEW YORK - As part of · to Marketing Coordinator.
the ongoing reorganization of And, in a new staff addition,
the Black Music Division of Timmy Regisford has joined
Atlantic Records, three staff the division as A&R Represenmembers have been promoted tative.
The announcement was
to newly-created positions,
and a new appointment an- made this week by Hank
nounced. Patricia Jones, Caldwell, Atlantic Vice
formerly Executive Assistant, President/General Manager of
has been named National Black Music Operations, who
Director of Product Manage- commented: "I am very pleasment. Rita Roberts, formerly ed to be able to recognize the
National Secondaries Promo- tremendous hard work, devotion Coordinator, has been tion, and professional growth
upped to National Marketing exhibited by Pat, Rita, and Iris
Manager. Iris Grubman has in their years with the combeen promoted from secretary pany.
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Jazz Buffs Get Acquainted
The Tampa-Hillsborough
County Public Library and
the Tampa Bay Jazz Society,
Inc., will sponsor a getacquainted evening for jazz
buffs. The event is scheduled
for Thursday, Aug. 22, at 6
p.m., in the auditorium of the
Central Library, 900 N.
Ashley Dr.
A series of films about jazz

.

and the blues will be shown
throughout the evening, including "Discovering Jazz" at
6 p.m., "The Blues According
to Lightin' Hopkins" at 7:30
p.m., and "Sonny Rollins
Live" at 8:30 p.m. The program is free and 9pen to the
public. For more information,
call the Fine Arts Department
at 223-8864.

*SENTINEL'S TOP IOALBUMS

*

1 Roc k Me T omg
· ht ......••••.•.•••.•.• rre
r
dd'te J.ac k son
2 • Wh't
u"'h ttney
·
H ouston
1 ney H ous t on. • • • • • • · • • • • · • • · · • "'
3 · Th e N'tg ht I FeIll n Love. • • • . . . • . • • • • • L uth er u~an d ross
4 • A roun d Th e W or ld I n A D ay. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . P rtnce
·
S• Wh o ' s Zoomm
· Wh o ••.••.•..•..•.•.• A reth arran
r
kl'm
6. Material Thangz ••.••..••..................... Deele
7.JesseJohnson'sRevue ..........•.•.. ..• JesseJohnson
·
8 · Dtamond
Life. · • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Sade
9. Meeting In The Ladies Room •...•.•.... ~ .... Klymaxx
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Entertainment
Finesse Releases )2'' Debut From
1984 National ·Talent Search Winner
Mercury/PolyGram has just
released "/ Can't Help
Myself," the hot 12" debut
from Los Angeles group
Finesse. The talented trio was
the winner of the 1984
Budweiser Showdown/National Talent Search Contest
held last ·year in Los Angeles.
Group -members Charles
Anderson, Stanley Jones and

Emery Beckles recently performed the song at the 1985
Contest held in Chicago. The
event was taped for broadcast.
Be looking for the television
debut of Finesse in August nationwide. Check local listings.
"I Can't Help Myself" is
already generating enthusiastic
response at top dance clubs.
The track was produced by

TONY BROWN'S
JOURNAL PREVIEW

newcomer Larry Robinson,
who is also the musical conductor for the "Fame" TV
series. Executive · producer
Jerome Gasper, Vice President
'of A&R/Urban Contemporary for PolyGram; the 12"
'was edited and remixed by
Tony Prendatt, Manager of
A&R/Urban Contemporary
for the label.
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Finesse recording their new single at Westlake Studios in L.A. Pictured left to right are group
member Charles Anderson, Producer Larry Robinson, and group members Stanley Jones and
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20. Playtime (We have only
one_.)
22. Negative answer.
23. Positive answer.
25. Sick (Sue is __ .)
26. Plan (You have- the
ng
. ht __ •)
29. Not here (Dick moved

Kids Quiz

i

Someone should fill in the dif(icult words for
children.

yo~ng

:=.
~

_.)

32. Act(__ it now.)
33. Big or important (Mark
Twain was a __ writer.)
35. Kingly (He belongs to
the __ family.)
37. Exist (I will __
there.)
38. Numerous (We have __
pages.)
41. Part of to be (Jane
__ here.)
43. Male person.
45. Animal display.
46. Same as 17 across.
48. Foe (Japan was our
_.)

49. We (You can depend on

"THE HEALTH PROPHET"- Comedian and social activist Dick Gregory (above) says he has created a safe and
nutritious way to lose weight. In an insightful, witty and informative interview, the renowned health enthusiast talks about
nutrition, health, diet and his multi-million dollar deal to put
money into the Black commmiity on the next edition of Tony
Brown's Journal. America's top-ranked and longest-running
Black-Affairs ·television series has been funded by Pepsi-Cola
Company for ten consecutive years and is aired in this area on
public television (PBS) on WEDU-3 at 1 p.m. on Sunday,
August 18, and on WUSF-16 at 3 p.m. on Saturday, Aug. 17.
know what I __ .)

.7. Rubber wheel (My bike
needs a new __.)
8. Conjunction (neither-nor,
either-__ .)
13. Third day of the week.
15. A number (5 + 5
=_.)

18. Sound made through
mouth.
19. Tell (Let me __
my story.)
21. Past tense of say.
23. 365 days. 24. Same as 37 across.
27. Same as 32 across.
28. Once more (Say
that_-_.)
30. Fe~ale person.
31.- Sweet potato.

34. Having power (Will you be
__ to go with me?)
36. Not willing to work.
39. Same as 22 across.
40. Belonging to you.
42. Part of see (Have. you
__ my book.)
43. Plural of 43 across.
44. Open fabric (Hit the
ball over the __ .)
47. A male sheep.
50. As stated (Is that
really __ ?)
(Answers On Page 21-B)

Whatever You
Need

Classified Has It.

_. _.)

51. A circle about (We .
went __ the room.)

ACROSS
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. h (Th'
1. Having to ·d 0 Wit
IS
book is __ dogs.)
4. Past tense of come.
7. In the direction of (We
went __ town.)
9. Us(__ went to town.)
10. Dwelling (We have a
brick_·_.)

11. Atmosphere (We need
·' ' - to breathe;)
12. Following (Don comes
__ me.)
14. Pronoun that points out
'I )
(__ is my pencl · ·
16. Second person pronoun.
17. At no time (I will
__ leave.)

DOWN
L Same as 19 across.
2. In front of (The 1st
grade eats __ us.)
3. A number (2 + 1

......

~~~-~:.~~----------;;~

= __ .)

4. Separate (Bill __ his
foot.)
6. Intend to express (You

THE GREAT REV. MAKO
SPIRITUAL READER, HEALER, AND ADVISOR
. Tells past, present and future. He knows all, tells all. If you are sick and
m bad health. Knows your enemies! Is your loved one drifting away? Do
you need money? If you have a Curse or Bad Spell he can help you break
!he ba.d luck. ?ne visit. can or maybe solve all your prob,Jems. His specialty
1s gettmg the s1ck well and reuniting the loved ones. Lucky Days and Numbers are given.
_
IF YOU NEED HELP DON'T HESITATE
COME NOW, LATER MAY BE TOO LATE
COME BY HIS_OFFICE OR CALL 234-2241, 219 W. HILLSBOROUGH
AVE. 4 BLOCKS , WEST OF 1-75, TAMPA. BUS RIDE FROM
ANYWHERE.
~;
CLIP THIS AD FOR A SPECIAL READING
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.................... Millie Jackson To Headline
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Exp .er-I·ence·
'By JAMES RANSOM

Hello again everyone. As
you know, for the past few
weeks you have been reading
about how to prepare for .and
what to expect when you plan
and visit the tropical island
paradise of Jamaica.
It has been said that,
"Jamaica is an island blooming with hospitality. Alive with
a pulsating rhythm and a
warm spirt. Abundant in
dazzling white beaches,
brilliant sunshine, crystal clear
water and vibrant tropical
foliage. An island with an infinite variety of sights and activities. An infinite variety of

WIN A TRIP
TO THE
BAHAMAS!

vacation packages. A vacation
you'll value forever."
Let's visit Montego Bay,
Ocho Rios, Port Antonio,
Kingston & Negril to see
what's there for you!
Enter Jamaica through the
beautiful city of Montego Bay.
It is Jamaica's second largest
city, dating from 1494. Today,
it is one of the most modern of
aii Caribbean cities. Virtually
brimming with activities you'll
enjoy and remember forever.
1. Doctors Cave Beach On the whitest sand, soak up
the brilliant Jamaican sun,
and swim in fresh, clean-

crystal clear water, believed to
be fed by mineral springs.

~~~~~--~~~--~----,~
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icy rum punch and a warm
smile. Then sit down to a
sumptuous feast and a colorful floor show under the stars.
Also in Montego Bay, you
· · Rose Hall, t h e 1egencan VlSlt
dary house of Annie Palmer.
Dance beneath the sprawling almond tree to the vibrant
Reggae beat at Cornwall
Beach. Horseback ride around
the grounds, a plantation
known for its coconuts and
coffee at Good Hope Plantation, and stop off at Catadupa
to have a shirt or dress
measured and made. While
you wait, tour the Appleton
Sugar Factory where famous
Appleton Rum is distilled.
You can pick up your garment
when your tour returns to
Governor's Coach.
Once . a sleepy fishing
village, Ocho·Rios has evolved

JAMAICA

$199

talented Millie Jackson, whose
cross over audience appeal has
been significantly broadened
as a result of the hit single
"Act Of War Part I", that she
recorded as a duet with pop
star Elton John while touring
in England, will be headlining
the show at the Universal Amphitheatre, Saturday evening
August 31.
Her upcoming engagement
at the Universal Amphitheatre
will climax a west coast tour
with playdates in Stockton,
California, August (29), Circle
Star Theatre, San Carlos,
California,. August (30), and
a playdate in Phoenix immediately following her
Universal Amphitheatre
engagement, Sunday evening
September(!), prior to her
opening at the Village Gate in
New York, September 5th.
Her engagement at the Universal Amphitheatre will also
mark the first time in two
years, since Millie Jackson last
performed in Los Angeles.
In ad9ition to her own band
and back up singers, Millie
Jackson, will be supported by
Dennis Edwards, former lead
singer of The Temptations, as
her opening act on the bill. She
also plans to pull out all the
stops for this engagement -
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and should you happen to miss
Millie Jackson when
headlines the show at the
Universal Amphitheatre
Saturday, August (31), you
will have missed a night
remember that people will be
talking about a long time after
the stage light~ have dimmed,
and Millie Jackson will be
some where else doing what ~
she does best. Entertaining au- £;
diences in her own inimitable
;(1
style!!

Spinners Ink
New Contract
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Mirage Records, distributed ; "
in North America by Atlan- ; ·
tic/ Atco Records, has signed
the Spinners to a long-term
recording contract. The announcement was made this
week by Mirage President
Jerry Greenberg, who also
into a modern hub of beautiful · reported that the Spinners are
resorts and varied activities. currently at work on their first
The fishing village pace re- album for the label. Due for
mains, however, with the arm release in October, the LP will ~
relaxed atmosphere of 'be preceded by a single release c:
· small-town Jamaica.
in September. Outside of ~
While in Ocho Rios, you North America, Spinners
must visit:
records will .c ontinue to be >
Dunn River Falls - climb released on the Atlantic label. C.
600' up a water-fall on high
~
smooth stones to the top of its
· Answers To Quiz
?·
spring fed mountain-top.
I
Fern Gully - Pass along a
~
four mile road built on an old
~
river bed. The banks of the old
river were left untouched. As
0
you ride, giant ferns and a H.o.r-;;:r
variety of other green plants 1---1~-=
cross over the road lOO's of ~...,._
feet high, creating a tunnel of J.T,-1~~;,:.
foliage that barely allows the
sunlight to break through its
green leaves.
It's Beautiful! As you end
your journey through Fern EYES EXAMINED CONTACT LENSES
Gully, headed towards the
Dr. Wallace Hay
beach, and the green leaf tunOPTOMETRIST .
nel comes to its end, the AquaPaying Customers.&
Marine, torquoise and navy
Medicaid Accepted
blue colors of the sea explode
876-8491
before your very eyes and all
1945 W . Buffalo Ave.
of Jamaica is alive.
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* ' Spotlight
Fashion Show *
Highlights Weekend

~ ·
~ ·

Kay Brown, and Vicki
Vickers. The emcees are
CeCelia Knowles and Rick
Rollins.
The male models are:
Michael Burt, Robert Jones,
George
Lewis,
Larry
"Smooth" Brown, Dangerous
Danny, and Renaldo Dixon.
Make-up artist will· be Kim
Sanders and hairstylist

TERRI BRADLEY

latest Top lO tunes, incorporated with their own
sounds. The band members
are: drummer, Marvin Brown;
bass guitarist, Bryan "Chip"
Collins; synthesizer, Homer
Watson; lead vocalist, and
guitarist, Steve Lafrui. Also
the dynamic duo of Henry
Montana and Hannah Dix. A
special appearance will be by
soloist Donnie Parker.
The second main event that
will highlight the show will be
the announcing of Tampa's
'10 Best Dressed Finalists.
Who will be Tampa's Male
and Female . Best Dressed?
Awards and prizes will be
given to the Top 3 male and
female winners.
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Spotlight hoopla is back in
Tampa once again. On Saturday evemng, August 17, at
7:30p.m., the Spotlight "Fall
Classic" Fashion Show will be
displaying the fall fasliions at
the Hilton Riverside Ballroom
in downtown Tampa.
The Spotlight Fashion show
will feature the Spotlight
models, a bevy of beautiful
Tampa ladies featured weekly
·on the Sentinel's social page.
The models participating are:
Evonne Rhodes, Quandis
Jones, Sheryl Johnson, Alodia
Sejour, Sabrina Valdez, Sorrenia Dillion, Marquetta
McNair, Delina Batson, Kim
Sanders, Renee Forde, Terri
. Bradley, Patricia Knowles,
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CECELIA KNOWLES- M.C.
Stephanie Brown, owner of 'A
Look of Class'. ·sQme of the
clothing provided ~R~ made
by Spotlight model, M'arquetta McNair.
The entertainment will
feature the funky rhythm and
blues band, Rhythm Windsong. Rhythm Windsong is a
four-piece group that plays the

***

For thpse of you who have
that special suit or dress for a
night on . the town, the
Spotlight Extravaganza will be
a place to display your finest
fashions.
Tables for groups of five
and ten will accommodate
patrons. Various seating will
be reserved for groups and
organizations. Theater style
·· arrangements will be provided
for late comers. Happy Hour
and hors d'oeuvres will be
served at the beginning of the
show. The Fashion show will
be concluded with a Spotlight
Party for the. audience to
display their fashion. All ages
are welcome.
Don't Miss It!!!

\

KIM SANDERS

~

EVONNE RHODES

VICKI VICKERS
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PATRICIA KNOWLES

$

SORRENIA DILLION

.
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SHERYL JOHNSON
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T.C.'s In Tune

TV GUIDE

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA - Roger E. Mosley who
plays the role of T.C. on the weekly television series "Magnum
P.I. "is photographed in a Hollywood recording studio getting
his voice on tape for his debut recording, a tune that the actor
also wrote titled "Snake Show". The record was produced by
Michael Scott Henderson, and several major record company
executives have expressed interest in obtaining the release for
their respective labels.

'The Color Of Success' Is
Morris Day At His Best
Morris Day, the singer/ac- one of Morris' most popular
tor who almost stole the show contributions to "Purple
as Prince's archrival in "Pur- Rain.J' was The Bird, a dance
ple Rain," is definitely a star step which had fans 'flapping
on the rise. To prove the their wings' across the counpoint, Morris decided to shoot try. With the release of The
the covl;!r photograph of his ·Color Of Success, Morris is
debut solo album, The Color promising yet another national
Of ·Success, 44 stories above dance craze named after the
Times Square, with famed first single set for release on
aerial photographer Peter B. August 21
"The Oak
Kaplan (the Statue of Tree. "- No word yet on how
Liberty's
official this dance step goes, but Morp,h.ojqg~apher) behind the lens.
ris' fans are getting ready to
. If you're nip to such things, 'shake their leaves,' so to
then you already know that speak.
With the new album due out
on September 30, Morris will
embark on a U.S. concert tour
this fall. A new movie is also
in the works, part of Morris'
recently signed three-picture
Paid For By Medicaid
deal with 20th Century Fox.
You could say that Morris
Call:
Day's
career is soaring, or that
Dr. L.A. Martinez
he's climbing the ladder of
Optometrist
success at an accelerated rate.

FREE
GLASSES

876-6085

Classic
''10 Best Dressed Finalists''
Hors D' Oeurves • Happy Hour
• Live Band • VIdeo Screen •
Spotlight After Party

HILTON Riverside Ballroom

(Downtown)
Saturday, August 17, 1985

$10Advance
Don't Miss It!

7:30P.M.

Call: 248-J

~
--~~mc~-----.rno.~~---,~~----~~~--~~~~--~~~----~.-----=

.AMERIC.A:S FAMILY DRUG STORE

=:::.:.; . ..: :.:::;:...--,. ,
Sale prices

~od

~

thru Sat., August 24th.
,.

~ :.t::~-_ -5! ~ -~--~-~ ·~ -·

- - . . - .._i.

... ;:.. .. _. -- -·-

.
~

or PEPSODENT

AIM

.
,
99 ~ 1~!

3

2-PACK

CHOICE OF TYPES

AIM &.4-0Z. or PEPSOOENT &.5-0Z.

or SPRITE

2l~~.

49

~'W"

.. -.-

COKE, TAB

LIQUID TIDE .

DURACELL BATTERIES ,

. . .

64-0Z.

Price reflects
50' off bbel.

ECKERD COUPON

-

•- J fl..U.Cl t-()l(K:()c.

2 FOR

aB

IIC IE&UWI or

CSlNSITM 5-Pl.
or WY IIC
5-PACII

.
99C

83c

3-SUIJECT
WIREIOUNO
NOTEIOIIII 120 SHEm
Reg. 1.59

IOUMCE FAIIIC
SOFnNEI SHEEtS
PACII OF 2D

0

lj

.RE8Atfs

=
E-t
t>·
~
~

NO NEED TO WAIT.

"C

~ 

.c:
I'll

·-::c=

1 69
•

WY'S CHOICE
SOLID DEOOOIIANT
2-DZ. 3 SCENTS

6 99
•

•wiA

~IIAY COLD&NE

2 oz.

Pick up our in-store
instant rebate sheets.

=-c

-·--=
-c

PENCIL CAP
5-PACK or SOn
PINK EIIASEI
leg. 39'.....

1 27
•

.

PAPEI' MATE
MAUIU ,_I"INT
PEN 1'1. 2.09

I:IJ'Ii!Hj;:@J

~

~.·

ACTIFED

~

- ~ XF;; ::.

~

·--

23c

(~~~ ....

·

c

~

2 97
•

.

YOUR CHOICE
SUDAflO 41's or
ACTIFED 24's
TAIUTS Limit 2

IIRIIUJIPIICE

1. 00 :=-cu~nm
Off - .... •-• II 7.11

NATURE MAll(
NATUIIAL DYSTEI SHELL

2•27 :t~':.~·s

REALM PliCE

1/3=~~s·
OFF
leg. 5.11 to 10.11

CASHMERE IOUQUfl
SOAP 4o/o·Dl.

79C

3-PACK

8.88 ::!.
-4.00 ::.:
4.88::::

EQtliTY Mill lEU
~ALUM

CLKI #282
.... 11 .11

COLORED PENCIL
CIIAYONS .
12-PK. leg. 1.09

57C

14 99
•

UUI'I11'

22.99:-:.3-=
.... 27.•

"Generic Drugs are not
created equal."

8 99
.-

1 19
•

DESK DICAJIIlll
LAMP- CLOCK
..... 18.89

IISSEU WIIISII-tl
SMEPEI
.... 13.11

SIX "CKfl
BINDER
leg. 1.95

FlD NECK

7.99=--~~p
.... 8.99

-

9 99
•

STAll
STDIIAill DIIAIIIIIIS
lEO, WHm or MOCHA
Reg. 12.99

